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GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES ON THE COMPLEMENT OF A PROJECTIVE
ARRANGEMENT
WIM COUWENBERG, GERT HECKMAN, AND EDUARD LOOIJENGA
ABSTRACT. Consider a complex projective space with its Fubini-Study metric. We study 
certain one parameter deformations of this metric on the complement of an arrangement 
(= finite union ofhyperplanes) whose Levi-Civita connection is of Dunkl type. Interesting 
examples are obtained from the arrangements defined by finite complex reflection groups.
We determine a parameter interval for which the metric is locally of Fubini-Study type, 
flat, or complex-hyperbolic. We find a finite subset of this interval for which we get a 
complete orbifold or at least a Zariski open subset thereof, and we analyze these cases in 
some detail (e.g., we determine their orbifold fundamental group).
In this set-up, the principal results of Deligne-Mostow on the Lauricella hypergeo­
metric differential equation and work of Barthel-Hirzebruch-Hofer on arrangements in a 
projective plane appear as special cases. Along the way we produce in a geometric manner 
all the pairs of complex reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants, thus providing a 
uniform approach to work of Orlik-Solomon.
In memory o f Peter Slodowy (1948-2002) 
INTRODUCTION
This article wants to be the child of two publications which saw the light of day in 
almost the same year. One of them is the book by Barthel-Hirzebruch-Hofer (1987) [1], 
which, among other things, investigates Galois coverings of P 2 that ramify in a specified 
manner over a given configuration of lines and characterizes the ones for which a universal 
such cover is a complex ball (and thus make P 2 appear as a—perhaps compactified—ball 
quotient). The other is a long paper by Deligne and Mostow (1986) [14], which completes 
the work of Picard and Terada on the Lauricella functions and which leads to a ball quotient 
structure on Pn relative to a hyperplane configuration of type An+i . Our reason for claim­
ing such a descendence is that we develop a higher dimensional generalization of the work 
by Hirzebruch et al. in such a manner that it contains the cited work of Deligne-Mostow as 
a special case. In other words, this paper’s subject matter is projective arrangements which 
can be understood as discriminants of geometric orbifold structures. Our approach yields 
new, and we believe, interesting, examples of ball quotients (which was the original goal) 
and offers at the same time a novel perspective on the material of the two parent papers.
It starts out quite simply with the data of a finite dimensional complex inner product 
space V in which is given a hyperplane arrangement, that is, a finite collection of (linear) 
hyperplanes. We write V° for the complement of the union of these hyperplanes and 
P(V°) c  P (V ) for its projectivization. The inner product determines a (Fubini-Study) 
metric on P(V ) and the idea is to deform continuously (in a rather specific manner) the 
restriction of this metric to P( V° ) as to obtain a complex hyperbolic metric, i.e., a metric 
that makes P(V°) locally isometric to a complex ball. We do this in two stages.
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We first attempt to produce a one-parameter deformation V 4, t > 0, of the standard 
translation invariant connection V 0 on (the tangent bundle) of V restricted to V° as a 
flat torsion free connection on V °. For the reflection hyperplane arrangement of a finite 
Coxeter group such a deformation is given by Dunkl’s construction and we try to imitate 
this. Although this is not always possible—the existence of such a deformation imposes 
strong conditions on the arrangement—plenty of examples do exist. For instance, this is 
always possible for the reflection hyperplane arrangement of a complex reflection group. 
Besides, it is a property that is inherited by the arrangement that is naturally defined on a 
given intersection of members of the arrangement.
The inner product defines a translation invariant metric on V . Its restriction h0 to V° 
is obviously flat for V 0 and the next step is to show that we can deform h0 as a nonzero 
flat hermitian form h4 which is flat for V* (so that V* becomes a Riemannian connection 
as long as h4 is nondegenerate). This is done in such a manner that scalar multiplication in
V acts locally like homothety and as a consequence, P(V°) inherits from V° a hermitian 
form g4. For t =  0 this gives us the Fubini-Study metric. We only allow t to move in an 
interval for which g4 stays positive definite. This still makes it possible for h4 to become 
degenerate or of hyperbolic signature as long as for every p G V°, the restriction of h4 to 
a hyperplane supplementary and perpendicular to Tp(Cp) is positive definite. If Tp(Cp) is 
the kernel of h4 (we refer to this situation as the parabolic case), then g4 is a flat metric, 
whereas when h4 is negative on Tp(Cp) (the hyperbolic case), g4 is locally the metric of a 
complex ball. It is necessary to impose additional conditions of a simple geometric nature 
in order to have a neat global picture, that is, to have P( V° ) of finite volume and realizable 
as a quotient of a dense open subset of a flat space resp. a ball by a discrete group of 
isometries. We call these the Schwarz conditions, because they are reminiscent of the ones 
found by H.A. Schwarz which ensure that the Gauß hypergeometric function is algebraic.
Deligne and Mostow gave a modular interpretation of their ball quotients. Some of them 
are in fact Shimura varieties and indeed, particular cases were already studied by Shimura 
and Casselman (who was then Shimura’s student) in the sixties. The natural question is 
whether such an interpretation also exists for the ball quotients introduced here. We know 
this to be the case for some of them, but we do not address this issue in the present paper.
We mention some related work, without however any pretension of attempted complete­
ness. A higher dimensional generalization of Hirzebruch’s original approach with Fermat 
covers and fixed weights along all hyperplanes and emphasizing the three dimensional case 
was developped by Hunt [17]. His paper with Weintraub [18] fits naturally in our frame­
work; their Janus-like algebraic varieties are exactly related to the various ramification 
orders q allowed in the tables of our final Section 7. The articles by Holzapfel [19], [20] 
and Cohen-Wüstholz [8] contain applications to transcendency theory.
We now briefly review the contents of the separate sections of this paper. In the first 
section we develop a bit of the general theory of affine structures on complex manifolds, 
where we pay special attention to a simple kind of degeneration of such a structure along a 
normal crossing divisor. Although it is for us the occasion to introduce some terminology 
and notation, the reader is perhaps well-advised to skip this section during a first reading 
and use it for consultation only.
Section two focuses on a notion which is central to this paper, that of a Dunkl system. 
We prove various hereditary properties and we give a number of examples. We show in 
particular that the Lauricella functions fit in this setting. In fact, in the last subsection we 
classify all the Dunkl systems whose underlying arrangement is a Coxeter arrangement 
and show that the Lauricella examples exhaust the cases of type A. For the other Coxeter
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arrangements of rank at least three the Dunkl system has automatically the symmetry of 
the corresponding Coxeter group, except for those of type B, for which we essentially 
reproduce the Lauricella series.
The next section discusses the existence of a nontrivial hermitian form which is flat 
relative to the Dunkl connection. We prove among other things that such a form always 
exists in the case of a complex reflection arrangement and in the Lauricella case and we 
determine when this form is positive definite, parabolic or hyperbolic.
Section four is devoted to the Schwarz conditions. We show that when these conditions 
are satisfied, the holonomy cover extends as a ramified cover over an open subset of V 
of codimension at least two, that the developing map extends to this ramified cover, and 
that the latter extension becomes a local isomorphism if we pass to the quotient by a finite 
group G (which acts as a complex reflection group on V , but lifts to the ramified cover). 
This might explain why we find it reasonable to impose such a condition. From this point 
onward we assume such conditions satisfied and concentrate on the situations that really 
matter to us.
Section five deals with the elliptic and the parabolic cases. The elliptic case can be 
characterized as having finite holonomy. It is in fact treated in two somewhat different 
situations: at first we deal with a situation where we find that P (G \V ) is the metric com­
pletion of P (G \V °) and acquires the structure of an elliptic orbifold. What makes this 
interesting is that this is not the natural G-orbifold structure that P (G \V ) has a priori: it 
is the structure of the quotient of a projective space by the holonomy group. This is also 
a complex reflection group, but usually differs from G. Still the two reflection groups are 
related by the fact that their discriminants satisfy a simple inclusion relation. We prove 
that all pairs of complex reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants are produced in 
this fashion. The other elliptic case we discuss is when the metric completion of P (G \ V° ) 
differs from P (G \ V ) but is gotten from the latter by means of an explicit blowup followed 
by an explicit blowdown. We have to deal with such a situation, because it is one which 
we encounter when we treat the hyperbolic case. The parabolic case presents little trouble 
and is dealt with in a straightforward manner.
Our main interest however concerns the hyperbolic situation and that is saved for last. 
We first treat the case where we get a compact hyperbolic orbifold, because it is relatively 
easy and takes less than half a page. The general case is rather delicate, because the metric 
completion of P (G \ V° ) (which should be a ball quotient of finite volume) may differ from 
P (G \V ). Deligne and Mostow used at this point geometric invariant theory for effective 
divisors on P 1, but in the present situation this tool is not available to us and we use an 
argument based on Stein factorization instead. As it is rather difficult to briefly summarize 
the contents of our main theorem, we merely refer to 6.2 for its statement. It suffices to 
say here that it produces new examples of discrete complex hyperbolic groups of cofinite 
volume. We also discuss the implications for the allied algebra of automorphic forms. 
We close this section with a presentation for the holonomy group, which is also valid for 
elliptic and the parabolic cases.
The final section tabulates the elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic examples of finite vol­
ume with the property that the associated arrangement is that of a finite reflection group 
of rank at least three (without requiring it to have the symmetry of that group). In the 
hyperbolic case we mention whether the holonomy group is cocompact.
This work has its origin in the thesis by the first author [9] at the University of Nijmegen 
(1994) written under the supervision of the second author. Although that project went quite 
far in carrying out the program described above, the results were never formally published,
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in part, because both felt that it should be completed first. This remained the state of affairs 
until around 2 0 0 1 , when the idea emerged that work of the third author [2 2 ] might be 
relevant here. After we had joined forces in 2002, the program was not only completed as 
originally envisaged, but we were even able to go well beyond that, including the adoption 
of a more general point of view and a change in perspective.
We dedicate this paper to the memory of our good friend and colleague Peter Slodowy.
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Terminological index  and list of notation
The terminological index is alphabetical, but the list of notation is by order of introduc­
tion.
Terminological index.
admissible hermitian form: Definition 1.16 
affine quotient. Remark1.8 
affine structure: Subsection 1.1 
apex curvature: Subsection 3.2 
arrangement complement: Subsection 2.1 
Artin group: Subsection 3.5 
Borel-Serre extension: Subsection 6.4 
co-exponent. Subsection 3.4 
cone manifold: Subsection 3.2 
Coxeter matrix. Subsection 3.5 
degenerate hyperbolic form: Subsection 3.7 
developing map: Definition 1.2 
dilatation field: Definition 1.3
discriminant of a complex reflection group: Subsection 3.4 
Dunkl, connection of ~  type, ~  form, ~  system: Definition 2.8 
elliptic structure: Definition 1.16 
Euler field: Corollary 2.2
exponent of a complex reflection group: Subsection 3.4
fractional divisor. Remark 6.6
germ: See Some notational conventions
Hecke algebra: Subsection 3.5
holonomy group: Terminological convention 1.1
hyperbolic exponent: Theorem-definition 3.2
hyperbolic structure: Definition 1.16
indexof a hermitian form: Lemma 3.22
infinitesimally simple degeneration o f an affine structure along a divisor. Definition 1.9 
irreducible arrangement, stratum o f an ~ , component o f an ~ : Subsection 2.1 
Lauricella connection, ~  function: Proposition-definition 2.6 
longitudinal Dunkl connection: Definition 2.18
mildly singular function, ~  differential: discussion preceding Lemma 3.10 
monodromy group: Terminological convention 1.1 
normal linearization o f a hypersurface: Definition 1.6
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nullity. Lemma 3.22
parabolic structure: Definition 1.16
projective quotient: Remark 1.8
pure degeneration: Definition 1.5
pure quotient: Remark 1.8
reflection representation: Subsection 3.5
residue of a connection: Subsection 1.2
semisimple holonomy around a stratum: paragraph preceding Corollary 2.20 
simple degeneration of an affine structure along a divisor: Definition 1.5
Schwarz condition, ~  rotation group, ~  symmetry group, ~  in codimension one: Definition 4.2 
special subball, ~  subspace: Subsection 6.2 
splitting of an arrangement: Subsection 2.1 
stratum of an arrangement: Subsection 2.1
topological Stein factorization: paragraph preceding Lemma 5.11 
transversal Dunkl connection: Definition 2.18
List of notation.
Aff M 
A ff(M  ) 
r  
A
ResD(V)
VD/W 
D p. 0 
Dp, A 
Wp.A 
V  ◦ 
L(H)  
H l 
H l
Lirr(H)
M(L)
V 0
E v
n i
KL
V K
H i
n L
BIl V
n i
h 0
m hyp
H( F)
di
mi
dì
Subsection 1.1: the local system of locally affine-linear functions on an affine manifold. 
Subsection 1.1: the space of global sections of Aff M.
Subsection 1.1: the holonomy group.
Subsection 1.1: the affine space which receives the developing map.
Subsection 1.2: Residue of a connection along D.
Lemma 1.4: normal bundle of D  in W .
Remark 1.8: the affine quotient of D p.
Remark 1.8: the projective quotient of D p.
Remark 1.8: the pure quotient of Wp.
Subsection 2.1 
Subsection 2.1 
Subsection 2.1 
Subsection 2.1 
Subsection 2.1 
Lemma 2.1. 
Subsection 2.2 
Subsection 2.2 
Subsection 2.2
the complement of an arrangement in V .
the intersection lattice of the arrangement H.
the members of H  containing L.
the intersections of the members of H  — H L with L.
the irreducible members of L(H) .
: a linear from which defines the hyperplane H .
: the logarithmic form defined by the hyperplane H .
: the translation invariant connection on an affine space.
Corollary 2.2: the Euler vector field on a vector space V .
Subsection 2.4: the orthogonal projection in an inner product space with kernel L. 
Lemma 2.13.
paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15. 
paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15.
paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15: the set of exponents k for which V K is flat. 
Discussion preceding Lemma 2.16.
Lemma 2.16.
Lemma 2.16.
Subsection 2.5: blowup of V in L.
Subsection 2.5.
Subsection 3.1: the hermitian form defined by the inner product. 
Theorem-definition 3.2: the hyperbolic exponent.
Lemma 3.4.
Subsection 3.4 
Subsection 3.4 
Subsection 3.4
the ith degree of a reflection group. 
the ith exponent of a reflection group. 
the ith codegree of a reflection group.
C
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%mi Subsection 3.4:
Ar ( M  ) Subsection 3.5:
H ( M,  t) Subsection 3.5:
R Subsection 3.5:
H ( M  ) Subsection 3.5:
pmon Subsection 3.5
prefl Subsection 3.5
N Subsection 3.6
Wk Subsection 3.6 a complex number of norm one attached to ß.
A w paragraph preceding Lemma 3.22: a hyperplane of Rn+1.
Qw paragraph preceding Lemma 3.22: a quadratic form on Aw. 
p L ,qL Definition 4.2: numerator resp. denominator of 1 — k l .
G l Definition 4.2: Schwarz rotation group.
G Definition 4.2: Schwarz symmetry group.
V f  Subsection 4.2: locus of finite holonomy in V . 
evG Theore 
L -  Subsection 5.3.
L 0 Subsec 
L+ Subsec 
B-  Theore 
V + Discussion 5.8.
V -  Discussion 5.8.
E (L ) Discus 
D (L) Discus 
SS  Discus 
E (L .)  Discus 
S (L , ) Discus
S t  (as a subscript) paragraph preceding Lemma 5.11: formation of a Stein quotient.
B+ Subsection 6.4: the Borel-Serre extension of B.
B+ Discussion 6.8.
Some notational conventions. If C x acts on a variety X , then we often write P (X ) for 
the orbit space of the subspace of X  where C x acts with finite isotropy groups. This 
notation is of course suggested by the case when C x acts by scalar multiplication on a 
complex vector space V , for P (V ) is then the associated projective space. This example 
also shows that a C x -equivariant map f  : X  ^  Y  may or may not induce a morphism 
P ( f  ) : P (X ) ^  P(Y ).
If X  is a space with subspaces A and Y , then the germ of Y at A  is the filter of neigh­
borhoods of A in X  restricted to Y ; we denote it by YA. Informally, YA may be thought 
of as an unspecified neighborhood of A intersected with Y . For instance, a map germ 
Ya  ^  Z  is given by a pair (U, f  : U n  Y ^  Z  ), where U is some neighborhood of A, and 
another such pair (U ' , f  ' : U' n  Y ^  Z ) defines the same map-germ if f  and f  ' coincide 
on U" n  Y for some neighborhood U" of A in U n  U '.
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3.
5 3.
5 3
2
8.
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1. Affine structures with logarithmic singularities
We first recall a few basic properties regarding the notion of an affine structure.
1.1. Affine structures. Let be given a connected complex manifold M  of complex di­
mension n. An affine structure on M  is an atlas (of complex-analytic charts) for which the 
transitions maps are complex affine-linear and which is maximal for that property. Given 
such an atlas, then the complex valued functions that are locally complex-affine linear make 
up a local system Aff M of C-vector spaces in the structure sheaf OM. This local system is 
of rank n  + 1  and contains the constants CM. The quotient AffM /C M is a local system 
whose underlying vector bundle is the complex cotangent bundle of M , hence is given by
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a flat connection V : ÜM ^  ÜM ® ÜM. This connection is torsion free, for it sends closed 
forms to symmetric tensors. (This is indeed equivalent to the more conventional definition 
which says that the associated connection on the tangent bundle is symmetric: for any pair 
of local vectorfields X, Y  on M , we have V x  Y  — V Y X  = [X, Y ].)
Conversely, any flat, torsion free connection V on the complex cotangent bundle of M  
defines an affine structure: the subsheaf AffM c  OM of holomorphic functions whose 
total differential is flat for V is then a local system of rank n  + 1  containing the constants 
and the atlas in question consists of the charts whose components lie in Aff M.
Terminological convention 1.1. With regard to a flat, torsion free connection V on the 
complex cotangent bundle of a connected complex manifold M , we reserve the term mon­
odromy group as the monodromy of that connection on the cotangent bundle of M , whereas 
the holonomy group shall be the monodromy group of the local system Aff M.
So the holonomy group is an extension of the monodromy group by a group of transla­
tions. In this situation one defines a developing map as follows. If r  denotes the holonomy 
group, let M  ^  M  be an associated r-covering. It is unique up to isomorphism and 
it has the property that the pull-back of Aff M to this covering is generated by its sec­
tions. Then the space of affine-linear functions on M , Aff(M ) := H 0(M, Affm), is a 
r-invariant vector space of holomorphic functions on M . This vector space contains the 
constant functions and the quotient Aff (M  )/C  can be identified with the space of flat holo­
morphic differentials on M  ; it has the same dimension as M . The set A of linear forms 
Aff (M  ) ^  C which are the identity on C is an affine r-invariant hyperplane in Aff (M  )*.
Definition 1.2. The developing map of the affine structure is the evaluation mapping ev : 
M  ^  A which assigns to z the linear form ev^ : ƒ G Aff (M ) ^  ƒ (Z ) G C.
Notice that this map is r-equivariant and a local affine isomorphism. In fact, it deter­
mines a natural affine atlas on M  whose charts take values in A and whose transition maps 
lie in r .
Definition 1.3. We call a nowhere zero holomorphic vector field E  on M  a dilatation field 
with factor A G C when for every local vector field X  on M , Vx  (E) =  AX.
Let us have a closer look at this property. If X  is flat, then the torsion freeness yields: 
[E, X  ] =  V E (X ) —V  x  (E) =  -A X . In other words, Lie derivation with respect to E  acts 
on flat vector fields simply as multiplication by —A. Hence it acts on flat differentials as 
multiplication by A. So E  acts on Aff M with eigenvalues 0 (on C) and A (on Aff M /C M).
Suppose first that A =  0. Then the ƒ G Aff M for which E ( f  ) =  Af make up a flat 
supplement of CM in Aff M. This singles out a fixed point O G A of r  so that the affine- 
linear structure is in fact a linear structure and the developing map takes the lift of E  on 
M  to A times the Euler vector field on A relative to O. This implies that locally the leaf 
space of the foliation defined by E  is identified with an open set of the projective space of 
(A, O) (which is naturally identified with the projective space of the space of flat vector 
fields on M ). Hence this leaf space acquires a complex projective structure.
Suppose now that A =  0. Then C need not be a direct summand of Aff M. All we 
can say is that E  is a flat vector field so that its lift to M  maps a constant nonzero vector 
field on A. So locally the leaf space of the foliation defined by E  has an affine-linear 
structure defined by an atlas which takes values in the quotient of A by the translation 
group generated by a constant vector field.
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1.2. Logarithmic degeneration. In this subsection W is a complex manifold with a given 
affine structure V on the complement W — D of a hypersurface D. At first, D is smooth 
connected, later we allow D to have normal crossings.
We recall that if we are given a holomorphic vector bundle V on W , then a flat connec­
tion V on V with a logarithmic pole along D is a map V — Qw (log D) & V satisfying 
the usual properties of a flat connection. Then the residue map Qw (log D) — O D in­
duces an O D -endomorphism ResD (V) of V & O D, called the residue o f the connection. 
It is well-known that the conjugacy class of this endomorphism is constant along D. In 
particular, V & O D decomposes according to the generalized eigen spaces of ResD(V). 
This becomes clear if we choose at p G D a chart (t, u i , . . . ,  un ) suchthat Dp is given by 
t  =  0: then R  := t  / ' := . . . , U n := is a set of commuting vector fields, 
covariant derivation with respect to these fields preserves Vp (and since V is flat, the re­
sulting endomorphisms of Vp pairwise commute) and R induces in Vp & Od,p the residue 
endomorphism. In particular, the kernel of R is preserved by U¿. The action of U  on this 
kernel restricted to Dp only depends on the restriction of U  to Dp. This shows that V 
induces on the kernel of the residue endomorphism a flat connection. (A similar argument 
shows that the projectivization of the subbundle of V & OD associated to an eigenvalue of 
ResD (V) comes with a projectively flat connection.)
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that the affine structure V on W — D extends to Qw with a genuine 
logarithmic pole. Letting vD/ w  stand for the normal bundle o f  D in W , then:
(i) the residue o f  V on Qw respects the natural exact sequence
0 —— Vd/w —— Qw & O d —— Qd —— 0
and induces the zero map in QD,
(ii) the connection induces in D an affine structure,
(iii) the connection has a logarithmic pole on Qw (log D) as well, its residue on this 
sheafrespects the exact sequence
0 —— Qd —— Qw (log D) & Od ——O d —— 0.
and is zero on QD. The scalar operator in O D is one less than the one in v*d / w .
Proof. By assumption, V defines a map Qw — Qw (log D) & Qw . Since V is torsion 
free, this extension then takes values in
^Qw (log D) & Q w ) n  ^Qw & Qw (log D )) c  Qw (log D) & Qw (log D).
If t b ea  local equation of D , then this intersection is spanned by t - 1 dt & dt and Q w & Q w . 
Hence the residue of V on Qw maps Qw & O D to the span of dt, that is, to VD /w . So (i) 
follows. It is also clear that V drops to map QD — QD & QD and so (ii) follows as well. 
Finally, let R be a local vector field with R(t) =  t. Then V R induces the residue map and 
so V R(dt) is of the form cdt +  tw for some constant c G C and some w G Qw . It follows 
that V r ( t - 1dt) =  (c — 1)t-1 dt +  w G Qw (log D). This proves assertion (iii). □
The converse is not true: if the affine structure extends with a logarithmic pole to 
Qw (log D), then it need not have that property on Qw . The advantage of this logarithmic 
extension (over Qw ) is that has better stability properties with respect to blowing up.
Definition 1.5. Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifold W . 
We say that an affine structure on W — D has simple degeneration along D o f logarithmic 
exponent A G C if at any p G D there exist a local equation t for Dp in Wp, a morphism 
F0 : Wp — TO to an affine space T0 such that
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(A =  0) (F0, t) : Wp — T0 x C is a local isomorphism and there exists an affine-linear 
function u : T0 — C such that uF 0 (p) =  0 and the developing map near p is 
affine equivalent to (F0, log t.(u F 0)),
(A =  0) there exists a morphism F1 : Wp — T 1 to a linear space T1, suchthat (F0, t, F 1) : 
Wp — T0 x C x T1 is a local isomorphism and the developing map near p is affine 
equivalent to (F0, t -A, t -AF 1 ).
If in the last case (A =  0), T0 =  0, we say that the degeneration is pure.
Before we analyze the structural implications of this property it is useful to have the 
following notion at our disposal.
Definition 1.6. If D is a smooth analytic hypersurface in an analytic manifold W , then a 
normal linearization of D is a vector field on WD which is tangent to the fibers of some 
retraction WD — D and has a simple zero at D with residue 1. If we are also given an 
affine structure V on WD — D, then we say that the normal linearization is flat if the vector 
field is an infinitesimal affine-linear transformation.
It is clear that this retraction is then unique. Note that such a vector field generates a 
C x -action on WD with D as fixed point set which preserves each fiber of the retraction. 
Thus the germ WD gets identified with the germ of D in its normal bundle (in other words, 
an analytic version of the tubular neighborhood theorem holds); this explains the chosen 
terminology. If it is flat with respect to a given affine structure, then the C x action lifts to 
the holonomy cover as a one-parameter group of affine-linear transformations.
Remarks 1.7 (The case A =  0). Let us begin with noting that V extends to Qw (log D) 
with a logarithmic singularity along D: We get
where a  is any translation invariant differential on T0. We also see that the residue endo­
morphism of Qw (log D) & O D preserves QD and is either trivial (u is constant) or has 
image a rank one subbundle of QD (u nonconstant). An element of O D p that is the re­
striction of an element of Ow,p which is affine-linear outside D is in fact the composite 
of the local isomorphism F 0 |Dp and an affine-linear function on T0. So D has a natural 
affine structure and F 0 determines a retraction of Wp — Dp whose restriction to Wp — Dp 
is affine. Notice that í J j is a flat vector field which is tangent to the fibers of this affine 
retraction. It is easy to see that both this vector field and the retraction are canonical (in­
dependent of our choice of coordinates). Hence they are globally defined and determine 
a flat normal linearization of D c  W . The total space of the normal bundle deprived 
from its zero section comes with an affine structure. The holonomy respects that structure, 
hence the holonomy group of WD — D is a central extension of the holonomy group of the 
affine structure of D. Notice also that if we let t — 0 in a fixed sector (on which log t is 
continuous), then the projectivization of the developing map tends to a singleton.
Remarks 1.8 (The case A =  0). The affine structure is given in terms of our chart by
(here a 0 resp. a 1 is a translation invariant form on T0 resp. T1) and so has a logarithmic 
singularity on Qw (log D). The residue endomorphism is semisimple with eigen values 0 
and A, respects QD,p c  Qw,p (log D) & O D,p and acts on the quotient with eigenvalue A.
dt d(uF0) d(uF0 ) dt 
— <g> —— — +  —— —  <g> — 
t uFq uFq t
) ,  V (F 0 a ) =  0 ,
„ , d t . , dt dt „ . , /  dt dt x „ .
V( — ) =  A— <g>— , V (a i )  =  A( — <g> «i  +  « i  <g>— j, V ( a 0) = 0  
t t  t V t t /
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The eigen space decomposition of QD is integrable in the sense that it underlies the de­
composition defined by the local isomorphism (F0 ,f^1)|D p : Dp — T0 x T1. In particular, 
this decomposition of Dp is natural; we denote this Dp =  Dp 0 x Dp,A, where the factors 
are understood as quotients of Dp (the leaf spaces of foliations).
For the same reason as in the case A =  0, Dp 0 has a natural affine structure; we call 
it therefore the affine quotient of Dp. The elements of O D p that are quotients of affine 
functions that have order A at Dp factor through F  |Dp. So Dp,A has a natural projective 
structure; we call it therefore the projective quotient of Dp. So this makes Dp look like 
the exceptional divisor of the blowup of a copy of Dp 0 in some smooth space whose 
dimension is that of W .
Although the triple (F0 ,t, F ^  is not unique, there is not a great deal of choice: for 
any other system (F0, t ,  F1 ), (F0, t /-A , t /-AF1 ) must be obtained from (F0 , t -A, t -Af^1) 
by an affine-linear transformation. If A is not a negative integer, then F0 is clearly the 
composite of F0 and an affine-linear isomorphism T0 — T0. This means that the foliation 
definedby F0 naturally extends to a morphism Wp — Dp 0. A similar argument shows that 
if A is not a positive integer, the morphism (t, F 1 ) defines a natural quotient Wp — Wp A. 
We call this the pure quotient of Wp since the latter is a pure degeneration.
So if AG Z, then, just as in the case A =  0, we have a natural retraction r  : WD — D, 
the vector field is naturally defined on \V n (as a dilatation field with factor -  A) so that 
we have a flat normal linearization. Furthermore, the degeneration is locally canonically 
the product of a pure degeneration and an affine space and the holonomy along D is a 
central extension the product of a projective linear group acting on Dp A and an affine- 
linear group acting on Dp 0.
If we let t — 0 in a fixed sector (on which log t is continuous), then for Re(A) < 0 the 
developing map has a limit affine equivalent to the projection onto Dp 0 and if Re(A) > 0, 
then the projectivization of the developing map has a limit projectively equivalent to the 
projection onto Dp A.
Definition 1.9. Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifold W and 
let be given an affine structure on W — D. We say that the affine structure on W — D has
infinitesimally simple degeneration along D o f logarithmic exponent A G C if
(i) V extends to Qw (log D) with a logarithmic pole along D,
(ii) the residue of this extension along D preserves the subsheaf QD c  Qw (log D) & 
O D and its eigenvalue on the quotient sheaf O D is A and
(iii) the residue endomorphism restricted to Q D is semisimple and all of its eigenvalues 
are A or 0.
It is clear from the preceding that our insertion of the adjective infinitesimally a priori 
weakens the property in question. We show that this is often only apparently so.
Proposition 1.10. Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifold W 
and let be given an affine structure on W — D which along D is an infinitesimally simple 
degeneration o f logarithmic exponent A G C. I f  A G Z — {0}, then this is true without the 
adjective infinitesimally, so that all the properties discussed in Remarks 1.7 and 1.8 hold; 
in particular, we have a flat normal linearization.
I f  A is a nonzero integer, then at any p G D there exist a local equation t for Dp in Wp 
and a morphism F  =  (F0, F 1) : Wp — T0 x T1 to the product o f an affine space T0 and 
a linear space T1 suchthat (F0 , t , F 1) i sachart for  Wp and the developing map near p is
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affine equivalent to
(F0, t -n  +  log t.c0F 0, t - n F 1 +  log t.C °F 0) when A =  n  is a positive integer, 
(F0 +  tn log t.C (1F 1, t ” , t ” F 1) when A =  —n is a negative integer. 
Here c0 : T0 — C, C0 : T0 — T1 and C¿ : T  — T0 are affine-linear maps.
Corollary 1.11. Suppose we are in the situation o f Proposition 1.10. I f  A is notan integer
< 0, then F0 defines a natural the affine quotient Wp — Dp0 ; i f  A is not an integer > 0, 
then (t, F 1 ) defines a natural pure quotient Wp — WpA. I f  the monodromy around D is 
semisimple, then the affine structure degenerates simply along D.
Proof. The first two assertions are clear. As for the last, if A is a positive integer n, then 
according to 1.10 the monodromy is given the unipotent transformation in T0 x C x T1 
with matrix
( I  0 0 \
2tta/ ^ T  c ° 1 0 .
\27rv/ r ÏC ,1° 0 1 )
This matrix is semisimple if and only if c0 and C 0 are both zero, in which case we a simple 
degeneration, indeed. The proof for the case when A is a negative integer is similar. □ 
For the proof of Proposition 1.10 we need the following well-known fact [12].
Lemma 1.12. Let V be a holomorphic vector bundle over the germ Wp endowed with a flat 
connection with a logarithmic pole along Dp. Then V (with its flat connection) naturally 
decomposes naturally according to the images o f the eigenvalues o f the residue map in 
C /Z : V =  ©zecx V[Z], where V[Z] has a residue endomorphism whose eigenvalues A 
have the property that exp(27ri/—1A) =  (.
Assume now that the residue map is semisimple and that a local equation t  for Dp is 
given. I f  the residue map has a single eigenvalue A, then there exists a unique C-linear 
section s : V & Cp — V o f the reduction map such that t -As(u) is a multivalued flat 
section and any multivalued flat section is thus obtained. I f  the residue has two eigenvalues 
A and A +  n  with n  a positive integer, and V & Cp =  VA © VA+n is the eigenspace 
decomposition, then there exist a C-linear section s : V & Cp — V o f the reduction map 
and a C  G Hom( VA+n , VA ) such that the image o f
u G Va — t -As(u); 
u G VA+n — t -A -n s(u) — lo g t.t-AsC(u).
spans the space offlat multivalued sections.
We also need a Poincare lemma, the proof of which is left as an exercise.
Lemma 1.13. Let A G C and w G Qw,p(log D) be such that t -Aw is closed. Then 
t -Aw =  d (t-A f  ) for some f  G Ow,p unless A is a nonnegative integer: then t -Aw =  
d(t-A f  ) +  c log t for some f  G Ow,p and some c G C.
Proof o f Proposition 1.10. The case A =  0, although somewhat special, is relatively easy; 
we leave it to the reader. We therefore assume that A =  0. Choose a local equation t for 
Dp. Put V := Qw,p(log D) & Cp and let V =  V0 © VA be the eigenspace decomposition. 
If AG Z, then according to Lemma 1.12 there is a section s =  s0 +  sA : V0 © VA — 
Qw,p(log D) of the reduction map such that s0 resp. t -AsA map to flat sections. Any flat 
section is closed, because the connection is symmetric. Since the residue has eigenvalue A 
on the logarithmic differentials modulo the regular differentials, s0 will take its values in
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the regular differentials. So by our Poincare lemma 1.13 both s0 and t -AsA take values in 
the exact forms: there exists a linear s =  s0 +  sA : V0 © VA — Ow,p such that ds 0 =  s0 
and d(t-AsA) =  t -AsA. We put T0 := V0* and take for F0 : Wp — T0 the morphism 
defined by s0. Choose v G VA not in the cotangent space Tp“D so that VA splits as the 
direct sum of Cv © (Tp“D )A. Then sA(v) is a unit and so t -AsA(v) is of the form t -A for 
another defining equation t of Dp. So upon replacing t by t  we can assume that s A ( v ) =  1. 
Then we take T  =  (TpD )A, and let F  : Wp — T  be defined by the set of elements in 
the image of sA which vanish in p. The proposition then follows in this case.
Suppose now that A is a positive integer n. Then Lemma 1.12 gives us a section s0 +  
sn : V0 © Vn — Qw,p(log D) and a linear map C : Vn — V0 such that the images 
of s0 and t - n sn — log t.s0C are flat. The image of s0 consists of exact forms for the 
same reason as before so that we can still define s0 : V0 — Owp and a flat morphism 
F 0 : Wp — T0 =  V0* . I f  u G VA, then t - n sn (u) — log t .s 0 C  (u) is flat and hence closed. 
Since s0C(u) =  ds0C(u) we have that t - n sn (u) +  s0C (u )t-1  dt is also closed. Invoking 
our Poincare lemma yields that this must have the form d(sn (u) +  c(u) log t) for some 
sn (u) G Ow,p and c(u) G C. So sn (u) +  logt.(c(u) — s0C(u)) is a multivalued affine 
function. the argument is then finished as in the previous case.
The remaining case: A a negative integer is done similarly. □
We shall need to understand what happens in the case of a normal crossing divisor 
D c  W with smooth irreducible components Dj so that we have a simple degeneration 
along each irreducible component. Fortunately, we do not have to deal with the most 
general case.
Suppose for a moment that we are in the simple situation where D has only two smooth 
irreducible components D 1 and D 2, with nonzero logarithmic exponents A1, A2. Put S  := 
D 1 n  D 2 and let p G S. We have two residue operators acting in Qw (log D) & Cp. They 
mutually commute and respect the exact residue sequence
0 — QS,p — Qw (log D) & OS,p — OSp © OSp — 0.
The affine-linear functions near p will have along Dj order zero or — Aj. The formation 
of the affine quotient of D as a quotient of its ambient germ persists as a submersion 
Wp — (D 1)p 0 precisely when there are no affine-linear functions which have order zero 
on D 1 and order —A2 on D 2. So we see that we have a local equation tj for Dj and a 
morphism F  =  (F0 , F 1, F2) : Wp — T0 x T  x T2 to a product of which the first factor 
is an affine space and the other two are linear, which makes up with with t 1, t 2 a chart and 
has the property that the developing map is affine-equivalent to
(F0 , t -Al (1, F 1), t -Alt -A  (1 ,F 2)) : Wp — T0 x (C x T1) x (C x T2).
Notice that the decomposition of Sp defined by F  |Sp underlies the eigenspace decom­
position defined by the two residue operators; the factors T0, T ,  T2 correspond to the 
eigenvalue pairs (0,0), (A1, 0) and (A1, A2) respectively.
If A2 = 0  (but A1 =  0), then only a small modification is needed:T2 is a singleton, so 
that we only have a morphism F  =  (F0, F ^  : Wp — T0 x T1, and the developing map is 
affine-equivalent to
(F0 , t -Al (1, F 1, log t2)) : Wp — T0 x (C x T1 x C).
So in this case Sp is decomposed into two factors.
This immediately generalizes to
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Proposition 1.14. Let W be an analytic manifold, D a normal crossing divisor on W 
which is the union o f smooth irreducible components D 1, . . . ,  D k, and V an affine struc­
ture on W — D which is simple o f logarithmic exponent Aj along D j . Assume that Aj =  0 
for i < k. Suppose that for any pair 1 < i < j  < l the formation o f the affine quotient o f 
the generic point o f  D j extends across the generic point o f  D j n  D j . Then at p G n j Dj , 
we have a local equation tj for Dj and a morphism
to a product o f an affine space T0 and linear spaces T1, . . . ,  Tk which together with 
( t1, . . . ,  t k) define a chart for Wp such that the developing map is affine equivalent to 
the multivalued map
1.3. Admissible metrics. If M  is a connected complex manifold with an affine structure 
and p G M , then a flat hermitian form on (the tangent bundle of) M  restricts to a hermitian 
form on TpM  which is invariant under the monodromy. Conversely, a monodromy invari­
ant hermitian form on TpM  extends to flat hermitian form on M . This also shows that the 
kernel of such a hermitian form is integrable to a foliation in M  whose local leaf space 
comes with an affine structure endowed with a flat nondegenerate hermitian form.
Remark 1.15. Consider the situation of definition 1.5, where M  =  W — D and the affine 
structure has simple degeneration along D with exponent A. A flat hermitian form h on 
M  must be compatible with the structure that we have near D. So when A =  0, then this 
gives rise to flat hermitian structure hD on D. When the degeneration is pure (so that D 
has a projective structure), then this determines a hermitian form hD on D which is flat for 
the projective connection on D, so that if hD is nondegenerate, the connection on D is just 
the Levi-Civita connection for hD. We will be mostly concerned with the case when hD 
is positive definite. Of particular interest are the cases when h is positive definite (then hD 
is isomorphic to a Fubini-Study metric) and when h has hyperbolic signature (k, 1) and 
is negative on the normal dilatation field (then hD is isometric to a complex hyperbolic 
metric).
In general we have locally on D a metric product of these two cases.
Definition 1.16. Let be given an affine analytic manifold M  and a dilatation field E  on 
M . We say that a flat hermitian form h on the tangent bundle of M  is admissible relative 
to E  if we are in one of the following three cases:
(ell) h is positive definite.
(par) h is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned by E .
(hyp) h has a hyperbolic signature and h(E, E ) is negative everywhere.
They define on the leaf space a Fubini-Study metric, a flat metric and a complex hyperbolic 
metric respectively, to which we shall simply refer as a elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic 
structure.
(F0 , F 1, . . . ,  Fk ) : Wp — T0 x T1 x • • • x Tk i f  Ak =  0 ,
(F0 , F 1, . . . ,  Ffc_1 ) : Wp — T0 x T1 x • • • x Tk- 1  i f  Ak =  0 ,
i f Ak =  0, 
i f Ak =  0 .
2. L inear arrangements with a Dunkl connection
2.1. Review of the terminology concerning linear arrangements. We adhere mostly to 
the notation used in the book by Orlik and Terao [27].
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Let (V, H) bea linear arrangement, that is, a finite dimensional complex vector space V 
and a finite collection H  of (linear) hyperplanes of V . We shall suppose that H  is nonempty 
so that dim (V) > 1. The arrangement complement, that is, the complement in V of the 
union of the members of H, will be denoted by V °. We will also use the superscript ° to 
denote such a complement in analogous situations (such as the case of a projective setting), 
assuming that the arrangement is understood.
The collection of hyperplane intersections in V taken from subsets of H  is denoted 
L(H) (this includes V itself as the intersection over the empty subset of H). We consider 
it as a poset for the reverse inclusion relation: L < M  means L D M . (This is in 
fact a lattice with join  L V M  =  L n  M  and with meet L A M  the intersection of the 
H  G H  containing L U M .) The members of H  are the minimal elements (the atoms) of 
L(H) — {V} and n HeHH  is the unique maximal element. For L G L(H) we denote by 
H l  the collection of H  G H  which contain L. We often think of H L as defining a linear 
arrangement on V/L. Clearly, L (H l ) is the lower link of L in L(H), that is, the set of 
M  G L(H) with M  < L. The assignment L — H L identifies L(H) with a subposet of 
the lattice of subsets of H  and we will often tacitly use that identification in our notation.
Given an L G L(H), then each H  G H  — H L meets L in a hyperplane of L. The 
collection of these hyperplanes of L is denoted H L. We call the arrangement complement 
L° c  L defined by H L an H-stratum; these partition V .
A splitting of H  is a nontrivial decomposition of H  of the form H  =  H L U H L' with 
L, L' G L(H) and L +  L ' =  V . I f  no splitting exists, then we say that H  is irreducible. A 
member L G L(H) is called irreducible if H L is. This amounts to the property that there 
exist (codim(L)+1) hyperplanes from H L suchthat L is the intersection of any codim(L)- 
tuple out of them. Or equivalently, that the identity component of A ut(V /L, H L ) is the 
group of scalars C x . It is clear that a member of H  is irreducible. We denote by £¡rr (H) c  
L(H) the subposet of irreducible members.
Given L G L(H), then an irreducible component of L is a maximal irreducible member 
of L (H l ). If {Lj}j are the distinct irreducible components of L, then L is the transversal 
intersection of these in the sense that the map V — ©j V /L j is onto and has kernel L.
Lemma 2.1. Given L, M  G L(H) with M  c  L, denote by M  (L) G L(H) the common 
intersection o f the members o f  H M — H L. I f  M  G £¡rr(H L ), then M  (L) is the unique 
irreducible component o f  M  in L(H) which is not an irreducible component o f L. In 
particular, i f  L G £¡rr(H) and M  G £¡rr(H L ), then either M  =  M  (L) G £¡rr (H) or 
{L, M  (L)} are the distinct irreducible components o f M  in L(H).
Proof. Left as an exercise. □
2.2. Affine structures on arrangement complements. Let H  be a linear arrangement in 
the complex vector space V . For H  G H, we denote by (or , if a reference to the 
ambient space is appropriate) the unique meromorphic differential on V with divisor — H  
and residue 1 along H . So =  ^ iï1d^H, where is a linear equation for H .
Suppose V is a torsion free flat connection on the complement V° of the union of 
the members of H. We regard it in the first place as a connection on the tangent bundle 
and then write it as V := V 0 — Q, where V 0 is the standard (translation invariant) flat 
connection on the tangent bundle of V and Q is a End( V ) -valued holomorphic differential 
on V°: Q G H 0(V°, QV) &C End(V ), the connection form of V. The associated (dual) 
connection on the cotangent bundle of V° (also denoted by V) is characterized by the 
property that the pairing between vector fields and differentials is flat. So its connection 
form is — Q*.
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose that V is invariant under scalar multiplication (as a connection 
on the tangent bundle o f  V) and has a logarithmic singularity along the generic point 
o f every member o f H. Then for every H  G H, ResH (V) is a constant endomorphism 
pH G End(V ) whose kernel contains H  and Q has the form
Q := wh & p h .
Hen
I f  E V denotes the Euler vector field on V , then the covariant derivative o f  E V with respect 
to the constant vector field parallel to a vector v G V is the constant vector field parallel
to v — "Ï2Hen  pH(v).
I f  pH =  0, then V induces on H  G H  a connection o f the same type.
Proof. The assumption that V is invariant under scalar multiplication means that the co­
efficient forms of Q in H 0 (V°, QV) are C x -invariant. This implies that these forms are 
C-linear combinations of the logarithmic differentials wh  and so Q has indeed the form 
J2HeH wH & PH with pH G End(V ). Following Lemma 1.4, pH is zero or has has kernel 
H . This lemma also yields the last assertion.
Finally, let ^ H be a defining linear form for H  so that we can write wh  =  ^ H1 d^H and 
^ H(u) =  ^ H (u)vH for some vH G V . Then
iVH(dv ) pH ( E v )  =  4>H (z )dvH =  d PH(v)-
Since Vdv (e) =  dv, it follows that V ô„ (E y ) =  dv — E Hen (v). □
We denote by V  the projective compactification of V  obtained by adding the hyperplane 
at infinity P(V ).
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that for every H  G H  we are given pH G End(V ) withkernel H  
andlet Q := ^  Hew wH & PH. Then the connection on the tangent bundle o fV° defined by
V := V° — Q is C x -invariant and torsion free. ^ s  a connection on the cotangent bundle 
it extends to f2^(log(P(V)) with logarithmic singularities so that SI is regular-singular. 
Moreover, the following properties are equivalent
(i) V is fiat,
(ii) Q A Q =  0,
(iii) for every pair L, M  G L(H) with L c  M , ^ He^ L pH andJ2He_HM PH com­
mute,
(iv) for every L G L(H) o f codimension 2, the s u ^ Y l  HeHL PH commutes with each 
ofits terms.
Proof. The C x -invariance of V is clear. Let ^ H G V* have zero set H . Then there exist 
eH G V suchthat
Q 'y ^H1d^H & d^H & deH 
Hen
which plainly shows that Q is symmetric in the first two factors. So V is symmetric. The 
connection V has on Q^(log(P(V)) visibly a logarithmic singularity along each member 
of H  and so it remains to verify that this is also the case along P (V ). It is clear that P (V ) 
is pointwise fixed under the C x -action. The generic point w of PfV’j has a local defining 
equation u in V  that is homogeneous of degree -1 . The C x -invariance of V implies that 
its matrix has the form
du
—  <g> A(w) + ii (w),
u
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where A is a matrix and Q' a matrix valued differential in the generic point of P( V ).
The proof that the four properties are indeed equivalent can be found in [21]. □
Example 2.4 (The case of dimension two). Examples abound in dimension two: suppose 
dim V =  2 and let (p* G End(V)}ie/  a finite collection of rank one endomorphisms 
with ker(pj) =  ker(pj) if i =  j  and which has more than one member. So if w* is the 
logarithmic differential defined by ker(p* ), then the connection defined by Q =  J2* w* & p* 
is flat, precisely when J2* P* is a scalar operator.
Notice that in that case I  has just two elements p 1, p2, then both must be semisimple. 
This is because the centralizer of p* in End(V ) is spanned by p* and the identity.
Example 2.5 (Complex reflection groups). Irreducible examples in dimension > 2 can be 
obtained from finite complex reflection groups. Let G c  GL(V) be a finite irreducible 
subgroup generated by complex reflections and let H  be the collection of fixed point hy­
perplanes of the complex reflections in G. Choose a G-invariant positive definite inner 
product on V and let for H  G H, nH be the orthogonal projection along H  onto H ^ . If 
k G Cn  is G-invariant, then the connection defined by the form J2He n  wH & kHn H is 
flat [21].
The next subsection describes a classical example.
2.3. The Lauricella local system. Let V be the quotient of C” +1 by its main diagonal. 
Label the standard basis of C” +1 as e0, . . . ,  en+1 and let for 0 < i < j  < n, H j  be the 
hyperplane z* =  zj (eitherinC” +1 orin V)and Wj := (z* — z j)-  1d(zí — z¿) the associated 
logarithmic form. We let H  be the collection of these hyperplanes so that we can think of
V° as the configuration space of n  + 1  distinct points in C given up to translation.
Let be given positive real numbers « 0, . . . ,  and define an inner product (, } on C” +1 
by (e*, e j} =  « jó j j . We may identify V with the orthogonal complement of the main 
diagonal, that is, with the hyperplane defined by J2* M*zi =  0. The line orthogonal to 
the hyperplane z* — z¿ = 0  is spanned by the vector « j e* — « ¿e j. (For this reason it 
is often convenient to use the basis (e* := 1ej)j instead, for then the hyperplane in 
question is the orthogonal complement of e* — ej ; notice that (e*, e j} =  1 Jj,j.) So the 
endomorphismpj of C” +1 which sends z to (z* — zj)(«je* — « ¿e j) is selfadjoint, has H j  
in its kernel and has « j e* — « ¿ej as eigenvector with eigenvalue +  « j . In particular, p j  
induces an endomorphism p*j in V .
Proposition-definition 2.6. The connection
v  :=  v 0  '  w*j & p*j 
*<j
is fiat (we call it the Lauricella connection^ and has the Euler vector field on V as a dilata­
tion field with factor 1 — ^ .
Let y be a path in C which connects z* with zj but otherwise avoids (z0, . . . ,  zn } in C. 
I f  both < 1 and « j < 1 and a determination o f the integrand in
í  (z0 — Z ) -  M0 ••• (zn — Z) -  dZ 
■ 'y
is chosen, then this integral converges. It is translation invariant and thus defines a multi­
valued holomorphic (so-called Lauricella^ function on V °. This function is homogeneous 
o f degree 1 — and its differential is fiat for the Lauricella connection.
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Proof. The first assertion follows from a straightforward computationbased on Proposition 
2.3: one verifies that for 0 < i < j  < k < n  the transformation p j  +  pjfc +  p jk acts on 
the orthogonal complement of e* +  ej +  ek in the span of e*, e j , ek as multiplication by 
+  « j +  Mfc so that this sum commutes with each of its terms.
The convergence and the translation invariance and the homogeneity property of the 
integral are clear. If F  denotes the associated multivalued function, then the flatness of dF  
comes down to
d2F
azi  (£> az j  =  —E
*,j
For i < j ,  we have
1 ( d F  ö F \
^ j —  -  Hi— -J (dzi -  dzj) <g> (dzi -  dzj).
d
dz*dzj
1
«j
<9F
dzi
*<j
d F  x _  —«j«j
— «j I ( z'
Y
j  J y vz* Z zj Z ^ n
/  * — Z) -1  (zj — Z) - 1 n (zv — Z)-  dZ =
f ] ( z v  — Z)-Mv dZ
v=0
d 2 F
dz* dzj
If we combine this with the observation that ; 777-  <*• we find the desired identity. 
That E v  is a dilatation field with factor 1 — J2* is left to the reader. □
This implies that locally, the Lauricella functions span a vector space of dimension
< n  + 1  (< n  in case J2* =  1). We can be more precise:
Proposition 2.7. I f  < 1 for all i, then the Lauricella functions span a vector space 
o f dimension > n. So i f J 2 * =  1, then their differentials span the local system o f 
Lauricella-fiat 1 -forms.
Proof. For i =  1 , . . . ,  n, we choose a path 7 * from z0 to z* such that these paths have 
disjoint interior. We prove that the corresponding Lauricella functions F 1 , . . . , Fn are 
linearly independent. For this it is enough to show that Fn is not a linear combination 
of F 1, . . . ,  Fn -1 . Let T  c  C be the union of the images of 7 1, . . . ,  7 n minus zn . We 
fix z1, . . . ,  zn -1 , but let let zn move along a path zn (s) in C — T  that eventually follows 
a ray to infinity. Then F*(z0, . . . ,  zn -1 , zn (s)) is for s ^  œ  approximately a constant 
times zn (s)-Mn in case i =  n, and a nonzero constant times zn (s)1-Mn when i =  n. The 
assertion follows. □
2.4. Connections of Dunkl type. The examples coming from complex reflection groups 
and the Lauricella examples suggest:
Definition 2.8. We say that a flat connection on V° whose connection form has the shape 
Q := J2He n  wH & pH with pH G GL(V) is of Dunkl type if there exists a positive 
definite inner product on V for which each pH is selfadjoint, in other words, if nH denotes 
the orthogonal projection onto H \  then pH =  kh n H for some kh  G C. We call Q a
Dunkl form and the pair (V, V° — Q) a Dunkl system.
So in the complex reflection example we have a connection of Dunkl type and the same 
is true for the Lauricella example. This last class shows that it is possible that not just 
the exponent function k, but also the hermitian inner product (and hence the orthogonal 
projections nH) that can deform continuously in an essential manner while retaining the 
Dunkl property. We shall see in Subsection 2.6 that for the arrangement of type An, any 
connection of Dunkl type is essentially a Lauricella connection: its connection form is 
proportional to a Lauricella form.
z z j
1 1
z z j
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Example 2.9. There are still many examples in dimension two. In order to understand the 
situation here, let be given a complex vector space V of dimension two and a finite set H  
of lines in V which comprises at least three elements.
Suppose that is given an inner product (, } on V . Choose a defining linear form ^ H G 
V* for H  of unit length relative the dual inner product and let eH G V be the unique 
vector perpendicular to H  on which ^ H takes the value 1. So eH is also of unit length. By 
Proposition 2.3-iv, k g (C x )«  defines a Dunkl form relative to this inner product if and 
only if the linear map
v G V ^  k h^ h (v)eH G V 
He«
commutes with each orthogonal projection nH. This means that the map is multiplication 
by a scalar k0. Since (v, eH} =  ^ H (v), we can also write this as
T .  k h 4>h (v )4>h (v ') = k0(v , v ').
He«
This equality remains valid if we replace each coefficient by its real resp. imaginary part. 
Notice, that if every kh  is real and positive, then kh 4>h  <8> 4>h  can be thought of as an 
inner product on the line V /H .
Conversely, if we are given for every H  G H  an inner product (, }H on V /H , and 
aH G R is such that (, } := J2He«  ° H (, }H is an inner product on V , then we get a 
Dunkl system relative the latter with kh  =  aH (v,v}H/(  v,v} for a generator v of H ^.
Assumptions 2.10. Throughout the rest o f this paper we assume that H  is irreducible, that 
the common intersection o f the members o fH  is reduced to {0 } (these are rather innocent) 
and that the residues pH are selfadjoint with respect to some inner product (, } on V (this 
is more substantial).
Then there exist complete flags of irreducible intersections:
Lemma 2.11. Every L G £¡rr (H) o f positive dimension contains member o f  £¡rr(H) o f 
codimension one in L. In particular there exists a complete flag V > L 1 > L 2 > • • • > 
Ln =  {0} ofirreducible intersections from H .
Proof. If all members of H  — H L would contain L ^ , then H  would be reducible, so there 
exists a H  G H  — H L which does contain L ^ . It is clear that L n  H  is then irreducible. □
For each linear subspace L c  V we denote by the orthogonal projection with kernel 
L and image L ^ . So each residue pH is written as kh nH for some kh  g C. The following 
lemma shows that is independent of the inner product.
Lemma2.12. Suppose that none o f the residues pH is zero. Then any inner product on V 
for which each o f the pH is selfadjoint is a positive multiple o f  ( , }. (So the Dunkl form 
Q := h  ^ H & kH n H then determines both H  and the inner product up to scalar.)
Proof. Suppose ( , }  is another hermitian form on V for which the residues pH are 
selfadjoint. Then ( , }  — c ( , } will be degenerate for some real c G R. We prove that this 
form is identically zero, in other words that its K  c  V is all of V . Since pH is selfadjoint 
for this form, we either have K ^ c  H  or K  c  H . So if H ' c  H  resp. H " c  H  denote 
the corresponding subsets, then for every pair (H ', H ") G H ' x H ", H ±  H " ± . Since 
H  is irreducible, this implies that either H ' =  0 or H ' =  H. In the first case K  lies 
in the common intersection of the H  G H  and hence is reduced to {0}, contrary to our 
assumption. So we are in the second case: K L =  {0}, that is, K  =  V . □
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Lemma 2.13. Let V be a Dunkl connection with residues kh nH and let L G L irr(H). 
Then the tra n s fo rm a tio n HewL kh  nH is o f the form k l  nL, where
KL =  — ^ — TT\ Ecodlm(L) h^ H l
In particular, the Euler vector field is a dilatation field for V with factor 1 — k0 .
Proof. It is clear that J2HeHi, kHn H is zero on L and preserves L^. Since this sum 
commutes with each of its terms, it will preserve H  and H \  for each H  G H L. Since 
H L contains codim(L) + 1  members of which each codlm(L)-element subset is in general 
position, the induced transformation in L^ will be scalar. This scalar operator must have 
the same trace as J2H£Hl k h ^ h , and so the scalar equals the number k l  above. Since 
L^ is the span of the lines H L, H  G H L, the first part of the lemma follows. The last 
assertion follows from Corollary 2.2. □
Example 2.14. In the Lauricella case a member L of Lirr (H) is simply given by a subset 
I  c  { 0 , . . . ,  n} which is not a singleton: it is then the set of z G V for which z* — z¿ =  0 
when i, j  G I  . I t  is straightforward to verify that k l  =  J2 iei  .
For k G C «, put
V K := V 0 — QK, QK := ^  wh & k h .
He«
Notice that the set of k g (C x ) «  for which V K is flat is the intersection of a linear subspace 
of C «  with (C x ) « . We shall denote that subspace by CH,flat.
Corollary 2.15. Choose for every H  G H  a unit vector eH G V spanning H ^ . Then the 
connection V K is fiat i f  and only i f  for every L G L irr(H) o f codimension two we have
y j k h  (v, eH} (eH, v '} =  KL(nL (v ),nL(v' )}
He«L
for some k l  G C. In particular, CH,flat is defined over R. Moreover, any k G (0, œ ) H,flat 
is monotonic in the sense that i f  L, M  G Lirr(H) and M  strictly contains L, then km <
k l .
Proof. Lemma 2.13 and condition (iv) of Proposition 2.3 show that the flatness of V K is 
equivalent to the condition that for every L G Arr (H), ^ HeHL k h ^ h  is proportional to 
n L, in other words that J2HeHi, k h  (v, eH}eH =  k l ^ h  (v) for some k l  G C. If we take 
the inner product with v ' G V , we see that this comes down to the stated equality. Since 
the terms (v, eH} (eH, v '} and (nH (v), nH (v ') are hermitian, this equality still holds if we 
replace the coefficients by their complex conjugates.
Finally, if k g (0, œ )H,flat and L G Arr(H) then
k l(v , v} =  y  (khnH(v), v} =  ^  kh |(v , eH}|2.
He«L He«L
If M  G L(H) strictly contains L, then H L strictly contains H M, and from
(k l — km )(v,v} =  ^  k h  |(v,eH }|2 
He«L-«M
it follows (upon taking v G L^) that km  < kl . □
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Proposition 2.3 shows that for every L G L(H),
Ql := wh & k hnH
He«L
defines a Dunkl-connection V L in (V/L)°. We shall see that L° also inherits such a 
connection.
Denote by iL : L c  V the inclusion. Notice that if H  G H  — H L, then if(w H) is the 
logarithmic differential w¿nH on L defined by L n  H .
The set H L of hyperplanes in L injects into L irr(H) by sending I  to I(L ), the unique 
irreducible intersection such that L n  I(L ) =  I  as in Lemma 2.1. The set of I  G H L for 
which I  (L) G H  will be denoted HLr so that H L — HLr injects into H  — H L. We denote 
the image of the latter by H f .
Lemma 2.16. Given L G L(H), then the connection on the tangent bundle o fV  restricted 
to L° defined by
¿L(Q — Ql ) =  iL wh & kh nH .
H eH-Hi
is fiat. Moreover, the decomposition V =  L^ © L defines a fiat splitting o f this bun­
dle; on the normal bundle (corresponding to the first summand) the connection is given 
by the scalar valued 1-form ^2 ig h l  (k i — kL)wf, whereas on the tangent bundle o f  L 
(corresponding to the second summand) it is given by the E nd(L )-valued 1 -form
QL := E  wL & Ki(L)nf ;
i  eHL
here denotes the restriction o f  n i  to L. We thus have a natural affine structure on L° 
defined by a Dunkl connection V L whose form is defined by restriction o f the inner product 
to L and the function KL : I  G H L ^  Ki ( L). The extension o f that function to Lirr (H L) 
(as defined by Lemma 2.13) is given by M  G Lirr (H L) ^  km (L).
Proof. Let M  G L irr(H L). We verify that ^ HeHM-Hi, kh nH commutes with n L and 
that its restriction to L equals km (L)nM(L). If M  is irreducible relative to H  (so that
M  (L) =  M ), then
kh nH =  km nM — kl^ l .
He«M -Hl
It is clear that the right-hand side commutes with nL and that its restriction to L is km nM. 
If M  is reducible relative to H, then M (L) is the unique irreducible component of M  
distinct from L so that
KHnH =  KM(L)nM(L).
HeHu - H l
Since M (L) and L are perpendicular, the right-hand side commutes with kl nL and its 
restriction to L is km (L)nM.
The very last assertion of the proposition now follows: by grouping the members of 
H m  — H l according to their intersection with L, we see that
KH nH =  E k h  nH
HeHM-Hl ieHM H eH i-H l
and according to the discussion above, the left-hand side equals km (L)nM(L), whereas the 
internal sum of the right-hand side equals ki (L)ni (L). For the flatness of V L we invoke
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criterion (iv) of Proposition 2.3: if M, N  G L irr(H L) satisfy an inclusion relation, then 
it follows from the above, that the sums J2HeHM-Hi, kHnH and J2HeHjv-Hi, kh n H 
commute and the flatness follows from this.
If we let M  run over the members of H L we get
Q — Q l "y wf  & Ki n i +  ^  ' wh & k h  ^ h  . 
ieH£r HeH^
Since all the terms commute with nL it follows that nL is flat, when viewed as an endo­
morphism of the tangent bundle of V restricted to L. It also follows that the components 
of the connection are as asserted. □
Remark 2.17. The last property of Lemma 2.16 imposes a very strong condition on k 
when viewed as a function on the poset L irr(H): it implies that for any pair L < M  in 
thisposet we have the equality km — kl  =  J2 i  (ki  — kl ), where the sum is taken over all 
I  G Lirr(H) which satisfy L < I  < M  and are minimal for that property. In fact, it turns 
out that this condition yields all the possible weights for Coxeter arrangements of rank at 
least three. We we will not pursue this here, since we will obtain this classification by a 
different method in Subsection 2.6.
Definition 2.18. The Dunkl connection on (V/L)° resp. L° defined by QL resp. QL is 
called the L-transversalresp. L -longitudinalDunkl connection.
2.5. Local triviality. Let L G Lirr(H), f  : BlL V ^  V be the blow-up of L in V and 
denote by D the exceptional divisor. The inner product identifies V with L x V /L and 
this identifies BlL V with L x Bl0 (V/L), D with L x P(V/L) and Qbil  v  (log D) with 
prLQl  © prV/LQBi0(V/ L)(logP(V/L)). The projection on the second factor defines a 
natural projector Qb1l v  (log D) ^  Qb1l v  (log D), which we shall denote by n f .
Lemma 2.19. The affine structure on V° is o f infinitesimal simple type along D with 
logarithmic exponent k l  — 1: its residue is (kl  — 1 )n f. When k l  =  1, the first factor o f  
the product decomposition D =  L x P(V/L) is the affine quotient and the second factor 
the projective quotient o f  D (in the sense o f Remark 1.8).
Proof. The last assertion is clearly a consequence of the first. Let p be a generic point 
of D, precisely, suppose that p G D and p not in the strict transform of any H  G H  — 
H l . We identify V* with (V/L)* © (V /L ^)* . We must show that for y G (V/L^)*
and x G (V/L)*, f*V(dy) and f* ^ V (x - 1dx) — (kl  — 1)x-1 dx & x - 1dx) both lie in 
QB1l V,p & QB1l V,P(log D). The pull-back of wh  to BlL V is a regular differential at p 
unless H  G H L, in which case it is logarithmic differential with residue one. We have that
V(dy) =  5 3  wh & khnH  (dy)
HeH
and since nH(dy) =  0 in case H  G H L, we see right away that f  *V(dy) G Qb1l V,p & 
QB1l V,p. Now consider
1 dx dx dx
V (x dx) = ------<g>------ h y  ujh ® k h ^ h {  —  )•x x xHeH
Let us first concentrate on the subsum over H L. Fix a local defining equation t of D at p. 
Then ( f  *x- 1dx)p — t -1 dt is regular and so is ( f  *wh  )p — t -1 dt when H  G H L. So if we
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calculate modulo Qbil v,p & Qbil v,p(log D), then we find
r (  E  ® r (  £  « * î K f > )  =
HeHL HeHL
dt dx dx dx
= —  ® f * ( n LTr*L —  ) = KLf*  —  <g> —  
t x V x x /
So it remains to show that
ƒ* (  5 3  ®  K h TTh Ì —  )) G Íisií, v,p ® ÍÍbil  T/,p(log_D).
HeH-HL x
Here all the f  *wh are regular at p, so it is rather the denominator of x -1 dx that is cause 
for concern. For this we group the H  G H  — H l  according to their intersection with L. 
Let I  G H L. Then for H  G H i  — H L, the restriction of wh  to L as a form is wi  , hence 
independent of H . The same is true for f  * wh  : its restriction to D as a form is the pull-back 
of w/  and hence independent of H . This means that if H, H  ' G H i  — H L, then the image 
of f  *wH — f  *wH' in QB1l V, p(log D) can we written as a form divisible by dt plus a form 
divisible by t. In other words, it lies in tQ BlL V,p(log D). Since f* (x —1 ) G t - 1OBlL V,p, 
it follows that if we fix some H 0 G H i  — H L, then
/*( 53 u h  ®  k h t ï h ( ^ - ÿ )  =  f * u Ho ®  f * (  53 k h 7 T *h ^ ^ ) '
HeHi —Hl HeHi —Hl
If I  is irreducible, then J2 HeHl—Hi, kH n H =  Ki  n i  — KLn L. Since n* and n f  leave dx 
invariant, it follows that H£Hi - hl kHnH (x—1dx) =  ^ He%7_■hl (ki  — kl )(x—1 dx), 
and hence the image of this sum under f  * lies in Qbil  v,p(log D). If I  is reducible, then it 
has two irreducible components L and I(L ). In that case ^ H£h ¡ - h l khnH  (x—1dx) =  
Ki (L)n*(L)(x—1 dx) and since L^ is in the kernel of n i (L) it follows that the latter is iden­
tically zero. The proof of the lemma is now complete. □
Given L G L(H), then we say that a Dunkl connection on V° has semisimple holonomy 
around L if the holonomy around the exceptional divisor of the blowup BlL V has that 
property. It is a property we know is satisfied when k l G Z or k l  =  0.
Corollary 2.20. Suppose we have semisimple holonomy around L G Lirr (H). Then the 
conditions (and hence the conclusions) o f Proposition 1.10 are satisfied in the generic point 
o f the blow-up f  : BlL V ^  V o f  L in V with A =  kl  — 1. In particular, we have a normal 
linearization in the generic point o f the exceptional divisor o f  Bl L V .
Here is a simple application.
Corollary 2.21. I f  no kh  is an integer and k0 — 1 is not a negative integer, theneveryflat
1 -form on V° is zero. (Equivalently, every cotangent vector o f  V° which is invariant under 
the monodromy representation is zero.) Similarly, i f  no kh  is a negative integer and k0 — 1 
is not a positive integer, then every flat vector field on V° is zero.
Proof. We only prove the first assertion; the proof of the second is similar. Let a  be a 
flat 1-form on V°. Since the Dunkl connection is torsion free, a  is closed. Let us verify 
that under the assumptions of the statement, a  is regular in the generic point of H  G H. 
Near the generic point of H  is a linear combination of the pull-back of a differential on the 
generic point of H  under the canonical retraction and a differential which is like ^ —KH d^ >, 
where ^  is a local defining equation for H . So if the latter appears in a  with nonzero
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coefficient, then kh  must be an integer and this we excluded. So a  is regular in the generic 
point o f H .
Hence a  is regular on all of V . On the other hand, a  will be homogeneous of degree
1 — K0. So if  a  is nonzero, then 1 — k 0 is a positive integer. But this we excluded also. □
Let now L 0 >  • • • >  L k >  L k+1 =  V be a flag in L irr (H) and let f  : W  ^  V be 
the iterated blowup of these subspaces in the correct order: starting with L 0 and ending 
with L k. Denote the exceptional divisor over L i by E¿, so that the E i ’s make up a normal 
crossing divisor. The common intersection S  of the E i ’s has a product decomposition
S  =  Lo x P (L 1/L o) X- - - X P (V /L k ).
Proposition 2.22. Let z =  (z0, . . .  , z k+1) be a general point o f  S . I f  we have semisimple 
holonomy around every Li, then there exist a local equation tj for E i and a morphism 
(F 1, . . . ,  Ek+1 ) : Wz ^  T1 X • • • X Tk+1 to a product o f linear spaces such that
(i) F i |Sz factors through a local isomorphism P (L i /L i—1)zi ^  Tj (andhence the 
system (prLo, to , F , . . . ,  tk , Fk+ 1 ) is chart for Wz),
(ii) the developing map at z is affine equivalent to the multivalued map Wz ^  L 0 x 
(C X T \) X • • • X (C X Tk+ 1) given by
(prLo, t¿—Ko (1, E 1), t 0—Kot 1—K1 (1, F2) , . . . ,  t 0—Kot 1—K1 • • • tk— (1, Ek+1^ ,
where Ki stands for k L i.
I f  Kk =  0, but the holonomy around Li is semisimple for i <  k, then then there exist a 
local equation t i for E i and a morphism (F 1, . . . ,  F k ) : Wz ^  T 1 x • • • x Tk to a product 
o f linear spaces such that
(i) F i |Sz factors through a local isomorphism P (L i/ L i—1)zi ^  Ti i f  i <  k, whereas 
F k |Sz factors through a local isomorphism P (L k/ L k—1) x P (V /L k)(Zfc zfc+1) ^  
Tk,
(ii) the developing map at z is affine equivalent to the multivalued map Wz ^  L 0 x 
(C X T\ ) X • • • X (C X Tk X C) gi^en by
(prLo, t0—Ko (1, F 1), t¿—Ko t1—K1 (1, F 2) , . . . ,  t0—Ko t1—K1 • • • tk :1 fc-1 (1, Fk, log tk ^ .
Proof. This is a straightforward application of Proposition 1.14. To see that this applies 
indeed, we notice that the formation of the affine quotient of E 0 is its projection to L 0, 
hence defined everywhere on E 0. Likewise, the formation of the affine quotient o f E i 
is defined away from the union Uj<iE j of exceptional divisors of previous blowups and 
given by the projection E i — Uj <i E j ^  L i — L i—1. □
2.6. A classification of Dunkl form s fo r reflection arrangem ents. Let be given be a 
complex vector space V in which acts a finite complex irreducible reflection group G c  
G L (V ). We suppose that the action is essential so that V G =  {0}. Let H  be the collection 
reflection hyperplanes of G in  V. We want to describe the space of Dunkl connections 
on V°, where we regard the inner product as unknown. So we wish to classify the pairs 
(( , },k), where (, } is an inner product on V and k g C h  is such that ^  HeW wH & k h  n H 
is a Dunkl form (with n H being the projection with kernel H  that is orthogonal relative to 
(, }). We shall see that in case G is a Coxeter group of rank >  3, any such Dunkl system 
is G-invariant and hence of the type investigated in Subsection 3.5, unless G is o f type A  
or B. We begin with a lemma.
Lem m a 2.23. Let V be a complex inner product space o f dimension two and let H  be a 
collection o f lines in V .
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(i) I fH  consists o f two distinct elements, then a compatible Dunkl system exists i f  and 
only i f  the lines are perpendicular.
(ii) I fH  consists o f three distinct elements, then a compatible Dunkl form exists i f  and 
only i f  the corresponding three points in P (V ) lie on a geodesic (with respect to 
the Fubini-Study metric). Such a form is unique up to scalar.
(iii) Let ( ^ 1, >^2) be a basis o f  V * such that H  consists o f the lines H 1, H 2, H ', H "  
defined by the linear forms ^ 1, ^ 2,^  ' :=  ^ 1 +  ^ 2, ^ '  ' :=  ^1 — ^ 2. Suppose 
that (, } is an inner product on V for which H 1 and H 2 are perpendicular. Let 
Mi be the square norm o f  ^ i relative to the inverse inner product on V *. Then 
for every system (k 1, k2, k ', k ' ') o f exponents o f a compatible Dunkl system there 
exist a, b G C such that k ' =  k =  6(m1 +  M2) and Ki =  a +  26mì for i =  1, 2.
Proof. The proofs are simple calculations. The first statement is easy and left to the reader. 
To prove the second: let H 1, H 2, H 3 be the three members of H . Choose a defining linear 
form ^ i G V * for H i in such a way that ^ 1 +  ^ 2 +  ^3 =  0. The triple (^ 1, ^ 2, ^ 3) is then 
defined up to a common scalar factor. Let V(R) be the set of v on which each ^ i is R- 
valued. This is a real form of V and the image P  of V(R) — {0} in P( V ) is the unique real 
projective line which contains the three points defined by H i ’s. The funcions ^1, ^ , ^3 
form a basis o f the space of quadratic forms on V and so if (, } is an inner product on V , 
then its real part restricted to V (R) is the restriction of J2i a ^ f  for unique a i G R. Then 
P  is a geodesic for the associated Fubini-Study metric on P (V ) if  and only if complex 
conjugation with respect to V (R) interchanges the arguments of the inner product. The 
latter just means that (, } =J 2 i  n ¡ 9 ¡ <8> o , . According to Example 2.9 this is equivalent to: 
(, } is part of a Dunkl system with Ki =  a i |^ i (v )|2/(v , v}, where v is a generator of H ^  
(and any other triple (k 1, k2, k3) is necessarily proportional to this one).
To prove the last statement, let (e1, e 2) be the basis of V dual to (^ 1, ^ 2). Since e 1 ±  e2 
has square length m—1 +  M -1, a quadruple (k 1, K2, k ', k '') is a system of exponents if and 
only if  there exist a A G C such for all v G V :
Xv =  HiKi(v,  e1)e 1 +  fj,2K2{v, e2)e2 +  k' ^ 1^  (v, ei +  e2)(e1 +  e2)
M1 +  M2
// M1M2 : \+ K ----- - ---- (v, e i — e2)(e i — e2).
M1 +  M2
Subsituting e1 and e2 for v shows that this amounts to:
, „ M2(k ' +  K '') M1(k ' +  K '')
K — K , A — -\~ ----------------- — K2 ~\~ -----------------.
M1 +  M2 M1 +  M2
Now put b :=  k ' (m1 +  m2) —1 =  k //(m1 +  M2) —1 so that k 1 +  26m2 =  k 2 +  26m1. The 
assertion follows with a :=  K1 — 26m1 =  K2 — 26m2. □
Recall that on An , we have the Lauricella systems: for positive real mo, . . . ,  Mn we 
define an inner product (, } on C n+1 by (ei , e j} =  Mi^i,j and the hyperplanes H i,j =  
(zi =  z j ), 0 <  i <  j  <  n, restricted to the orthogonal complement V =  ( ^ i MiZi =  0) 
o f the main diagonal, then make up a Dunkl system with Ki,j =  Mi +  Mj. Is is convenient 
to switch to ^i :=  Mi zi so that J2i ^ i vanishes on V and each n-element subset of is a 
coordinate system. The group G permutes the o, ’s (it is the full permutation group on 
them) and the inner product is now //, 1 o, /  o, . There are choices for the //, ’s that are 
not all positive for which /'»o, <8> 4>i is nevertheless positive definite on V.  We then still 
have a Dunkl system and in what follows we shall include such cases when we refer to the 
term Lauricella system.
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Proposition 2.24. I f  G is o f type A n, n  >  2, then any Dunkl form is proportional to a 
Lauricella form.
Proof. For the case n  =  2, it easily follows from Lemma 2.23 that the Lauricella systems 
exhaust all examples. So assume n  >  3 and considerthe space H( V ) of hermitian forms on
V and regard it as a real representation of G =  Sn+1. Its decomposition into its irreducible 
subrepresentations has three summands: one trivial representation, one isomorphic to the 
natural real form of V , and another indexed by the numerical partition (n — 1, 2) o f n  +  1. 
The hermitian forms with the property that for any A 1 x A 1 subsystem the two summands 
are perpendicular make up a subrepresentation of H (V ); it is in fact the sum of the trivial 
representation and the one isomorphic to V : these are the forms J2n=0 ci | ^ i |2 with ci G R 
restricted to the hyperplane J2n=0 &  =  0. The inner products in this subset are those 
of Lauricella type (with Mi =  c - 1). According to Lemma 2.23 such an inner product 
determines k on every A 2-subsystem up to scalar. Hence it determines k globally up to 
scalar. This implies that the Dunkl form is proportional to one of Lauricella type. □
Let now G be of type B n with n  >  3. We use the standard set of positive roots: in terms 
of the basis e1, . . . ,  en of C n these are the basis elements themselves e1, . . . ,  en and the
ei ±  e j , 1 <  i <  j  <  n.
Proposition 2.25. Let m1, . . . ,  Mn be positive real numbers and let a G C. Then relative 
to this hyperplane system o f type B n and the inner product defined by (ei , e j} =  m—1 ^ i , j , 
the exponents Ki,±j :=  Mi +  Mj, K  :=  a +  2mì define a Dunkl form. In this case, k o =  
a +  2 i Ki . Any Dunkl form is proportional to one o f this kind for certain m1 , . . . ,  Mn ; a. 
In particular, it is always invariant under reflection in the mirrors o f the short roots.
Proof. The Dunkl property is verified for the given data by means of Proposition 2.3-iv 
and the computation of k o is straightforward.
Suppose now that we are given a Dunkl form defined by the inner product (, } and the 
system (kì , Ki,± j). For 1 <  i <  j  <  n  and e G {1, —1} the hyperplanes zi +  ezj =  0 
and zn =  0 make up a A 1 x A 1 system that is saturated (i.e., not contained in a larger 
system of rank two). So these hyperplanes are orthogonal. By letting i and j  vary, we find 
that (ei , en} =  0 for all i <  n. This generalizes to: (ei , e j} =  0 when i =  j . Hence 
the inner product has the stated form. For every pair o f indices 1 <  i <  j  <  n  we have 
a subsystem of type B 2 with positive roots ei , e j , ei ±  e j . We can apply 2.23-iii to that 
subsystem and find that there exist a ij , bij  G C such that Ki,j =  Ki,— j  =  bij (mì +  Mj) 
and Ki =  a ij  +  2bij  Mi and Kj =  a ij  +  2bijM j. It remains to show that both a ij and bij 
do not depend on their indices. For the bij  ’s this follows by considering a subsystem of 
type A 2 defined by z 1 =  z2 =  z3: our treatment of that case implies that we must have 
b12 =  b13 =  b23 and this generalizes to arbitrary index pairs. If we denote the common 
value of the bij by b, then we find that a ij  =  Ki — 26mì =  Kj — 26mj. This implies that a ij 
is also independent of its indices. □
C orollary 2.26. A Dunkl system o f type B n in C n , n  >  3, has An -symmetry and the 
quotient by this group is a Dunkl system o f type An . I f  the parameters o f  B n -system (as in 
Proposition 2.25) are given by (mo, . . . ,  Mn a), then those o f the quotient A n -system are 
(mo,Mi • • • J Mn) With Ho = i ( a  +  1).
Proof. The quotient o f the Dunkl connection by the symmetry group in question will be 
a flat connection on Cn with logarithmic poles and is C x -invariant. So by Corollary 2.2, 
its the connection form has the shape J2HeH ^ H & PH , with pH a linear map. A little
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computation shows that the nonzero eigenspace of P(Zi—Zj =0) is spanned by ei — ej with 
eigenvalue Mi +  u j . □
Remark 2.27. A B n -arrangement appears in a A 2n-arrangement as the restriction to a 
linear subspace not contained in  a A2n-hyperplane as follows. Index the standard ba­
sis of C 2n+1 by the integers from —n  through n: e—n , . . . ,  en and let V be the hy­
perplane in C 2n defined by J2n=-n zi =  0. An arrangement H  of type A 2n in V is 
given by the hyperplanes in V defined by zi =  z j , —n  <  i <  j  <  n. The invo­
lution i of C 2n+1 which interchanges e—i and —ei (and so sends e0 to —e0) leaves V 
and the arrangement invariant; its fixed point subspace in V is parametrized by C n by: 
(w1, . . . ,  wn ) ^  (— wn , . . . ,  —w 1, 0, w 1, . . . ,  wn ). The members of H  meet V 1 as follows: 
for 1 <  i <  j  <  n, wi =  wj is the trace of the A 1 x A 1-subsystem {zi =  z j , z—i =  z—j } 
on V 1, likewise wi =  —wj is the trace for {zi =  z—j , z—i =  zj }, and wi =  0 is the trace 
o f the A 2 -system z—i =  zi =  z0. This shows that H | V 1 is of type B n . Suppose that we are 
given a Dunkl form on V which is invariant under i. This implies that V° contains V° n  V 1 
as a flat subspace, so that the Dunkl connection on V induces one on V l . The values of k 
on the hyperplanes of V 1 are easily determined: since the inner product on V comes from 
an inner product on C 2n in diagonal form: (ei , e j } =  M -1^i,j for certain positive numbers 
M±i , i =  1 , . . . ,  n, we must have m—i =  Mi . Up to scalar factor we have K(z.=zj ) =  Mi +  Mj 
for —n  <  i <  j  <  n. So with that proviso, K(w.±wj =0) =  Mi +  Mj, 1 <  i <  j  <  n  and 
K(wi= 0) =  2mì +  M0, which shows that we get the Dunkl form described in Proposition 
2.25 with a =  mo.
We complete our discussion of the Coxeter case with
Proposition 2.28. Suppose that G is a finite Coxeter group o f rank >  3 which is not o f 
type A or B. Then every Dunkl system with the reflection hyperplanes o f  G as its polar 
arrangement is G -invariant.
We shall see in Subsection 3.5 that the local system associated to such a Dunkl system 
can be explicitly described in terms of the Hecke algebra of G.
We first prove:
Lem m a 2.29. I f  the complex reflection group G contains a reflection subgroup o f type D 4, 
but notone o f type B 4, then any Dunkl form relative to H  is necessarily G -invariant.
Proof. We prove this with induction on the dimension of V . To start this off, let us first 
assume that G is of type D 4. We use the standard root basis (e1 — e2, e2—e3, e3—e4, e3+ e 4) 
in [3] The four roots {e1 ±  e2, e3 ±  e4} define a subsystem of type (A 1)4. So by the first 
clause of Lemma 2.23, these roots are mutually perpendicular: the inner product on V has 
the shape
(v, v} =  a |v 1 — v212 +  b|v1 +  v212 +  c|v3 — v4|2 +  d|v3 +  v4|2
for certain positive a, b, c, d. Any g G G sends a (A 1)4-subsystem to another such, and 
so must transform (, } into a form of the same type (with possibly different constants
a , . . . ,  d). From this we easily see that a =  b =  c =  d, so that (v, v} =  a J2i |vi |2. 
This form is G-invariant. If we apply 2.23 to any subsystem of type A 2 and find that k 
is constant on such subsystem. Since the H  is connected by its A2 -subsystems, it follows 
that k is constant.
In the general case, let L G £¡rr (H) be such that its normal system contains a system 
of type D 4. By our induction hypothesis, the Dunkl system transversal to L is invariant 
under the subgroup of g G G which stabilizes L pointwise. An inner product is already
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determined by its restriction to three distinct hyperplanes; since we at least three such L, 
it follows that the inner product is G-invariant. The A 2-connectivity of H  implies that k is 
constant. □
Proof o f Proposition 2.28. By Lemma 2.29 this is so when G contains a subsystem of type 
D 4. The remaining cases are those of type F4, H 3 and H 4. In each case the essential part 
o f the proof is to show that the inner product (, } is G-invariant. Let us first do the case 
F 4. If we have two perpendicular roots o f different length, then they generate a saturated 
A 1 x A 1 subsystem. So the corresponding coroots must be perpendicular for the inverse 
inner product. It is easily checked that any such an inner product must be G-invariant. 
Lemma 2.23 then shows see that the exponents are constant on any subsystem of type A 2. 
Since a G-orbit of reflection hyperplanes is connected by its A2 subsystems, it follows that 
the Dunkl form is G-invariant.
The cases H 3 and H 4 are dealt with in a similar fashion: any inner product with the 
property that the summands of a A 1 x A 1 subsystem (all are automatically saturated) are 
orthogonal must be G-invariant. The A 2-connectivity of the set of reflection hyperplanes 
implies that every such hyperplane has the same exponent. □
3. F rom  D u n k l  to L e v i-C ivita
3.1. The admissible range. According to Lemma 2.12, the inner product (, } is unique 
up to a scalar factor. An inner product on V determines a (Fubini-Study) metric on P (V ) 
and two inner products determine the same metric if and only if  they are proportional. So 
we are then basically prescribing a Fubini-Study metric on P(V  ).
The inner product (, } defines a translation invariant (Kahler) metric on the tangent 
bundle of V ; its restriction to V° (which we shall denote by h0) has V 0 as Levi-Civita 
connection. We shall see that we can often deform h0 with the connection.
The main results of this subsection are
Theorem  3.1. Let dim  V >  2, k G (0 ,1]H,flat andlet h be a hermitian form on V ° flat for 
V K with at least one positive eigenvalue. Then h is positive definite i f  and only i f  k o <  1 
and for k o =  1, h is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned by the Euler vector field.
Theorem -definition 3.2. Let dim  V >  2 and k g ( 0 ,1]H,flat besuchthat k o =  1. Assume 
we are given for every s >  0 a nonzero hermitian form hs which is flat for V SK and such 
that hs depends real-analytically on s. Then there is a m  >  1 such that for all s G (1 ,m ), 
hs is o f hyperbolic signature and hs (E V, ) is negative everywhere. The supremum 
m hyp o f such m  has the property that when it is finite, hmhyp is degenerate. We call this 
supremum the hyperbolic exponent o f the family.
Remark 3.3. If V° has a nonzero hermitian form h which is flat relative to V K, and 
L G L (H ), then such a form is often inherited by the transversal and longitudinal sys­
tem associated to L. For instance, if L  is irreducible and such that kl is not an integer, 
then the monodromy around L  has the two distinct eigenvalues 1 and < v/ r,i f-. These de­
compose the tangent space of a point near L° into two eigenspaces. This decomposition is 
orthogonal relative to h, since the latter is preserved by the monodromy. Both decomposi­
tions are flat and hence are integrable to foliations. It follows that the transversal system on 
V /L  and the longitudinal system on L inherit from h a flat form. (But we cannot exclude 
the possibility that one of these is identically zero. )
The proofs of the two theorems above require some preparation. We begin with a 
lemma.
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Lem m a 3.4. Let k  G (0, œ ) H,flat and let F  bea vector subbundle o f rank r  o f the holo­
morphic tangent bundle o f  V ° which is flat for V K. Let H ( F  ) denote the set o f  H  G H  
for which the connection on F  becomes singular (relative to its natural extension across 
the generic point o f  H  as a line subbundle o f the tangent bundle). Then there exists an 
r -vector field X  on V with the following properties:
(i) X  | V ° defines F  and the zero set o fX  is contained in the union o f the codimension 
two intersections from H ,
(ii) X  is homogeneous o f degree r(K0 — 1) — ^  HeH{F ) k H  and multiplication o f X  
by EIHeH(F) yields a flat multivalued form.
In particular, h e H ( F  ) k H  <  rK0, so that H ( F  ) =  H . Moreover, in the case o f a line 
bundle (r =  1), the degree o f  X  is nonnegative and is zero only when F  is spanned by the 
Euler field o f  V .
Likewise there exists a regular (dim V — r )-form n on V satisfying similar properties 
relative to the annihilator o f  F  :
(iii) n| V ° defines the annihilator o f F  and the zero set o f  n is contained in the union o f  
the codimension two intersections from H ,
(iv) n is homogeneous o f degree (dim  V — r)(1  — K0) +  ^  H g h —h (f ) k H  and multi­
plication o f  n b y \ \  H £ h —H ( F  ) ^HKH yields a flat multivalued form.
Remark 3.5. We will use this lemma in the first instance only in the case of a line bun­
dle. When r  =  dim  V , then clearly H ( F ) =  H  and so the lemma then tells us that 
for any translation invariant dim  V-vector X  (i.e., one which is defined by a generator of
Adim V V ), n HeH ^ H h  .X  is flat for V K.
Proof o f Lemma 3.4. Let us first observe that F  will be invariant under scalar multiplica­
tion. It extends as an analytic vector subbundle of the tangent bundle over the complement 
of the union of the codimension two intersections from H  and it is there given by a sec­
tion X  of the rth  exterior power of the tangent bundle of V . Since F  is invariant under 
scalar multiplication, we can X  to be homogeneous. The local form 1.10 of V K along 
the generic point of H  G H  implies that F  is in this point either tangent or perpendicular 
to H . In the first case the connection V K restricted to F  is regular there, whereas in the 
second case it has there a logarithmic singularity with residue — k H  . So if D n H denotes 
the action of n H on polyvectors as a derivation (i.e., it sends an r-polyvector X 1A • • A X r 
to 2 i X 1 A • • • A n H* X i A • • • A X r ), then ^ H divides D n H (X  ) or D n H (X  ) — X  ac­
cording to whether H  G H  — H ( F ) or H  G H ( F ). Consider the multivalued function 
$  :=  f ] H £ H (F ) ^ H h  on V°. Locally we can find a holomorphic function ƒ on V° such 
that ƒ $ X  is flat for V K ; we then have
- j < g ) X  = V ° ( X ) -  Y ,  khc^ h ^ ^ D tthÌ X)
f  H g H —H ( F )
— E  k h d ^ H  <8> ^ H1(D n H (X ) — X ).
HeH(F )
We have arranged things in such a manner that the right-hand side of this identity is regular. 
Hence so is the left-hand side. Since X  is nonzero in codimension one, it follows that df / ƒ  
is the restriction of a regular, globally defined (closed) differential on V . This can only 
happen if  ƒ is a nonzero constant. Hence e—“$ X  is a flat multivalued r-vector field on V ° . 
Such a field must be homogeneous of degree r  ( k o — 1). Since $ X  is homogeneous, so is e“ . 
It follows that a is a scalar and that the degree of X  is r(Ko — 1) — J 2 He H(F ) k h . The fact
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that X  must have a degree of homogeneity at least dim  V — r  implies that He H(F  ) kH <  
rKo.
The assertions regarding the annihilator of F  are proved in a similar fashion.
Now assume r  =  1 so that X  is a vector field. Its degree cannot be —1, for then 
X  would be a constant vector field, that is, given by some nonzero v G V . But then
v G n HeH—H(F )H , whereas H ( F ) is empty or consists o f v \  and this contradicts the 
irreducibility of H.
If X  is homogeneous of degree zero, then clearly H ( F ) =  0 (in other words, X  is 
tangent to each member of H ) and ko =  1. If we think of X  as a linear endomorphism S of 
V , then the tangency property amounts to S* G End( V * ) leaving each line in V * invariant 
which is the annihilator o f some H  G H . Since H  is irreducible, there are 1 +  dim  V such 
lines in general position and so S* is must be a scalar. This means that X  is proportional 
to the Euler vector field of V . □
Proof o f Theorem 3.1. We first consider the case when dim  V =  2. Assume that k o <  1. 
If h is degenerate, then the kernel of h is a flat line subbundle and according to Lemma 3.4 
we then must have k o =  1 and this kernel is spanned by the Euler vector field. For k o =  1, 
the Euler field is in the kernel o f h indeed: if  that kernel were trivial, then the orthogonal 
complement of the Euler field (relative to h K) is also a flat subbundle of the tangent 
bundle. But we have just seen that such a bundle must be generated by the Euler field and 
so we have a contradiction.
Suppose now that h >  0 with kernel trivial or spanned by the Euler field. Then h 
induces on the punctured Riemann sphere P( V° ) a constant curvature metric. This metric 
is spherical or flat depending on whether h >  0. The punctures are indexed by H  and at 
a puncture p H, H  G H , the metric has a simple type of singularity: it is locally obtained 
by identifying the sides of a geodesic sector of total angle 2n(1 — k H ). The Gauß-Bonnet 
theorem (applied for instance to a geodesic triangulation o f P (V ) whose vertices include 
the punctures) says that the curvature integral 4n — 2n J2i K  =  4n(1 — k o ). This implies 
in particular that k o <  1 when h is positive definite. This settles 3.1 in this case.
We now verify the theorem by induction on dim  V . So suppose dim  V >  2. According 
to Lemma 2.11 there exists an irreducible member of L (H ) of dimension one. If ko <  1, 
then we have kl <  1 by the monotonicity property of k . By Corollary 2.20 we have 
an affine retraction of the germ of L ° in V ° and by our induction hypotheses, h will be 
definite on the fibers of this retraction. It follows, that if h is degenerate, then its kernel is 
of dimension one; this defines flat line subbundle and we conclude as before that this can 
only happen when ko =  1 and the kernel is spanned by the Euler vector field.
It remains to show that if  h is positive definite, then k o <  1. Our induction assumption 
implies that then k l  <  1 for all L G L irr(H) different from {0}. Now let H  G H . There 
exists by Corollary 2.20 an affine retraction of the germ of H ° in V° and the restriction of 
h to the tangent vectors invariant under monodromy defines a form on H ° which is flat for 
the longitudinal connection. So the Dunkl system on H  leaves invariant a positive definite 
form. But the exponent of {0} viewed as a member of L irr(H H ) is k o and so we must 
have K0 <  1. □
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need:
Lem m a 3.6. Let T  be a finite dimensional complex vector space, L C T  a line and 
s G (—e, e) ^  H s a real-analytic family o f hermitian forms on T  suchthat H s >  0 i f  and 
only i f  s <  0 and H 0 >  0 with kernel L. Then for s >  0, H s is o f hyperbolic type and 
negative on L.
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Proof. Let T  ' C T  be a supplement of L in T . Then H 0 is positive definite on T '. By mak­
ing e smaller, we can assume that every H s restricted to T  ' is positive. A Gramm-Schmid 
process then produces an orthonormal basis (e1( s ) , . . . ,  em (s)) for H s restricted to T  ' 
which depends real-analytically on s. Let e G T  generate L, so that (e, e1( s ) , . . . ,  em (s)) 
is a basis for T . The determinant o f H s with respect this basis is easily calculated to be 
H s (e, e) — J2m  1 |H s (e, ei (s )) |2. We know that this determinant changes sign at s =  0. 
This can only happen if H s(e, e) is the dominating term and (hence) changes sign at 
s =  0. □
Proof of  3.2. If p  G V°, then Theorem 3.1 andL em m a3.6 applied to the restriction hs (p) 
of hs to Tp V , imply that there exists an m p >  1 such that for all s G (1, m p), hs (p) is of 
hyperbolic signature and hS(E V (p), E V (p)) <  0. In particular, hs is o f hyperbolic type 
for s in a nonempty interval s G (1, m  '). We take m  be the supremum of the values m  ' 
for which this is true (so hm will be degenerate if m  is finite). This proves part of 3.2. 
The remainder amounts to the assertion that we can take m p =  m  for every p  G V °. For 
this we note that since hS(E V (p), E V (p)) is homogeneous (of degree 1 — 2s), it suffices 
to verify this on the intersection of V° with the unit sphere V1 (with respect to (, }).
Let us first investigate the situation near H °, H  G H , for s slightly larger than 1 (cer­
tainly such that skH <  1). According to Proposition 1.10 we have a natural affine local 
retraction r s : VHo ^  H ° . The naturality implies that it sends the Euler field of V to the 
Euler field of H . The naturality also accounts for the fact that r s depends real-analytically 
on s. The retraction r s is compatible with hs in the sense that hs determines a hermitian 
form hS on H ° which is (i) flat for the longitudinal connection associated to V SK and (ii) 
is such that r* hs and h coincide on the hs-orthogonal complement of the relative tangent 
space of r s . In particular, h s is nonzero on the kernel of d rs . Since hs is nondegenerate, 
so is hS. We know that for s slightly larger than 1, hS will be of hyperbolic type. So hs 
must be positive on the kernel of d rs . The Euler field E V is tangent to H  and we see that 
on Vho , hs (£ V ,E v ) <  (r* hS )(E y , EV ) =  r* (hS(EH , E h )). This proves that for every 
p  G H °, there exist an m p >  1 and a neighborhood Up of p  such that for s G (1, m p), 
hS(E V, E V) is negative on Up n  V°.
Now let p  G Vf be arbitrary. Choose a linear subspace of dimension two P  C V 
through p  which is in general position with respect to H  in  the sense that it is not contained 
in a member of H  and no point of P  — {0} is contained in two distinct members of H . Let 
P 1 :=  P  n  V1 and consider the function
P 1° X (1 ,m ) ^  R, (p, s) ^  hS(E V, E V)(p).
Since every point of P 1 is either in V° or in some H °, it follows from the preceding 
discussion (and the compactness of P 1) that there exists a m'P G (1, m] such that the above 
function is negative on P ° x (1, m'P ). Let m P be the supremum of the m'P for which 
this is true. It remains to prove that m P =  m. Suppose that this not the case and assume 
that m P <  m. Then for s =  m P , hs is of hyperbolic type and hS(E V, E V)|P >1° has 0 
as maximal value. This means that the developing map for V SK is affine-equivalent to a 
morphism from a cover of P 1° to the subset of C n defined by |z1|2 +  • • • |zn—1|2 — |zn |2 <  0, 
and such that the inequality is an equality at some point. This, however, contradicts a 
convexity property of this subset as is shown by the following lemma. □
Lem m a 3.7. Let ƒ =  ( f 1, . . . ,  ƒ„) : U ^  C n be a holomorphic map from a connected 
complex manifold U such that +  • • • +  1|2 <  ^ p .  Then the latter inequality is 
strict unless ƒ maps to a line.
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Proof. We may assume that ƒ„ is not constant equal to zero so that each gi :=  ^ / ^  is a 
meromorphic function. Since g :=  (g2, . . . ,  gn ) takes values in the closed unit ball, it is 
holomorphic. It is well-known that such a map takes values in the open unit ball unless it 
is constant. This yields the lemma. □
3 .2. The Lauricella in tegrand  as a ra n k  two example. We do not know whether a Dunkl 
system with real exponents always admits a nontrivial flat hermitian form, not even in  the 
case dim  V =  2. However, if dim  V =  2 and k o =  1, then there is natural choice. In 
order to avoid conflicting notation, let us write P  instead of V , let H 0, . . . ,  H n+1 be the 
distinct elements of H  (so that |H | =  n  +  2) and write ^  for k H¿ (so that J2i Mi =  2). 
Recall from Lemma 3.4 that if  a  is a translation invariant 2-form, then ( [ ] HeW ^HKH )a  is 
a flat multivalued 2-form. Since ko =  1, the Euler field E p  is flat, and so if  w denotes the 
1-form obtained by taking the inner product of E p  with a , then ( [ ] ü+c)1 )w is a flat 
multivalued 1 -form. Hence its absolute value,
h :=  |^o |—2mo • • • |¿ n + 11—2Mn+1 |w|2, 
is then a nontrivial flat hermitian form. It is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned by 
the Euler field.
This is intimately connected with an observation due to Thurston [31], about which 
we will have more to say later on. Since k o =  1, the punctured Riemann sphere P (P °) 
acquires an affine structure. The form h is a pull-back from P (P °) so that P (P ° ) has 
in fact a Euclidean (parabolic) structure. If we assume that ^  G (0,1) for all i, then 
P ( P ) is a euclidean cone manifold in Thurston’s sense: at the point p i G P ( P ) defined 
by H i , the metric is conical with total angle 2n(1 — ^ i ). In such a point is concentrated 
a certain amount of curvature, its apex curvature 2n ^ i , which is its contribution to the 
Gauß-Bonnet formula (the sum of these is indeed 4n, the area of the unit sphere). On 
the other hand, the multivalued form ( [ ] HeW ^Hkh )w is directly related to the Lauricella 
integrand. To see this, choose an affine coordinate z on P (V ) such that if  zi :=  z(pHi), 
then zn+1 =  to . Then (nü+c)1 V  is up to a constant factor the pull-back of a constant 
times n ü=o(zi — C)— dz, which we recognize as the Lauricella integrand.
Of course, the (n +  1)-tuple (z0, . . . , zn ) G C”+1 is defined only up to an affine-linear 
transformation of C. This means that if V is the quotient of C ”+1 by its main diagonal (as 
in Subsection 2.3), then only the image of (zo ,. . . ,  z„) in P (V °) matters. Thus P(V °) can 
be understood as the moduli space of Euclidean metrics on the sphere with n  +  2 conical 
singularities which are indexed by 0 , . . . ,  n  + 1  with prescribed apex curvature 2n ^ i at the 
ith point.
3.3. F lat herm itian  form s fo r reflection arrangem ents. The following theorem pro­
duces plenty of interesting situations to which the results o f Subsection 3.1 apply. It may 
very well hold in a much greater generality.
Theorem  3.8. Suppose that H  is the reflection arrangement o f a finite complex reflection 
group G. Then there exists a map from (RH)G to the space o f nonzero hermitian forms 
on the tangent bundle o f  V° (denoted k ^  h K)  with the following properties: for every 
K G (RH)G,
(i) h K is flat for V K and invariant under G.
(ii) t  G R  ^  h tK is smooth (notice that h0 was already defined) and the associated 
curve ofprojectivized forms, t  ^  [htK] is real-analytic.
Moreover this map is unique up to multiplication by a (notnecessarily continuous) function
(R h )g ^  (0, to).
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Likewise there is a map from (RH )G to the space o f nonzero hermitian forms on the 
cotangent bundle o f  V° (denoted k ^  h K) with analogous properties.
Exam ple 3.9. For V =  C and Q =  k z —1dz, we can take h K (z) :=  |z |—2K |d z |2. Notice 
that we can expand this in  powers of k as
We shall first prove that in the situation of Theorem 3.8 we can find such an h K for­
mally at k =  0. For this we need the following notion, suggested by Example 3.9. 
Let be given a complex manifold M  and a smooth hypersurface D  c  M . We have 
the real-oriented blowup of D  in M  ; this is a real-analytic manifold with boundary. If 
(^, z1, . . . ,  zn ) is a coordinate system at p  G D  such that D  is given by ^  =  0, then 
r  :=  |^ |,6  :=  a rg (^ ) ,x i :=  Re(zi ) ,y i :=  Im (zi ) are coordinates for this blowup, where 
of course 6 is given modulo 2n and the boundary is given by r  =  0. We say that a function 
on a neighborhood of p  in M  — D  is mildly singular along D  if  it can be written as a 
polynomial in log r  with certain continuous coefficients: we want these coefficients to be 
real-analytic on the real-oriented blowup of D  at p  (and so constant on its boundary). Since 
^  is unique up to a unit factor, log r  is unique up to an analytic function in the coordinates, 
and so this notion is independent o f the coordinate system.
Likewise, we say that a differential on a neighborhood of p  in M  — D  is mildly singular 
along D  if it is a linear combination by mildly singular functions at p  of real-analytic forms 
on the real-oriented blowup whose restriction to the boundary as a form is zero. So this is 
a module over the ring of mildly singular functions at p  and as such generated by dr, rd 6 
and dxi , dyi , i =  1, . . . ,  n.
Lem m a 3.10. In this situation we have:
(i) log r  is algebraically independent over the ring o f real-analytic functions on the 
real-oriented blowup o f  D  over p.
(ii) Any mildly singular differential at p  that is closed is the differential o f a mildly 
singular function at p .
Proof. For the proof of (i), suppose that we have a nontrivial relation:
with each ƒ  analytic (and periodic in 6). Divide then by the highest power of r  which 
divides each ƒ ,  so that now not all ^ ( 0 ,  6, x, y) vanish identically. If we substitute r  := 
e—1/p, with p small, then N=1 ƒ ( 0 , 6, x, y)( — p) —k will be a flat function at p =  0 . 
This can only be the case if each ^ ( 0 ,  6, x, y) is identically zero, which contradicts our 
assumption.
For the proof of (ii) we note that if  ƒ is mildly singular at p, and n is one of the module 
generators dr, rd 6, dxi , dyi , then the integral o f ^  over the circle r  =  e, x =  y =  0 tends 
to zero with e. So if w is a closed differential that is mildly singular at p, then it can be 
integrated to a function ƒ on the complement of D  in a neighborhood of p. This function 
will there be real-analytic. It is a straightforward to verify that ƒ is mildly singular at p. □
Lem m a 3.11. In the situation o f Theorem 3.8, let k G (Rh  )g . Then there exists a formal 
expansion hSK =  ^ í¡k=0 sk h k in G-invariant hermitian forms that are mildly singular
N
E  ƒk(r, 6, x, y )( lo g r)k =  0 ,
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along the smooth part o f the arrangement with initial coefficient h0 =  h0, and with the 
property that hSK is flat for V SK.
Proof. The flatness of h SK means that for every pair v, v ' G V (thought of as translation 
invariant vector fields on V ) we have
d(hSK(v, v ')) =  — sh SK(QK(v), v ')  -  sh SK(v, QK(v ')),
where QK(v) =  J2 H k H n H (v) <g> wH , which boils down to
(*) d (hk+ i(v ,v  ')) =  — hfc(QK(v),v  ') — hk(v, (v')), k =  0 , 1, 2, . . .
In other words, we must show that we can solve (*) inductively by G-invariant forms. In 
case we can solve (*), then it is clear that a solution will be unique up to a constant.
The first step is easy: if  we choose our defining equation ^ H G V * for H  to be such 
that (^H , ^ H } =  1, then
h i(v , v ') :=  — k h ^ 3 (f H (v ),n H (v ')} log |^ h |2.
H
will do. Suppose that for some k >  1 the forms h0, . . . ,  h k have been constructed. In 
order that ( * ) has a solution for h k+1 we want the right-hand side (which we shall denote 
by r]k(v, v')) to be exact. It is certainly closed: if we agree that h{uj <g> v, u / <g> v') stands
for h(v , v')w A w', then
(v, v ') =  h fc-1(QK A QK(v ) ,v ') — h k-1 (0 K(v), (v '))+
+  h fc_ i(Q K(v), QK(v ')) +  h fc_ i(v , A QK(v '))  =
=  h fc-1(QK A QK(v), v ') +  h k - 1(v, A QK(v '))  =  0
(since A =  0). So in order to complete the induction step, it suffices by Lemma 
3.10 that to prove that nk is mildy singular along the arrangement: since the complement 
in V of the singular part o f the arrangement is simply connected, we then write nk as the 
differential o f a hermitian form h k+1 on V that is mildly singular along the arrangement 
and averaging such h k+1 over its G-transforms makes it G-invariant as well.
Our induction assumption says that near H ° we can expand h k in log |^ | as:
N
hk =  5 3 '(log I^H |)i hk,i
i=0
with h k i a continous hermitian form on T V  near H ° which becomes real-analytic on the 
on the real-oriented blowup of H °. We claim that the projection n H restricted to T V |H ° 
is selfadjoint relative to each term h k i . For h k is G-invariant and hence invariant under 
a nontrivial complex reflection g G G with mirror H . Since |^ H | is also invariant under 
g and since the above expansion is unique by Lemma 3.10-i, it follows that this property 
is inherited by each term h k i . In particular, the restriction of h k i to T V |H °  is invariant 
under g. Since n H is the projection on an eigenspace of g, the claim follows. Now nk is 
near H ° modulo a mildly singular form equal to
~ kh  5 3  ( u Hh k , i M v ) ,  v') +  u)H-hk,i(v, ( lo g \4>n\)k■
i=0
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The selfadjointness property of n H implies that this, in turn, is modulo a mildly singular 
form equal to
N
—2k h  5 3  hk,i (nH (v ), v ' )(log |^ h  |)kd(log |^ h  | ),
i=0
showing that nk is mildly singular along H ° as desired. □
In order to prove Theorem 3.8, we begin with a few generalities regarding conjugate 
complex structures. Denote by the complex vector space V  with its conjugate complex 
structure: scalar multiplication by A G C acts on as scalar multiplication by A G C 
in V . Then V © V t has a natural real structure for which complex conjugation is simply 
interchanging arguments. The ensuing conjugation on G L(V © V t) is, when restricted to 
GL(V) x G L (W ), also interchanging arguments, whereas on the space of bilinear forms 
on V  x y t ,  it is given by h^(v, v') :=  h(v', v). So a real point of (V Vt)* is just a
hermitian form on V .
Fix a base point * G V° and identify T*V° with V . For k g (Ch  )g , we denote 
the monodromy representation of V K by p K G H om (n1 (V°, *), G L (V )). Notice that p K 
depends complex-analytically on k. Then the same property must hold for
K  G (Cn )G ^  ( p * ) t G Hom(7r1( l /° ,* ) ,G L ( l/ t )).
Recall from 2.15 that (CH)G is invariant under complex conjugation.
Lem m a 3.12. Let H be the set o f  pairs (k, [/i]) G (C^ ) 0 x P ((V  <g> V^)*),  where h G
V  x y t  c  is invariant under pK <g> (pK)  ^ and let p \ : H —>■ (CW)G be the projection. 
Then H resp. p 1(H) is a complex-analytic set defined over R  (in (CH )G x P ((V  ® V t)*)
resp. (C H)G)  and we havep 1(H(R)) =  (RH )G.
Proof. That H is complex-analytic and defined over R  is clear. Since p 1 is proper and 
defined over R, p 1(H) is also complex-analytic and defined over R. If k g (Rh )g is in 
the image of H, then there exists a nonzero bilinear map h : V x V t ^  C invariant under 
pK (£> (yOK)t . But then both the ‘real part’ ^(h  + h^) and the ‘imaginary part’ ^ = ( h  -  hi) 
of h are hermitian forms invariant under p K and clearly one of them will be nonzero. The 
lemma follows. □
Proof o f Theorem 3.8. Now let L  c  (CH)G be a line defined over R. By the preceding 
discussion, there is a unique irreducible component L of the preimage of L in H which 
contains (0, [h0]). The map L ^  L is proper and the preimage of 0 is a singleton. Hence 
L ^  L is an analytic isomorphism. Since L is defined over R, so are L and the isomor­
phism L ^  L. The forms parametrized by L(R) define a real line bundle over L(R). 
Such a line bundle is trivial in the smooth category and hence admits a smooth generating 
section with prescribed value in 0. We thus find a map k ^  h K with the stated properties. 
The proof for the map k ^  h K is similar. □
If h is a nondegenerate hermitian form on the tangent bundle of V° which is flat for 
the Dunkl connection, then V  must be its Levi-Civita connection of h (for V  is torsion 
free); in particular, h determines V. Notice that to give a flat hermitian form h amounts 
to giving a monodromy invariant hermitian form on the translation space of A. So h will 
be homogeneous in the sense that the pull-back of h under scalar multiplication on V° by 
A G C x is |A|2- 2Re(K»)h.
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3.4. The hyperbolic exponent of a complex reflection group. In case H  is a complex 
reflection arrangement o f a finite reflection group G, we can estimate the hyperbolic expo­
nent. According to Chevalley, the graded algebra of G-invariants C[V]G is a polynomial 
algebra. Choose a set o f homogeneous generators, f 1, . . . ,  ƒ„, ordered by their degrees 
d e g (f1) <  • • • <  d eg (fn ). Although the generators are not unique, their degrees are. We 
put di :=  deg (fi ). The number m i :=  di — 1, which is the degree of the coefficients of d f  
on a basis of constant differentials on V , is called the ith exponent of G. It is known that 
the subalgebra of G-invariants in the exterior algebra C[V] <g> A*V* of regular forms on V 
is generated as such by df 1, . . . ,  dfn [30]. In particular any invariant n-form  is proportional 
to df 1 A • • • A dfn.
The geometric content of Chevalley’s theorem is the assertion that the orbit space G \ V 
is an affine space, a fact which never stops to surprise us. The union of the members of 
H  is also the union of the irregular orbits and hence is the singular locus of the orbit map 
n  : V ^  G \V . The image of this orbit map is a hypersurface in G \V , the discriminant of 
G. It is defined by a suitable power of the jacobian of ( f 1, . . . ,  ƒ„).
A vector field on G \V  lifts to V precisely when it is tangent to the discriminant and 
in this manner we get all the G-invariant vector fields on V. The G-invariant regular 
vector fields make up a graded C[V]G -module and it is known [27] that this module is 
free. As with the Chevalley generators, we choose a system of homogeneous generators 
X 1, . . . ,  X n ordered by their degree: deg(X 1) <  • • • <  deg(X n ). We put d* :=  deg(X i ) 
and m* :=  1 +  deg(X i ) (so that m* is the degree of the coefficients of X i on a basis of 
constant vector fields on V). The generator of smallest degree is proportional to the Euler 
field. Hence d1 = 0  and m* =  1. The number m* is called the ith co-exponent of G. It 
usually differs from m i, but when G is a Coxeter group they are equal, because the defining 
representation of G is self-dual.
A polyvectorfield on G \V  lifts to V if and only if  it does so in codimension one (that is, 
in the generic points of the discriminant) and we thus obtain all the G-invariant poly vector 
fields on V . For reasons similar to the case of forms, the subalgebra of G-invariants in 
the exterior algebra C [ V ] ® A • V of regular poly vector fields on V is generated as such by 
X 1, . . . , X n .
Theorem  3.13. Suppose that H  is the reflection arrangement o f a finite complex reflection 
group G which is transitive on H. Then the hyperbolic exponent for the ray ((0, to )h )g 
(which is defined in view o f Theorem 3.8) is >  m *.
Proof. Let k g ( (0 ,1)H)G be suchthat k o =  1 and let hs be the family of hermitian forms 
on the tangent bundle of V° whose existence is asserted by Theorem 3.8. Let m  G (1, to] 
be its hyperbolic exponent. If m  =  to  there is nothing to show, so let us assume that 
m  <  to . This means that hm is degenerate. So its kernel defines a nontrivial subbundle 
F  of the tangent bundle of V° (of rank r , say) which is flat for V mK. This bundle is G- 
invariant. So the developing map maps to a vector space A endowed with a monodromy 
invariant hermitian form H m with a kernel of dimension r. Since H m is nontrivial, so is 
H m (E A, ) and hence so is hm (E V, ). In other words, F  does not contain the Euler 
field.
Let X  be the associated r-vector field on V as in Lemma 3.4. That lemma asserts that 
H ( F ) =  H. Since H ( F ) is G-invariant, this implies that H ( F ) =  0 so that X  has degree 
r(m  — 1). We prove that X  is G-invariant. Since X  is unique up to a constant factor it 
will transform under G by means of a character. For this it is enough to show that X  is 
left invariant under any complex reflection. Let H  G H. The splitting V =  H  © H L 
defines one of Ar V : Ar V =  Ar H  © (H ^  <g> Ar - 1H ). This splitting is the eigenspace
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decomposition for the action of the cyclic group G H of g G G which leave H  pointwise 
fixed. It is clear from the way X  and H ( F ) are defined that the value of X  on H  will be a 
section of the first summand so that X  is invariant under G H indeed. Now write X  out in 
terms of our generators:
X  = 5 3  a il,....ir X ii A • • •A X ir , aii,...iir G C [V ]G.
1<il <••• <ir <n
Since F  does not contain the Euler field, X  is not divisible by X 1 and so a term with 
H >  2 appears with nonzero coefficient. This means that the degree of X  will be at least
¿2 +  • • • +  d*+1 >  r(d? ) =  r(m ? -  1). It follows that m  >  m2, as asserted. □
Remark 3.14. There are only two primitive complex reflection groups of rank greater than 
two which the hypothesis o f Theorem 3.13 excludes: type F4 and the extended Hesse 
group (no. 26 in the Shepherd-Todd list). The former is a Coxeter group and the latter is 
an arrangement known to have the same discriminant as the Coxeter group of type (in 
the sense of Corollary 5.4). Since we deal with Coxeter groups in a more concrete manner 
in the next Subsection 3.5, we shall have covered these cases as well.
3.5. A Hecke algebra approach to the  case w ith a Coxeter sym m etry. The monodromy 
representation of V K and its invariant form can be determined up to equivalence in case 
the Dunkl connection is associated to a finite Coxeter group.
Let W  be an irreducible finite reflection group in a real vector space V (R) without a 
nonzero fixed vector. We take for H  the collection of reflection hyperplanes of W  in V and 
for H  G H, we let irH = \  (1 — sH), where sH is the reflection in H.  Choose k  g R 7/ to 
be W-invariant. We know that then V K is a flat W-invariant connection. We account for 
the W-invariance by regarding V K as a connection on the tangent bundle of VW (the group 
W  acts freely on V°). So if we fix a base point * G V /W °, then we have a monodromy 
representation pmon G H om (n1(VW° , *), G L (V )). It is convenient to let the base point be 
the image of a real point x G V (R )°. So x  lies in a chamber C  of W . Let I  be a set 
that labels the (distinct) supporting hyperplanes of C : (H i }ie /  and let us write si for sHi. 
Then I  has dim  V elements. Let m iij- denote the order of (si sj ), so that M  :=  (m iij- )ijj  is 
the Coxeter matrix o f W . Then the Artin group A r(M ) associated to M  has a generating 
set (a i )ie /  with defining relations (the Artin relations)
where both members are words comprising m i j  letters. The Coxeter group W  arises as 
a quotient o f A r(M  ) by introducing the additional relations o 2 =  1; v  then maps to si . 
According to Brieskorn [4] this lifts to an isomorphism of groups A r(M  ) ^  n 1(V1°>, *) 
which sends rr, to the loop is represented by the path in V° from x  to (x) which stays in 
the contractible set V° n  (V (R) +  V —1C).
As long as |k¿| <  1, (rr,) is semisimple and acts as a complex reflection over 
an angle 7r ( l  +  k, ). So if we put /, :=  then rr, satisfies the identity
(o -  1)(o + 1?) =  0. Although the monodromy need not be semisimple for Ki =  1, this 
equation still holds (for t? =  - 1 )  . In other words, when - 1  <  Ki <  1, pmon factors 
through the quotient of of the group algebra C [A r(M )] by the two-sided ideal generated 
by the elements (oi -  1)(oi +  t? ), i G I . These relations are called the Hecke relations 
and the algebra thus defined is known as the Hecke algebra attached to the matrix M  with 
parameters t  =  (ti )i . (It is more traditional to use the elements - o i as generators; for these 
the Artin relations remain valid, but the Hecke relations take the form (oi +  1)(oi - 1? ) =
OiO-iO V j  o ioj
3
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0.) If the t i ’s are considered as variables (with t i =  t  j  if  and only if  si and sj are conjugate 
in W ), then this is an algebra over the polynomial ring C[ti | i G I ].
There are at most two conjugacy classes of reflections in W . This results in a partition of
I  into at most two subsets; we denote by J  c  I  a nonempty part. We have two conjugacy 
classes (i.e., J  =  I )  only for a Coxeter group of type I? (even), F 4 and B ;>3. We denote 
the associated variables t  and t  ' (when the latter is defined).
If we put all t i =  1, then the Hecke algebra reduces to the group algebra C[W ], which 
is why the Hecke algebra for arbitrary parameters can be regarded as a deformation of this 
group algebra.
For us is relevant the reflection representation of the Hecke algebra introduced in [11]. 
Since we want the reflections to be unitary relative some nontrivial hermitian form we 
need to adapt this discussion for our purposes. We will work over the domain R  obtained 
from C [ti | i G I ] by adjoining the square root o f (tit j )-1  for each pair i, j  G I . So 
either R  =  C[t, t -1 ] or R  :=  C[t, t  ', (tt ' )-1 /2 ], depending on whether W  has one or two 
conjugacy classes of reflections. So R  contains tk t j  if k and l are half integers which differ 
by an integer. So T  :=  Spec(R) is a torus of dimension one or two. Complex conjugation 
in C extends to an anti-involution r  G R  i-> r G R  which sends / , to /, and ( t i t j )1/ 2 to 
(tit j  ) -1 /2 . This gives T  areal structure for which T  is anisotropic (i.e., T  (R) is compact). 
We denote by : R  —> R  ‘taking the real part’: 3?(r) :=  5 (r +  r  ).
Let H (M ) stand for the Hecke algebra as defined above with coefficients taken in R  (so 
this is a quotient of R [A r(M )]). For i, j  G I  distinct, we define a real element of R:
Notice that Ai j  =  co s(n /m i j  ) if  t i =  t j . If W  has two orbits in H , then there is 
a unique pair (jo, j’0  G J  x ( I  -  J ) with m j0,j1 =  2. Then m j0,j1 must be even 
and at least 4 and we write m  for m j0 ,j1, and A resp. A ' for A j j  resp. A j/,j. So A =
3î(exp (7TA /^T/m )t1/ 2t /_1/ 2) and A' =  3£(exp(7r-\/—l / m ^ -1 / 2^ 1/ 2).
Define for every i G I  a linear form li : R 1 ^  R  by
We claim that this defines a representation of H (M ). First observe that the minimal poly­
nomial of prefl(vi ) is (X  -  1)(X  + 1? ). For i =  j , we readily verify that
This implies that the trace of prefl (v i ) p refl ( Vj ) on the plane spanned by ei and ej is equal 
to 2tit j  co s(2 n /m i, j ). Since its determinant is t 2t 2, it follows that the eigenvalues of
/3refl(<T¿)/3refl(<Tj) in this plane are t¿tj exp(27r\/—l / m *,j) t i t j  exp ( — l / m^j ) .  
In particular p refl(vi ) and prefl(vj ) satisfy the Artin relation. So prefl defines a representa­
tion of H (M  ).
Lem m a 3.15. Fixa p  G T  and consider the reflection representation o f the corresponding 
specialization H (M )(p ) on C 1. Then (C1 )H(M)(p) is the kernel o f the associated linear 
map (li )i : C 1 ^  C 1. Moreover, i f  K  is a proper invariant subspace o f  C 1 which is not 
contained in (C1 )H(M )(p), then J  =  I  and AA' =  0 and K  equals C J resp. C 1 -J  modulo 
(C1 )H(M)(p) when A' =  0 resp. A =  0.
Let prefl(vi ) be the pseudoreflection in R 1 defined by
Prefl(v i)(z) =  z -  li(z)ei.
li(e j)lj(e i)  =  t 2 +  t 2 +  2t i t j  cos(2n /m i , j ),
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Proof. The first statement is clear.
Since K  C (C1 )H(M)(p , some li with will be nonzero on K ; suppose this happens for 
i G J . Let z G K  be such li (z) =  0. From z -  p refl(vi )(z) =  li (z)ei it follows that 
ei G K . Since t  =  0, our formulas imply that then K  D C J . Since K  is a proper subspace 
o f C 1, J  =  I  and j  vanishes on K  for all j  G I  -  J  (otherwise the same argument shows 
that K  D C 1 - J ). This implies in particular that A ' =  0. □
By sending kh  to e 27rv/ ~TK-ff we obtain a universal covering
t : (CH)W ^  T.
Let A  c  (CH )W denote the locally finite union of affine hyperplanes defined by: k h  G Z
and ko G {0, - 1 ,  - 2 , . . . } .
Proposition 3.16. The map t  lifts to a holomorphic intertwining morphism T from the 
monodromy representation pmon o f  A r(M  ) to the reflection representation prefl o fH (M  ) 
in such a manner that it is an isomorphism away from A  and nonzero away from a codi­
mension two subvariety (CH )W contained in A.
Proof. Suppose first k G A.
Since each kh  is nonintegral, pmon(vi) is semisimple and acts in V as a complex re­
flection (over an angle n(1 +  Ki)). Hence 1 -  pmon(v i) is of the form Vi <g> fi for some
vi G V and fi G V 2. The individual f i and Vi are not unique, only their tensor product is. 
But we have f i (vi ) =  1 + 1? =  li (ei ) and the fact that v i and Vj satisfy the Artin relation 
implies that fi(v j ) f j  (vi) =  t 2 + 1? +  2t¿tj cos(2n /m i,j  ) =  li(e j ) j  (ei).
We claim that the vi ’s are then independent and hence form a basis o f V . For if that 
were not the case, then there would exist a nonzero ^  G V 2 which vanishes on all the vi ’s. 
This ^  will be clearly invariant under the monodromy representation. But this is prohibited 
by Corollary 2.21 which says that then k 0 -  1 must be a negative integer.
Since the Coxeter graph is a tree, we can put a total order on I  such that that if  i G I  
is not the smallest element, there is precisely one j  <  i with m i j  =  2. Our assumption 
implies that whenever m i,j =  2, at least one of Ai,j and Aj,i is nonzero. This means that in 
such a case one of li (ej ) and lj (ei ) is nonzero. On the other hand, it is clear that li (ej ) = 0  
when m i,j =  2. We can now choose f i and ei in such a manner that f i (vj ) =  li (ej-) for 
all i, j :  proceed by induction on i: The fact that for exactly one j  <  i we have that one 
of li (ej ) and lj (ei ) is nonzero can be used to fix vi or f i and since vi <g> f i is given, one 
determines the other. This prescription is unambiguous in case both li (ej-) and lj (ei ) are 
nonzero, for as we have seen, f i (v j)f j(v i ) =  li (ej-)lj (ei ).
We thus obtain an intertwining isomorphism T (k) : V ^  C 1, ei ^  Vi, which depends 
holomorphically on k and is meromorphic along A. Since we are free to multiply T by 
a meromorphic function on (CH )W, we can arrange that T extends holomorphically and 
nontrivially over the generic point o f each irreducible component of A. □
Remark 3.17. W ithalittle more work, one can actually show that the preceding proposition 
remains valid if we alter the definition of A  by letting k h  only be an odd integer.
We define a hermitian form H  on R 1 (relative to our anti-involution) preserved by prefl. 
This last condition means that we want that for all i G I ,
li(z )H (e i, ei) =  (1 +  t? )H (z ,e i) .
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In case all the reflections of W  belong to a single conjugacy class so that all ti take the 
same value t, then the form defined by
H (ei, e j ) : = { ^  ( /  ) f i =  \ ,[ -  c o s(n /m i,j) if  i =  j
is as desired. In case we have two conjugacy classes of reflections, then
A K(t) if i =  j  G J ,
AK(t ' ) if i =  j  G I  -  J ,
H (ei, e j ) =  - A' co s(n /m i,j ) if i, j  G J  are distinct,
-A  co s(n /m i, j ) if i, j  G I  -  J  are distinct,
-  AA ' co s(n /m i,j ) otherwise.
will do. If we specialize in some p  G T , then the kernel o f H  is of course H (M )(p )- 
invariant. If A ' (p) =  0 resp. A(p) =  0, then the formulas show that this kernel contains C J 
resp. C 1 -  J . The zero loci o f A ' and A are disjoint and so no specialization of H  is trivial, 
unless I  is a singleton and t? =  - 1.
We conclude from Proposition 3.16:
C orollary 3.18. Supposethat k takes values in (0 ,1). Then the monodromy representation 
is isomorphic to the reflection representation and thus comes via such an isomorphism with 
a nonzero W  -invariant hermitian form.
At points where all the ti ’s take the same value (so this is all of T  in case J  =  I  and the 
locus defined by t  =  t  ' otherwise), there is a neat formula for the determinant of H , which 
goes back to Coxeter and appears as Exercise 4 of Ch. V, § 6 in Bourbaki [3] :
|11
de t(H (e i, e j) i , j ) =  n (K(t) -  c o s(n m j/h )), 
j= i
where h is the Coxeter number of W  and the m j ’s are the exponents of W . Since Re(t) =  
cos( j 7tk). So if t =  e x p ( ì i /^ T 7rK), we see that H  is degenerate precisely when k/ 4 =  
m j/2 h  (mod Z) for some m j . Since the m j ’s are distinct and in the interval { 1 , . . . ,  h -  
1}, the nullity of H  is 1 in that case. The cardinality of H  is h|11/2 ([3], Ch. V,§ 6, no. 2, 
Th. 1), so that k 0 =  hK/2. Hence H  is degenerate precisely when k 0 =  m j (mod 2hZ). 
If we combine this with the results o f Subsection 3. 1 and 3.16, we find:
C orollary 3.19. In case k : H  ^  (0 , 1) is constant, then the flat hermitian form o f the 
associated Dunkl connection is degenerate precisely when k 0 equals some exponent m j . 
In particular, m 2 is the hyperbolic exponent.
This raises the following
Question 3.20. Assuming that I  is not a singleton, can we find a system of generators 
X i , . . . ,  X | / 1 of the C [W ] -module of W-invariant vector fields on V of the correct degrees 
(m i -  1, . . . ,  m |/ 1 -  1) such that the ones in degree m j generate the kernel of the flat 
hermitian metric we found for the constant map k : H  ^  (0 , 1) characterized by k 0 =  m j ?
It makes sense to ask this question more generally for a complex reflection group (where 
we should then take the co-exponents as the appropriate generalization). (We checked by 
an entirely different technique that the hermitian form attached to a constant map k : H  ^  
(0 , 1) is degenerate precisely when k 0 is a co-exponent, at least when the group is primitive 
of rank at least three.)
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3.6. A flat herm itian  form  fo r the L auricella system. Let H  be a monodromy invari­
ant hermitian form on the translation space of A and denote by h the corresponding flat 
hermitian form on V°. Suppose that k 0 =  1, so that we can think of H  as a hermitian 
form on the vector space (A, O). Then the associated ‘norm squared’ function, H (a , a), 
evidently determines H. So if we view H  as a translation invariant form on A, then we 
can express as: dd{H  (E a , E a )) = I m i / / j. where E a  is the Euler vector field on
(A, O). Since the developing map sends to (1 -  k 0)E a  , this property is transfered to 
V° as: if N  : V° ^  R  is defined by N  :=  h (E V, ), then
So if h is nondegenerate, then the Dunkl connection is also determined by N . It would be 
interesting to find N  explicitly, or at least to characterize the functions N  on V° that are 
thus obtained. We can do this for the Lauricella example:
We consider the Lauricella system 2.3. For the moment we choose all the parameters 
Mi G (0,1) as usual, but we now also require that mo +  • • • +  Mn >  1 (recall that here 
Mo +  • • • +  Mn =  k0). We abbreviate the multivalued Lauricella differential by
Notice that / /A  //is univalued 2-form and that the conditions imposed on the m ¿ ’s guarantee
is negative. We will show that N  is a hermitian form in Lauricella functions. This implies 
that the Levi form of N  is flat and hence defines a flat hermitian form on V °.
For this purpose, let 7 be an smoothly embedded oriented interval on the Riemann 
sphere which connects zo with œ  and passes through z1, . . . ,  zn (in this order). On the 
complement of 7 , n is representable by a holomorphic univalued differential which we 
extend to C -  {zo, . . . ,  zn } by taking on 7 the limit ‘from the left’. We continue to denote 
this differential by //. but this now makes // discontinuous along 7 : its limit from the right on 
the stretch 7fc from zfc_ i to z k (read 00 fo rz n+ i) is easily seen to be e - 27r\/^ïOoH hm=-i) 
times ry. We find it convenient to put wo = 1 and :=  e7r\ / - TOoH \-Pk-i) for =
1 , . . . ,  n  so that the limit in question can be written w? n. We put
where the path of integration is not allowed to cross 7 . So F  is holomorphic on C -  7 
and continuous along 7 from the left. In case zo, . . . ,  zn are all real and ordered by size, 
then a natural choice for 7 is the straight line on the real axis which goes from zo in the 
positive direction to œ . Then on Yk (the positively oriented interval [zk -1 , zk]) a natural 
choice of determination of the integrand is the one which is real and positive: nk := 
(Z -  zo)-Mo • • • (z -  z fc_i)-Mfc-i (zfc -  Z)-Mk • • • (zn -  z )-MndZ. As nk =  Wfcn, this 
suggests to introduce
—— d d N  =  |1 — kq |2 Im(/i).
that it is integrable, provided that (zo, . . . ,  zn ) G V °. Since 
o f C,
^ d C A d C is the area element
Ffc :=  wfc / n, k =  1, . . . ,  n  +  1,
-'Yk
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in general. This is a Lauricella function (up to scalar factor), and so is F o :=  F (zo). For 
z G Yk, k =  1 , . . . ,  n  +  1, we have
k—1 r Z
F  (z ^ 53 wj Fj (z) + n. 
j=0 J zk-1j o
Lem m a 3.21. Under the above assumptions (so Mk G (0,1) for all k andJ2n=0 Mfc >  1) 
the Lauricella functions F k satisfy the linear relation ^ n + i  Im (w k)F k =  0 and we have
N  (z) =  ^  1<j<k<n+1 Im (w j Wk )F j F k .
Proof. If z G Yk, then the limiting value of F  in z from the right is equal to
^  _ f  z
5 3  wj F j  + w ?
j =0 •''zfc-1
The fact that the value of F  at œ  is thus calculated in two ways yields the identity 
S f c i i  WkFk = E f c í í  wkFk or what amounts to the same Im (w k)Fk = 0 .
Now N ( z 0, . . . ,  ) is the integral of the exterior derivative of the 1-form ^p-F 'q . If
11 is the 1-form on 7 which is the difference between / ’// and its limiting value from the 
right, then the theorem of Stokes implies that N(zo , . . . ,  zn) =  / 7 //. The above 
computations show that on Yk, n is equal to
k—1 »Z k—1 »Z
5 3  ’" j Fj  +  /  n ) n -  ( 5 3  wj Fj  +  /  w ?n ) w ?n =
j =1 ''zk-1 j =1 ^Zfc-i
k—1 k—1 
=  53^ ' “  wi€,k)Pjrl = - 2 y / ^ y \ m . ( w jwk)PjWk'n 
j =1 j =1
and hence
%/—I f  -
N ( z 0, . . . ,  z„) =  — J  1] =  5 3  Im(wjw;fc)P jP fc__ f  Wk F j Fk
/Y 1<j<k<n+1
□
Let us think of F 1, . . . ,  F n+1 as linear functions on the receiving space A of the develop­
ing map that satisfy the linear relation n="11 Im (w k )F k =  0. The preceding lemma tells us 
that N  defines a hermitian form on A that is invariant under the holonomy group. This sug­
gests to consider for any (n +  1) -tuple w =  ( w 1, . . . ,  wn+1 ) of complex numbers of norm 
one that are not all real, the hyperplane Aw of R n+1 with equation n+i Im (w k)a k =  0 
and the quadratic form on R n+ 1 defined by
Qw (a) :=  5 3  Im(wjWk )(ajak  ).
1<j<k<n+1
We determine the signature of Q w.
Lem m a 3.22. Let us represent w 1, . . . ,  wn+i by real numbers . . . ,  ¡in as before, so 
Wk = HMfc-i) Then the nullity (that is, the number o f zero eigenvalues) o f
Q w on Aw is equal to the number o f integers in the sequence mo, . . . ,  Mn , n=0 Mi and its 
index (that is, the number o f negative eigenvalues) is equal to [ ^  n=0 Mi] -  n=0 [Mi].
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Proof. It is clear that (Aw, Q w) only depends on the reduction of mo, . . . ,  Mn modulo 2, 
but the isomorphism type of (Aw, Q w ) only depends on their reduction modulo 1 : if  we 
replace Mk by Mk +  1, then the new values wj of wj are: wj =  wj for j  <  k and wj =  -  wj
for j  >  k and we note that (a 1, . . . ,  an+ 1) ^  (a 1, . . . ,  a k, - a k+1, . . . ,  - an+1) turns 
( Aw, Qw ) into ( Aw/ , ). So without loss of generality we may assume that 0 <  Mk <  1 
for all k.
We proceed by induction on n  >  0. As the case n  =  0 is trivial, we suppose n  > 
1 and the lemma proved for smaller values of n. This allows us to restrict ourselves 
to the case when 0 <  Mk <  1 for all k: if  Mk =  0, then w k =  wk+1 and so if
w ' :=  (w1, . . . ,  wk, w k+2, . . . ,  wn ), then (Aw, Q w) is the pull-back of (Aw , ) under
(a 1, . . . , an ) ^  (a 1, . . . , a k— 1, a k +  a k+1, a k+2 , . . . , an ) .
We now let w ' :=  (w1, . . . ,  wn ). First assume that wn G R  so that ^ n —o Mk G Z. 
According to our induction hypothesis this means that (Aw , ) is nondegenerate of 
index [^n^c)1 Mi]. There exist unique s, t  G R  such that wn+1 =  swn +  t. The fact that
0 <  Mn <  1 implies that t  =  0. We set a ' :=  (a 1, . . . ,  an—1, an +  san+1). Then we have
n+1 n
5 3  Im(wk)ak -  5 3  Im(wk)ak =  Im (w n+ian+ i -  w „a„+ is) =  Im (tan+ i) =  0
k=1 k=1
so that a G Aw if  and only if  a ' G Aw  .A  similar calculation shows that
Q w (a) =  Q w; (a ) t  Im (wn+1 )an+ 1, a G Aw .
If wn+1 G R, then from the equality t  =  - s w n +  wn+1 and the fact that -  wn makes 
a positive angle (less than n) with wn+1, we see that t  Im (wn+1) >  0 if and only if 
Im (wn ) and Im (w n+1 ) have different sign. The latter amounts to [mo +  • • • +  Mn] =  
[m0 +  • • • +  Mn— 1 ] + 1 , and so here the induction hypothesis yields the lemma for ( Aw, Q w ). 
This is also the case when wn+1 G R, for then J2n=0 Mi G Z.
Suppose wn G R, in other words, that n=r01 Mi G Z. If we let w" =  (w1, . . . ,  wn—1), 
then Q w/(a 1, . . . ,  an ) =  Q w» (a 1, . . . ,  an—1). We may assume that n  >  2, so that Aw» is 
defined. By induction, ( Aw» , Qw" ) is nondegenerate of index [^n=—d? Mi]. It is now easy to 
check that (Aw, Qw ) is isomorphic to the direct sum of (Aw» (R ), Q w" ) and a hyperbolic 
plane. Hence ( Aw, Q w ) is nondegenerate of index [^n=—d? Mi] + 1 . This last integer is equal 
to n=01 Mi and hence also equal to [J2n=0 Mi]. □
C orollary 3.23. The function N  defines an invariant hermitian form on the Lauricella 
system whose isomorphism type is given by Lemma 3.22. I f  0 <  Mk <  1 for all k, then the 
form is admissible o f elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic type for k 0 <  1, k 0 =  1, 1 <  k 0 <  2 
respectively.
Proof. All the assertions follow from Lemma’s 3.22, except the admissibility statement. 
For the hyperbolic range 1 <  k0 <  2, admissibility follows from the fact that N  is negative 
in that case. For k = 1 ,  Lemma 3.22 says that the hermitian form is positive semidefinite 
with nullity one. According to Theorem 3.1 this kernel is then spanned by the Euler vector 
field and so we have admissibility in this case, too. □
Remark 3.24. In the hyperbolic case: Mi G (0,1) for all i a n d j ^  Mi G (1,2), we observed 
with Thurston in Subsection 3.2 that P (V °) can be understood as the moduli space of 
Euclidean metrics on the sphere with n  +  2 conical singularities with a prescribed total 
angle. The hyperbolic form induces a natural complex hyperbolic metric on P(V ° ). The 
modular interpretation persists on the metric completion of P (V °): in this case we allow
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some of the singular points to collide, that is, we may include some the diagonal strata. This 
metric completion is quite special and is of the same nature as the objects it parametrizes: 
it is what Thurston calls a cone manifold.
Remark 3.25. If each Mi is positive and rational, then the associated Lauricella system with 
its hermitian form can also be obtained as follows. Let q be a common denominator, so 
that Mi :=  p i /q  for some positive integer p i , and put p  :=  J2i Pi . Consider the Dunkl 
system on the Coxeter arrangement of type Ap—1 defined by the diagonal hyperplanes in 
the hyperplane Vp in Cp defined by J2¿=1 zi =  0 and with k constant equal to 1/q. Let 
VP c  Vp be the intersection of hyperplanes defined by the partition P  :=  (p0, p 1, . . .  ,p n ) 
of p. Then the Lauricella system can be identified with longitudinal system on VP . The 
hermitian form that we have on the ambient system via the Hecke algebra approach 3.5 
is inherited by VP (as a flat hermitian form). This approach is taken (and consistently 
followed) by B. Doran in his thesis [16].
3.7. The degenerate hyperbolic case. By a degenerate hyperbolic form on a vector space 
we simply mean a degenerate hermitian form which is a hyperbolic form on the quotient 
of this vector space by kernel o f the form. If H  is such a form on the vector space A with 
kernel K , then the subset B c  P( A) defined by H (a , a) <  0 is best understood as follows: 
since H  induces a nondegenerate form H  / on A / :=  A /K , there is a ball B / defined in 
P(A / ) by H  / (a ', a /) <  0. The projection A ^  A / induces a morphism n : B ^  B/ whose 
fibers are affine spaces of the same dimension as K . The vector group H om (A /, K ) acts 
as a group of bundle automorphisms of n  which act as the identity on B / but this action is 
not proper. So if  the holonomy preserves a form of this type it might not act properly on B.
Let us see what happens in the Lauricella case. We return to the situation of Subsection 
3.6 and choose Mi G (0,1) for i =  0 , . . . ,  n  and such that J2i Mi =  2. We also let w =  
(wk :=  e7I'\/=TOoH hw+1) ) ^ 1, J4™ C R "+1, the hyperplane defined by J2i =
0, and Q w : Aw ^  R, Q w (a) :=  J21<i< j<n+1 Im (w j wk) a ja k be as before. Notice that 
wn+1 =  1. According to Lemma 3.22, Q w has a one dimensional kernel. In fact, if 
w / :=  (w1, . . . ,  wn ), then omission of the last coordinate, a =  (a 1, . . . ,  an+1) ^  a / :=  
(a 1, . . . ,  an ), defines a projection Aw ^  Aw , we have Q w(a) =  (a /) and is 
nondegenerate of hyperbolic signature (see the proof of Lemma 3.22). This describes 
the situation at the receiving end of the developing map. Now let us interpret this in the 
domain. The projection A w ^  Aw  amounts to ignoring the Lauricella function Fn+1; 
this is the only one among the F 1, . . . ,  Fn+1 which involves an integral with œ  as end 
point. Observe that the condition J2i Mi =  2 implies that œ  is not a singular point of 
the Lauricella form n =  (z0 -  z )—Mo • • • (zn -  z )—Mndz. This suggests an invariance 
property with respect to Mobius transformations. This is indeed the case: a little exercise 
shows that ( C bb) G SL(2, C) transforms n into (cz0 +  d)Mo • • • (czn +  d)Mnn. Hence the 
first n  coordinates of the developing map (F 1, . . . ,  Fn+ 1 ) (with values in Aw <g> C) all get 
multiplied by the same factor: for k =  1, . . . ,  n  we have
Fk ( aZ° ~]~b , • • •, aZn ^  =  (cz0 + dY °  • • • (czn +  d)ßrl F k( z o , z n ).
Vezo +  d czn +  a /
In geometric terms this comes down to the following. Embed C n+1 in (P 1)n+ 1 in the 
obvious manner and let the Mobius group PSL(2, C) act on (P1)n+1 diagonally. This 
defines a birational action of PSL(2, C) on (Cn+1)° . Recall that V° stands for the quo­
tient o f (Cn+1)° by the main diagonal. The obvious map (Cn+1)° ^  P(V °) is the 
formation of the orbit space with respect to the group of affine-linear transformations 
of C. Hence a PSL(2, C)-orbit in (P 1)n+ 1 which meets (Cn+1)° maps to a rational
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curve in P (V °). Thus the fibration of P (V °) can (and should) be thought of as the for­
getful morphism M 0,n+2 ^  M 0,n+1 which ignores the last point: it is represented by 
(P 1; z0, . . . ,  zn , œ )  ^  (P 1; z0, . . . ,  zn ). In particular, the fiber is an (n +  1)-pointed ra­
tional curve; it can be understood as the curve on which is naturally defined the Lauricella 
form n (up to a scalar multiple). Thus we have before us the universal family for the 
Lauricella integral. We conclude:
Proposition 3.26. The fibration M 0,n+2 ^  M o,n+ i integrates the distribution defined 
by the kernel o f the flat hermitian form so that we have a commutative diagram
M o,n+2 ---------► Bw
^ ^ 0,n+1  ^ Bw;
where on the left we have the holonomy cover o f M 0,n+2 
and Bw/ are the open subsets o f  P (A w ® C) resp. P(A w 
forms.
The holonomy along a fiber of M 0,n+2 ^  M 0,n+1 is understood as follows. Let 
C  :=  P 1 -  {z0, . . . ,  zn } represent a point o f M 0,n+ 1. The map H 1 (C ; Z) ^  R  which 
assigns to a small circle centered at zi the value Mi defines an abelian covering of C ; it is 
a covering on which the Lauricella integrand becomes single valued. Yet another abelian 
cover may be needed to make this single valued form exact. The resulting nilpotent cover 
C  ^  C  appears as a fiber o f M 0,n+2 ^  M 0,n+1 and the developing map restricted to 
this fiber is essentially the function C  ^  C which integrates the Lauricella integrand.
4. T he Schw arz  co n d itio n s
4.1. The Schwarz sym m etry groups. We begin with the simple, but basic
Exam ple 4.1. Take V of dimension 1 so that H  consists of the origin. If z is a coordinate 
for V , then Q =  Kz—1dz for some k G C. The new affine structure on V° =  V -  {0} is 
given by z 1—K (k =  1) or log z (k =  1). So in case k is irrational or equal to 1, then the 
developing map defines an isomorphism of the universal cover of V -  {0} onto an affine 
line.
Suppose now k g Q, but distinct from 1, and write 1 -  k =  p /q  with p, q relatively 
prime integers and q >  0. The holonomy cover extends with ramification over the origin 
as the q-fold cover V  ^  V defined by wq =  z. The developing map is the essentially 
given by w ^  wp. So it extends across the origin only if  p  >  0, that is, if k <  1, and it 
is inj ective only if  k =  ±  1. This is why it would have been better if V had been equipped 
with the group of pth roots of unity mp as a symmetry group. For then we can pass to 
the orbit space of V by this group: the mp-orbit space of V° is covered by the mp-orbit 
space of V° and the developing map factors through the latter as an open embedding. This 
motivates the definition below.
Definition 4.2. Given a Dunkl system for which k takes values in Q, then we say that 
L g  An- (H) satisfies the Schwarz condition if  1 -  k l  is zero or a nonzero rational number 
with the following property: if  we write 1 -  k l  =  p L/q L with p L, qL relatively prime and 
qL >  0, then the Dunkl system is invariant under the group of unitary transformations 
of V which fix L pointwise and act as scalar multiplication in L ^  by a |pL |th root of unity. 
We call the Schwarz rotation group of L. The Schwarz symmetry group is the subgroup
^  M o ,n+i and on the rightBw 
/ <g> C) defined by the hermitian
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of the unitary group of V generated by the Schwarz rotation groups G L ofthe L g £¡rr(H) 
which satisy the Schwarz condition; we will usually denote it by G. We say that the Dunkl 
system satisfies the Schwarz condition in codimension one if every member of H  satisfies 
the Schwarz condition. We say that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition if 
every L g £¡rr(H) satisfies the Schwarz condition.
Notice that the Schwarz symmetry group is finite: this follows from the fact that the 
group of projective-linear transformations of P (V ) which leave H  invariant is finite (since 
H  is irreducible) and the fact that the determinants of the generators of G are roots of unity. 
This group may be trivial or be reducible nontrivial (despite the irreducibility of H). If the 
Schwarz symmetry group is generated in codimension one, then according to Chevalley’s 
theorem, the orbit space G \V  is isomorphic to affine space.
It it clear that {0} always satisfies the Schwarz condition.
Exam ple 4.3. For the Lauricella system discussed in Subsection 2.3, the Schwarz condi­
tion in codimension one amounts to: for 0 <  i <  j  <  n, 1 -  Mi -  Mj is a positive rational 
number with numerator 1 or 2 with 2 only allowed if  Mi =  Mj. This last possibility is 
precisely Mostow’s SINT-condition [24].
Let L g £¡rr(H). If a Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition, then this property 
is clearly inherited by both the L-transversal Dunkl system. This is also true for the L- 
longitudinal Dunkl system:
Lem m a 4.4. Suppose that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition. Then for every 
L G £¡rr(H ), the longitudinal Dunkl system on L° also satisfies the Schwarz condition.
Proof. Let M g  A rr (H L ). Either M  is irreducible in H  or M  is reducible with two com­
ponents L and M  /. The exponent of M  relative to H L is then k m and k m ' respectively. It 
is clear that the Schwarz symmetry group of M  resp. M  / preserves L. □
4.2. An extension of the  developing m ap. Every point o f V determines a conjugacy class 
o f subgroups in the fundamental group of V° (namely the image of the map on fundamental 
groups of the inclusion in V° of the trace on V° of a small convex neighborhood of that 
point), hence also determines a conjugacy class in r .  If the latter is a conjugacy class of 
finite subgroups we say that we have finite holonomy at this point. The set V f c  V of the 
points at which we have finite holonomy is a union of H-strata which contains V° and is 
open in V (the subscript ƒ stands for finite). We denote the corresponding subset of L (H ) 
by L f (H). Notice that the holonomy covering extends uniquely to a ramified r-covering 
V f  ^  V f .
If each k h  is rational =  1, then L f (H) contains H  and so V -  V f is everywhere of 
codimension >  2.
Theorem  4.5. Assume that k takes values in the rational numbers. Then the Schwarz 
symmetry group G acts freely on V° and lifts naturally to one on V f . The latter action 
commutes with the r-action and the developing map is constant on G-orbits: it factors 
through a morphism evG : G \ V° ^  A.
I f  k 0 =  1 and 1 -  k 0 is written as a fraction p 0/q 0 with p 0, q0 relatively prime and 
q0 >  0 as usual, then G n  C x consists o f the p 0-th roots o f unity and both V f and G \V f 
come with natural effective C x -actions such that V f ^  V f is homogeneous o f degree q0, 
V° ^  G \V ° is homogeneous o f degree p 0 and evG : G \V ° ^  A is homogeneous o f 
degree one.
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In case k 0 =  1, then the lift o f the Euler vector field generates a free action o f  C+ on 
G \ V° such thatevG is equivariant with respect to a one-dimensional translation subgroup 
o f  A.
Proof. Since G preserves the Dunkl connection, it preserves the local system AffV◦. So 
G determines an automorphism group r G of V° (with its affine structure) which contains 
the holonomy group r  and has G as quotient acting in the given manner on V ° . This 
group acts on A as a group of affine-linear transformations. Denote by K  the kernel of 
this representation. Since r  acts faithfully on A, K  n  r  =  {1} and so the map K  ^  G is 
injective. On the other hand, if L g £¡rrH  satisfies the Schwarz condition, then the local 
model near the blowup of L in V shows that the developing map is near L constant on 
the G l -orbits. So G L c  K  and hence G c  K . This proves that r G is in fact the direct 
product of r  and G. It is now also clear that the developing map factors as asserted. Since 
the developing map is a local isomorphism on V°, the action of G on V° must be free.
Suppose now k 0 =  1. The holonomy of Aff V◦ along a C x -orbit in V° is o f order q0 and 
so V° comes with an effective C x -action for which its projection to V° is homogeneous 
o f degree q0. The developing map ev : V° ^  A is constant on the orbits of the order 
p 0 subgroup of C x , but not for any larger subgroup. The infinitesimal generators of the 
C x -actions on V° and A are compatible and so ev is homogeneous of degree p 0 and there 
is a (unique) effective C x -action on G \V ° which makes V° ^  G \V ° homogeneous of 
degree p 0. Then evG : G \V ° ^  A will be homogeneous of degree one. These actions 
extend to V f and G \ V f respectively.
The last assertion follows from the fact that the holonomy along a C x -orbit in V is a 
nontrivial translation. □
Theorem  4.6. Suppose that every k h  is a rational number smaller than 1 and that the 
Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition in codimension one. Then the developing map 
V° ^  A extends to V f and this extension drops to a local isomorphism evG : G \V f ^  A. 
In particular, G \ V f is smooth and the G -stabilizer o f a point o f  V f acts near that point as 
a complex reflection group. Moreover, every L G £¡rr(H) n  L f (H) satisfies the Schwarz 
condition and has k l  <  1.
Proof. The local model o f the connection near the generic point of H  G H  shows that 
H ° c  V f and that the developing map extends over H ° and becomes a local isomorphism 
if  we pass to the G H -orbit space. So the developing map extends to V f in codimension 
one. Hence it extends to all o f V f and the resulting extension of evG to G \ V f will even 
be a local isomorphism.
Now let L g A rr (H) n  L f (H). Then the composite of ev with a generic morphism 
(C, 0) ^  (V, L°) is o f the form z ^  z 1-KL plus higher order terms (for kl =  1) or 
z ^  log z plus higher order terms (for kl =  1). As the developing map extends over L °, 
we must have kl <  1. Since the developing map is in fact a local isomorphism at L°, L 
must satisfy the Schwarz condition. □
Remark 4.7. The orbit spaces G \ V and G \ V f are both smooth. Notice that G \ V f under­
lies two affine orbifold structures. One regards G \V f as a finite quotient of V f and has 
orbifold fundamental group G. Another inherits this structure from the Dunkl connection, 
has evG : G \ V f ^  A as developing map and r  as orbifold fundamental group.
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5. Geo m etr ic  structures  of e l l ipt ic  and  parabolic  type
5.1. Dunkl connections w ith finite holonomy. In case r  is finite, then the vector space 
(A, O) admits a r-invariant hermitian positive definite inner product. In particular, the 
tangent bundle of V° admits a positive definite inner product invariant under the holonomy 
group of the Dunkl connection. Since the Dunkl connection is torsion free, the latter is 
then the Levi-Civita connection of this metric. Conversely:
Theorem  5.1. Suppose that k G ( 0 ,1)H, that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz con­
dition in codimension one and that there is flat positive definite hermitian form. Then the 
holonomy o f the affine structure defined by the Dunkl connection is finite and so we are 
in the situation where evG is a r -equivariant isomorphism o f  G \V  onto A and k 0 <  1. 
In particular, this map descends to an isomorphism o f orbit spaces o f reflection groups 
G \V  ^  r \ A  via which P (G \V ) acquires another structure as a complete elliptic orb- 
ifold.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 uses the following topological lemma. We state it in a form 
that makes it applicable to other cases of interest.
Lem m a 5.2. Let ƒ : X  ^  Y  be an continuous map with discrete fibers between locally 
compact Hausdorffspaces and let Y  / c  Y  be an open subset o f which the topology is given 
by a metric. Suppose that there is a symmetry group r  o f this situation (i.e., r  acts on X  
and Y , ƒ is r -  equivariant and r  preserves Y  / and acts there as a group o f isometries) for 
which the following properties hold:
(i) The action o f  r  on X  is cocompact.
(ii) For every y G Y  and neighborhood V o f y in Y  there exists an e >  0 and a 
neighborhood V / o f y such that the e -neighborhood o f  V / n  Y  / is contained in V .
Then there exists an e >  0 such that every x G ƒ - 1Y / has a neighborhood which is proper 
over the e-ball in Y  / centered at ƒ (x ) . In particular, i f  ƒ is a local homeomorphism over
Y  / and Y  / is connected and locally connected, then ƒ is a covering projection over Y /.
Proof. Let x G X . Since the fiber through x is discrete, we can find a compact neighbor­
hood K  of x suchthat ƒ (x) G ƒ (d K  ). Put Uæ :=  K  \  ƒ - ƒ  (d K  ) and Væ :=  Y  -  ƒ (d K  ) 
so that UX is a neighborhood of x, VX a neighborhood of ƒ (x) and ƒ maps UX properly 
to VX. By (ii) there exist a neighborhood VX' of ƒ (x) and a eX >  0 such that such that for 
every y G VX' n  Y  / the eX-neighborhood of y is contained in VX. We let UX be the preimage 
of VX in UX. It has the property that any eX-ball centered at a point of ƒ (UX) n  Y  / has a 
preimage in UX that is proper over that ball.
Let C  c  X  be compact and such that r .C  =  X . Then C  is covered by U 'Xl, . . . ,  , 
say. We claim that e :=  m inN=1{eXi} has the required property. Given any x G ƒ - 1Y /, 
then yx  g UX. for some i and y G r .  By construction, the e-ball centered at ƒ (yx) is 
contained in VXi and its preimage in UXi is proper over that ball. Now take the translate 
over y - 1 and we get the desired property at x. □
Proof o f Theorem 5.1. We have already verified this when dim (V  ) =  1. So we take 
d im (V ) >  2 and assume inductively the theorem proved for lower values of d im (V ). 
The induction hypothesis implies that V f contains V / =  V -  {0}. By Theorem 4.6 evG is 
then a local isomorphism on preimage G \ V /. On G \ V / we have an effective C x -action for 
which evG is homogeneous of nonzero degree. Since evG is a local isomorphism, it maps 
G \ V / to A -  {O} and is the C x -action on G \ V / without fixed points. So evG induces a 
local isomorphism of C x -orbit spaces G \P (V /) ^  P(A). The action of r  on G \P (V /) is
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discrete and the orbit space of this action is a finite quotient o f P( V ) and hence compact. 
So G \P (V /) ^  P(A) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 (with Y / =  Y  =  P(A)), 
hence is a covering map. Then evG : G \V / ^  A -  {O} is also a covering map. But 
A -  {O} is simply connected and so this must be an isomorphism. Such a map extends 
across the origin and so the degree of homogeneity is positive: 1 -  k 0 >  0. It also follows 
that the subgroup r  o f GL(A) acts properly discretely on A -  {O} so that r  is finite. □
5.2. A rem arkable  duality. Suppose that the holonomy of the Dunkl connection is finite. 
Then according to Theorem 4.6, we have kl <  1 for all L G L irr(H) and the developing 
map defines a isomorphism of G \V  onto A r . So G \V  has two orbifold structures, one 
with orbifold fundamental group G , another with r .
There is a simple relation between the invariant theory of the groups G and r ,  which 
was observed earlier by Orlik and Solomon [26] in a somewhat different and more special 
setting.
The C x -action on (A, O) descends to a C x -action on A r  with kernel r  n  C x . Let 
1 <  d1( r )  <  d2( r )  <  • • • <  ddim A(r )  be the set of weights of this action, ordered 
by size. The degrees >  1 are the degrees of the basic invariants o f r .  Their product 
f ] i di ( r )  is the degree of A ^  A r , that is, the order of r .  The situation for the G-action is 
likewise. The isomorphism between the two orbit spaces is C x -equivariant once we pass 
to the corresponding effective actions. This implies that the weights of these groups are 
proportional:
di ( r )  =  (1 -  k 0)— 1 di (G), i =  1 , . . . ,  dim  V.
So the degrees of r  are readily computed from the pair (k , G ). In particular, we find that
|r |  =  (1 -  ko)-dim  V |G|.
The isomorphism G \V  ^  r \ A  maps the G-orbit space of the union of the hyperplanes 
from H  onto a hypersurface in A whose preimage in A is a r-invariant union of hyper­
planes containing the reflection hyperplanes of r .  If we denote that linear arrangement in 
A by H /, then we have bijection between the G-orbits in H  and the r-orbits in the H /.
We can also go in the opposite direction, that is, start with the finite reflection group r  
on A and define a compatible r-invariant Dunkl connection on A whose holonomy group 
is G has a developing map equal to the inverse of the developing map of for the Dunkl 
connection on V . The following theorem exhibits the symmetry of the situation. At the 
same time it shows that all pairs o f reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants arise 
from Dunkl connections.
Theorem  5.3. Let for i =  1, 2, Gi c  GL(Vi) be a finite complex reflection group and 
D i c  V  its union o f reflection hyperplanes. Then any isomorphism o f orbit spaces ƒ : 
G 1\V 1 ^  G 2\V 2 which maps G 1\ D 1 onto G 2\D 2 and is C x -equivariant relative the 
natural effective C x -actions on range and domain is obtained from the developing map o f 
a G 1 -invariant Dunkl connection on Vi -  D 1 (and then likewise for ƒ -1 , o f course).
Proof. The ordinary (translation invariant) flat connection on V2 descends to a flat connec­
tion on G 2 \  ( V2 -  D 2 ). Pull this back via ƒ to a flat connection on G 1 \  ( V1 -  D 1 ) and lift 
the latter to a G-invariant flat connection V  on V1 -  D 1. It is clear that V  is C x -invariant. 
A straightforward local computation at the generic point o f a member of the arrangement 
shows that V  extends to the tangent bundle of V1 with a logarithmic poles and semisim­
ple residues. So by Corollary 2.2 it is a Dunkl connection. It is clear that ƒ realizes its 
developing map. □
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C orollary 5.4. Let for i =  1, 2, Gi c  GL(Vi ) be a finite complex reflection group and 
D i c  V  its union o f reflection hyperplanes. I f  the germs o f  G 1\ D 1 and G 2\ D 2 at their 
respective origins are isomorphic, then the two are related by the above construction: one 
is obtained from the other by means o f the developing map o f a Dunkl connection.
Proof. Any isomorphism of germs ƒ : G 1\(V 1, D 1, 0) ^  G 2\(V 2, D 2, 0) takes the effec­
tive C x -action on G 1 \V 1 to an effective C x -action on the germ G 2\(V 2, D 2, 0). A finite 
cover of this action lifts to an effective action on the germ (V2, D 2, 0) which commutes 
with the action of G 2. Restrict this action to the tangent space of V2 at the origin. The 
fact that it preserves D 2 implies that it is just scalar multiplication in T0 V2. So if we iden­
tify this tangent space with V , then we get another isomorphism ƒ0 : (G 1\V 1, D 1, 0) ^  
( G2 \  V2, D 2, 0) which is C x -equivariant (and hence extends globally as such). Now apply 
Theorem 5.3 □
Remark 5.5. The group Gi acts on L (H i ) as a group of poset automorphisms and we have 
a quotient poset Gi \L (H i ). The ramification function induces Ki : G i\ L irr(H i ) ^  Q. If 
zi is the function on G i \ L irr(H i ) which assigns to L G L irr (H i ) the order of the group of 
scalars in the image of Z Gi (L) in Vi/ L, then the isomorphism ƒ of this theorem induces 
an isomorphism of posets G 1\L ( H 1) =  G2\L ( H 2) which takes z2 to (1 -  K1)z1 and z1 
to (1 -  K2 )z2.
5.3. Dunkl connections w ith finite holonomy (continued). In this subsection we con­
centrate on a situation where we want to establish finite holonomy without the hypothesis 
that k h  <  1 for all H  G H . We denote the collection of L g L irr (H) for which k l  -  1 
is negative, zero, positive by L -  (H), L 0(H), L+ (H) respectively. Since k is monotonic, 
the union V -  of the members of L -  (H) is an open subset o f V .
The result that we are aiming at is the following. It will be used when we treat the 
hyperbolic case.
Theorem  5.6. Let be given a Dunkl system which has a flat positive definite hermitian 
form. Suppose that L 0 (H) is empty and that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) every H  G H  with k l  <  1 and every line L in L irr (L) with k l  >  1 satisfies the 
Schwarz condition and
(ii) the intersection o f any two distinct members o f  L irr(L) with k l  >  1 is irreducible. 
Then the system has a finite holonomy group, satisfies the Schwarz condition, and the de­
veloping map induces an isomorphism G \V -  =  r \A ° ,  where A° is a linear arrangement 
complement in A . This gives P  ( G \ V -  ) the structure o f an elliptic orbifold whose comple­
tion can be identified with r \P (A ) .
Remark 5.7. Observe that we are not making the assertion here that the developing map 
extends across a cover of V . In fact, if  we projectivize, so that we get a Fubini metric on 
P (V °), then we will see that the metric completion of P (V °) may involve some blowing 
up and blowing down on P( V ). The modification of P( V ) that is involved here is discussed 
below in a somewhat more general setting. After that we take up the proof of the theorem.
Discussion 5.8. Let be given a Dunkl system with semisimple holonomy around the mem­
bers of L (H ) and for which L 0(H) is empty, but L+ (H) is nonempty (so that k 0 >  1). 
We further assume that k takes values in Q and that the Schwarz condition is satisfied by 
all members of L -  (H) of codimension one (hyperplanes) and and all members of L+ (H) 
o f dimension one (lines). It follows from Theorem 5.1 that the holonomy cover extends to 
a normal cover V -  ^  V -  and that the developing map extends to that cover and factors
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through a local isomorphism G \ V -  — A. Let ƒ : V + — V be obtained by the blowing 
up the members o f L g L+ (H) in the order defined by the partial order (so starting with 
the origin first). We shall identify V -  with its preimage in V +. Notice that the group G 
naturally acts on V +.
Every L g L+ (H) defines an exceptional divisor E (L) and these exceptional divisors 
intersect normally. If we write 1 -  kl =  p L/q L as usual (so and are relatively prime 
integers with >  0 and hence <  0), then the holonomy around E (L ) is of finite order 
qL. So the holonomy covering extends to a ramified covering V + — V +. The preimage 
o f Ul E (L )  in V + is also a normal crossing divisor. According to Lemma 2.19 the affine 
structure on V° degenerates simply along E (L ) with logarithmic exponent kl -  1 and the 
associated affine foliation is given by its projection onto L.
The divisors E (L ) determine a simple type of stratification of V +. Let us describe the 
strata explicitly. For L G L+ (H) we put
L -  :=  L -  U{M  : M  G L+ (H), L <  M }.
So every M  G L irr(H) which meets L -  but does not contain L belongs to L - (H). The 
preimage of L -  in V + is a union of strata and trivial as a stratified space over L . It has a 
unique open-dense stratum which can be identified with the product L -  x P ((V /L )- ).
An arbitrary stratum is described inductively: the collection of divisors defined by a 
subset of L + (H ) has a nonempty intersection if and only if that subset makes up a flag: 
L . : L 0 >  L 1 >  • • • >  L k >  V . Their common intersection decomposes as a product:
E (L .)  :=  L+ x P ((L i / L o)+) x ••• x P ((V /L fc)+)
and contains a stratum S (L .) as an open-dense subset, which decomposes accordingly as:
S  (L .) =  L -  x P ((L i / L o)- ) x ••• x P ((V /L k )- ).
The developing map will in general not extend to V + (it will have a pole along the preimage 
of Ul E (L )), but things improve if we projectivize. That is why we shall focus on the 
central exceptional divisor E 0, which we will also denote by P (V  +). Notice that P (V  +) 
is a projective manifold and that V + — V + restricts to a r-covering P (V  +) — P (V +). 
Each E (L ) with L g L + (H ) -  {0} meets P (V  +) in a smooth hypersurface D (L ) of 
P(V  +) and these hypersurfaces intersect normally in P (V  +). The open dense stratum 
of P (V  +) is clearly P (V - ). The group r  acts on P(V  +) properly discontinuously with 
compact orbit space P (V +). We have a projectivized developing map
G \P (V - ) — P(A)
which is a local isomorphism. A stratum of P (V  +) is given by a flag L . as above with 
L 0 =  {0} and so will have the form:
S  (L .) =  P (L -)  x P ((L 2/ L i ) - ) ••• x P((V /L k )- ).
It is open-dense in E (L .)  =  P ((L 1/ L 0)+ ) x • • • x P ((V /L k)+). Let us now write E i 
for E Li, Ki for k l¿ etc. According to Proposition 2.22, the developing map is then at 
z =  (z1, . . . ,  zk+ 1) G S  (L .) linearly equivalent to a map of the form:
k+1 7 i i. , /  . -, \ k+1
Vz+ -  n  (C x Ti), (iO-Ko • •• (1, Fi)J i = i .
i=1
Here F i : Vz+ — Ti is a morphism to a linear space Ti whose restriction to S (L . )z factors 
as the projection S ( L .) z — P (L i/ L i1 )zi followed by a local isomorphism P (L i /L i1 )zi —
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Ti, and t i is a local equation for E Li. So (ti - 1 , F i )k;+11 is a chart for V + at z. If dim  L ' =  
1, then in terms of this chart, the group G L1 acts in the t 1 -coordinate only (as multiplication 
by | p  |th roots of unity).
We restrict the projectivized developing map to P (V  + ) (which is defined by t O =  0). 
The preceding shows that this restriction is projectively equivalent to the map with coordi­
nates
( t ?1-1 • •• tKk - 1(1, F i ) , . . . ,  tKk - 1(1, Fk), (1, Fk+1 ) ) .
(The component which is constant 1 reminds us that we are mapping to an affine space 
which is to be viewed as an open subset of a projective space.) Let 5 G P (V  + ) lie over z, 
put Di :=  E i n  P(V  + ) and denote by Di the irreducible component of the preimage of 
D i which contains 5 and by S>(L.) the stratum. If i >  0, then near 5, V + is simply given 
by extracting the qith root of ti : t ® :=  ti Since we have semisimple holonomy around the 
members of L (H ), the projectivized developing map is at 5 given in terms of this chart and 
an affine chart in P(A) by
( t - P1 • •• T -Pk(1, F i ) , . . .  ,T - Pk (1 ,F k ), (1, Fk+1 ) ) .
Recall that each p i is negative. So this clearly shows that the projectivization defines a 
regular morphism P( V + ) — P( A) and that its restriction to the preimage of S (L . ) factors 
through a covering of the last factor P ((V /L k )- ). The fiber through 5 is here defined by 
putting Tk = 0  and F k+1 constant. It follows that the connected component of this fiber 
lies in D5 k , more precisely, that it lies in  a connected component of a fiber of the natural 
map D k — D k =  P(L +) x P ((V /L k)+) — P ((V /L k)+). We also see that 5 is isolated 
in its fiber if and only if  the flag is reduced to L O =  {0} >  L ' with dim  L ' =  1; in 
that case, the map above is simply given by ( t - P1 , F ) .  Since this is also a chart for the 
orbit space G L1 \P (V  + ), we see that the projectivized developing map modulo G is then 
a local isomorphism at the image of 5. Since the holonomy near S (L . ) decomposes as a 
product, a connected component 5 (L .)  of the preimage of S (L .) in P (V  + ) decomposes
as a product as well: 5 (L .)  =  P (L -)  x P ((L 2/ L  )- ) ••• x P ((V /L k)- ). Its closure 
is an irreducible component of the preimage of E  (L .); the normalisation of that closure 
decomposes accordingly:
E ( L . ) =  P(L+ ) x P ((l 27f )+ ) ••• X P ((V /L ¡)+).
The proof of 5.6 proceeds by induction on dim  V . The induction starts trivially.
Since the form is positive definite, we shall (by simple averaging) assume that it is 
invariant under all the Schwarz symmetry group G.
Lem m a 5.9. For every L G L + (H ) -  {0}, the longitudinal holonomy in L° is finite.
Proof. We verify that the affine structure on L° satisfies the hypotheses of theorem that 
we want to prove, so that we can invoke the induction hypothesis. The flat metric on V° 
determines one on L°. It remains to show that every hyperplane I  G L + (H L) and every 
line M  G L - (H L) satisfies the Schwarz condition. In the first case, k -  1 must negative 
on H /  and so it follows from Theorem 4.6 that I  satisfies the Schwarz condition. We claim 
that in the second case, M  is irreducible in L (H ) (so that the Schwarz condition holds). 
For if that were not the case, then by Lemma 2.1 M  has two irreducible components, L 
and M (L). The irreducible component M (L) must be in L -  (H) by assumption (ii) and 
since we have kM =  k m (L), we would get a contradiction. □
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C orollary 5.10. The connected components o f the fibers o f the projectivized developing 
map P (V  + ) — P(A) are compact.
Proof. Over P (V - ), the projectivized developing map is locally finite and so in these 
points the claim is clear. Let us therefore examine the situation over another stratum S (L . ) 
(as in the Discussion 5.8). Since the stratum is not open, we have k >  1. We observed that 
the connected component of a fiber through 5 lies in the fiber over zk G P ((V /L k )- ) of 
the composite
D k — Dk =  P(L +) x P ((V /L k )+) — P ((V /L k )+)
The holonomy in the last factor P ((L k )+) is longitudinal and hence finite, The implies that 
every irreducible component in D k over P(L+ ) x {zk} is compact. □
A continuous map ƒ : X  — Y  between topological spaces always has a topological 
Stein factorization: this is the factorization through the quotient X  — X St of X  defined 
by the partition of X  into connected components of fibers of ƒ. So the latter map has then 
connected fibers and the induced map f s t  : X S t — Y  has discrete fibers in case the fibers 
o f ƒ are locally connected. Here is a useful criterion for an analytic counterpart.
Lem m a 5.11. Let ƒ : X  — Y  be a morphism o f connected normal analytic spaces. 
Suppose that the connected components o f the fibers o f  ƒ are compact. Then the Stein 
factorization o f  ƒ ,
ƒ : X  -------- — X s t  -— — Y,
is in the analytic category. More precisely, X  — X g t isa proper morphism with connected 
fibers to a normal analytic space X g t and ƒ01; is a morphism with discrete fibers. I f  in 
addition, Y  is smooth, ƒ is a local isomorphism in every point that is isolated in its fiber 
and such points are dense in X , then ƒ s t is a local isomorphism.
Proof. The first part is well-known and standard in case ƒ is proper. The second part 
perhaps less so, but we show that it is a consequence of the first part. Since ƒ : X  — Y 
is then a morphism from a normal analytic space to a smooth space of the same dimension 
which contracts its singular locus, ƒSt : X S t — Y  will be a local isomorphism outside 
a subvariety of X St of codimension one. But then there is no ramification at all, since a 
ramified cover of a smooth variety has as its ramification locus a hypersurface.
So it remains to show that we can reduce to the proper case. We do this by showing that 
if  K  c  X  is a connected component of the fiber ƒ - 1(y), then there exist open neighbor­
hoods U of K  in X  and V of y in Y  such that ƒ (U ) c  V and ƒ : U — V is proper. This 
indeed suffices, for if  y ' G V , then ƒ - 1 (y ') n  U is open and closed in ƒ - 1 (y '), and hence 
a union of connected components of ƒ -1  (y ').
Choose a compact neighborhood C  of K  which does not meet ƒ - 1(y) -  K . Clearly, 
for every neighborhood V of y in Y , ƒ : ƒ -1 V n  C  — V is proper. So it is enough to 
show that ƒ -1 V n  C  is open in X  (equivalently, ƒ -1 V n  d C  =  0) for V small enough. If 
that were not the case, then we could find a sequence of points (xi G d C )°=1 whose image 
sequence converges to y. Since d C  is compact, a subsequence will converge, to x G dC , 
say. But clearly ƒ (x) =  y and so x G K . This cannot be since K  n  d C  =  0. □
C orollary 5.12. The Stein factorization o f  G \P (V  + ) — P (V ),
G \P (V +  ) -------- — (G \P (V +  )S t ---------— P (V ),
is analytic and the Stein factor (G \P ( V + ) s t — P( V ) is a local isomorphism.
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Proof. In Corollary 5.10 and the Discussion 5.8 we established that the conditions in both 
clauses of the Lemma 5.11 are satisfied. □
Proof o f Theorem 5.6. We first prove that P (G \V  + )S t — P(V  ) is a r-isomorphism. For 
this we verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are verified for that map with Y  ' =  Y  =  
P (V ). By Corollary 5.12 P (G \V  + )S t — P (V ) is a local isomorphism. We know that r  
acts properly discontinuously on P(V  +) with compact fundamental domain. This is then 
also true for P (G \V + )S t . Since r  acts on P (V ) as a group of isometries, Condition (ii) 
of 5.2 is fulfilled as well. So P (G \V  + )S t — P (V ) is a covering projection. But P (V ) is 
simply connected, and so this must be an isomorphism. It follows that P (V  +) is compact, 
so that r  must be finite.
An irreducible component D (L ) over D (L ) gets contracted if  dim  L >  1, with image 
in P (V ) a subspace of codimension equal to the dimension of L. In particular, we get 
a divisor in case dim  L =  1 and so the image of a covering of P (V - ) is mapped to 
an arrangement complement, P(A °), say. So the developing map evG : G \V -  — A° 
becomes an isomorphism if  we pass to C x -orbit spaces. According to Theorem 4.5 evG is 
homogeneous of degree one. It follows that this map as well as the induced map G \ V -  — 
r \A °  are isomorphisms.
Finally we verify the Schwarz condition for any L g L irr(H). We know already that this 
is the case when L g  L -  (H ).F o r L g  L+ (H) this is seen from the simple form of the pro­
jectivized developing map at a general point of D (L ) : in terms of a local chart ( n , F ' , F 2 ) 
of P (V  +) at such a point it is given by ( t - P1 , t - P1 F ' , F 2). Since (G \P (V  + )S t — P(V  ) 
is an isomorphism, G must contain the group of |pL |th roots of unity acting on the transver­
sal coordinate t í .  This just tells us that L satisfies the Schwarz condition. □
5.4. Dunkl connections whose holonomy is almost a Heisenberg group.
Theorem  5.13. Let be given a Dunkl system with k G ( 0 ,1)H and k 0 =  1, which satisfies 
the Schwarz condition in codimension one and admits a nontrivial flat hermitian form. 
Then:
(i) the flat hermitian form is semidefinite with kernel generated by the Euler field,
(ii) V f =  V -  {0}, the monodromy group r / r O o f the connection on G • C x \  V ° is 
finite and r O is an integral Heisenberg group,
(iii) the developing map identifies the r / r  O-cover o f  G \V  -  {0} in a C x -equivariant 
fashion with an anti-ample C x -bundle over an abelian variety,
(iv) G \V  -  {0} — A is a r -isomorphism and the Dunkl connection satisfies the 
Schwarz condition.
(v) The hermitian form gives P (G \ V ) the structure o f a complete parabolic orbifold: 
i f  K  is the kernel o f the hermitian form on the translation space o f  A, then T 
acts in K \A  via a complex crystallographic space group and the developing map 
induces an isomorphism between P (G \ V ) and the latter's orbit space.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1. Upon replacing the flat form by 
its negative, we assume that it is positive semidefinite; we denote this form by h. The 
monodromy around every member of L irr(H) -  {0} leaves invariant a positive definite 
form and hence is finite by Theorem 5.1. This implies that V f D V -  {0}; it also shows 
that the monodromy of the connection is finite. Since n0 =  1, the Euler field E v  is flat 
and determines a nonzero translation T  A  such that 2 7 ta /- ÏT  is the monodromy around a
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C x -orbit in V °. In particular, the monodromy around such an orbit is not o f finite order, 
so that V f =  V -  {0}.
The Euler field resp. T  generate a faithful C+ -actions on V -  {0} resp. A such that the
developing map descends to a local isomorphism (C+ • G \V  -  {0} — C + \A . Observe 
that the translation space of C + \ A has a r-invariant positive definite hermitian form: if the 
kernel o f h is spanned by this is clear and if  h is positive definite we simply identify 
the translation space in question with the orthogonal complement of T  in the translation 
space of A. The group F/(2 7 ta /- ÏT )  acts on C X! \ V  — {0} through a group which acts 
properly discretely. The orbit space of this action can be identified with G \P ( V ), hence is 
compact. So the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 are fulfilled (with Y  ' =  Y  =  C + \A ) and we 
conclude that
C + .G \v' - {0} — C+ \A
is a covering. Since the range is an affine space (hence simply connected), this must be an 
isomorphism. It follows that the action of r  on A is properly discrete and cocompact. It
also follows that the developing map defines a r-equivariant isomorphism of G \ V -  {0} 
onto A.
Let r O be the subgroup of 7 G r  that act as a translation in C + \A . This subgroup is 
o f finite index in r  and our assumption implies that r O \A  — r O • C + \A  has the structure 
o f a flat C x -bundle over a complex torus. The developing map induces an isomorphism
r O\A  =  r O • G \V  -  {0}; the latter is finite over G \V  -  {0} and extends therefore as a 
finite cover over G \ V . This means that the associated line bundle over the complex torus 
has contractible zero section. Hence this line bundle is anti-ample and To is a Heisenberg 
group.
Property (iv) is almost immediate from Theorem 4.6. □
6. G e o m e tr ic  s t r u c t u r e s  o f  h y p e r b o l ic  ty p e
In this section we consider Dunkl systems of admissible hyperbolic type. So the affine 
space A in which the evaluation map takes its values is in fact a vector space (it comes 
with an origin) equipped with a nondegenerate hermitian form of hyperbolic signature. We 
denote by L x c  A the set of vectors of negative self-product and by B :=  P (L x ) c  P(A) 
its projectivization. Notice that B is a complex ball and that L x can be thought of as a 
C x -bundle over B. By adding B at infinity we obtain a line bundle L  over B that has B 
as the zero section. The admissibility assumption means that the evaluation map takes its 
values in L x so that its projectivization takes its values in B.
6.1. The com pact hyperbolic case. This is relatively simple case and for that reason we 
state and prove it separately. The result in question is the following.
Theorem  6.1. Suppose that the Dunkl system is o f admissible hyperbolic type, satisfies 
the Schwarz condition in codimension one and is such that k G (0 ,1)H, k l  <  1 for all 
L G L irr (H) -  {0}. Then the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition, r  acts on B 
discretely and with compact fundamental domain and the developing map induces an iso­
morphism G \V  =  r \ L x . Thus P (G \V  ) acquires the structure o f a complete hyperbolic 
orbifold isomorphic to r \ B .
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.13 we find that V f =  V -  {0}. It follows 
from Theorem 4.6 that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition. The developing 
map descends to a local isomorphism G \P (V f ) — P(A). It takes values in the complex
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ball B. The latter comes with a r-invariant Kahler metric. The orbit space of the r-action  
on G \P (V f ) can be identified with G \P (V ), hence is compact. So the assumptions of 
Lemma 5.2 are fulfilled and we conclude that G \P (V f ) — B is a covering. Since the 
range is simply connected, this must be an isomorphism. In particular, the action of r  on 
B is properly discrete and cocompact.
It also follows that G \V  =  r \ L x becomes an isomorphism if  we pass to C x -orbit 
spaces. It then follows that the map itself is an isomorphism, because G contains by defi­
nition all the scalars which leave the developing map invariant. □
6.2. S tatem ent of the m ain theorem . The general hyperbolic case concerns the situation 
where the holonomy group is of cofinite volume (rather than being cocompact) in the 
automorphism group of a complex ball. This is substantially harder to deal with.
Given a Dunkl system for which the flat hermitian form h =  h K is of hyperbolic type 
(i.e., nondegenerate of index one, so that h defines a complex ball B in the projective space 
at infinity P(A) of A). If L g  L irr(H) is such that k l  >  1, then if we approach L° from 
V° along a curve, the image of a lift in V° of this curve under the developing map tends 
to infinity with limit a point o f P(A). These limit points lie in well-defined r-o rb it of 
linear subspaces of P(A) of codimension dim (L). We call such space a special subspace 
in P( A) and its intersection with B a special subball. We use the same terminilogy for the 
corresponding linear subspace of A.
The main goal o f this section is to prove:
Theorem  6.2. Let be given a Dunkl system with k G ( 0 ,1)H which comes with a flat 
admissible form h o f hyperbolic type. Suppose that every hyperplane H  G H  with k h  <  1 
and every line L G L irr(H) with k l  >  1 satisfies the Schwarz condition. Then:
(i) The system satisfies the Schwarz condition.
(ii) The collection o f special hyperplanes is locally finite in L  x and i f  (L x )-  denotes 
the complement in L x o f the union o f the special hyperplanes, then the projec­
tivized developing map defines a r -equivariant isomorphism G \V f — (L x ) - .
(iii) The group r ,  considered as a subgroup o f the unitary group U (h) o f h, is discrete 
and has cofinite volume in U( h ) .
(iv) The developing map induces an isomorphism G \V f — r \ ( L x )-  o f normal ana­
lytic spaces.
Thus i f  B -  denotes the complement in B o f the union o f the special hyperplanes, then 
P (G \V f ) can be identified with r \ B -  and acquires the structure o f a hyperbolic orbifold 
whose completion is r \B .
Remarks 6.3. Our proof yields more precise information, for it tells us how P (G \V ) is 
obtained from the Baily-Borel compactification of r \ B  by a blowup followed by a blow­
down. This is in fact an instance of the construction described in [22].
Couwenberg gives in his thesis [9] a (presumably complete) list o f the cases for which H  
its Coxeter arrangement and G is the associated Coxeter group. The Schwarz condition for 
the lines then amounts to: if  L is a line which is the fixed point subspace of an irreducible 
Coxeter subgroup of G and such that k l  >  1, then (k l  -  1)-1  is an integer or, when 
L l  g H , half an integer. The fact that the list is substantial gives the theorem its merit. In 
particular, it produces new examples of discrete hyperbolic groups of cofinite volume.
6.3. Connection w ith the w ork  of Deligne-Mostow. Theorem 6.2 implies one of the
main results of Deligne-Mostow [14] andM ostow [24].
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Theorem  6.4 (Deligne-Mostow). Consider the Lauricella system with all o f its parameters 
Mo, . . . ,  Mn in (0 ,1) andJ2n=O Mfc G (1, 2) so thatMn+i :=  2 -  ^ n=O Mfc G (0,1) also. 
Suppose that for every pair 0 <  i <  j  <  n  + 1  forwhich 1 -  Mi -  Mj ispositive, 1 -  Mi -  Mj 
is a rational number with numerator 1 o r 2, allowing the latter only in case j  <  n  and 
Mi =  Mj. Then the system satisfies the Schwarz condition and the Schwarz symmetry 
group is the group G o f permutations o f  { 0 , . . . ,  n} which preserves the weight function 
M : { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n} — R, the collection o f special hyperplanes is locally finite on B, r  is a 
lattice in the unitary group o f  A and the developing map identifies P (G \ V f ) with r \ B - .
Proof. We verify the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2. First o f we all we want the Schwarz 
condition for every H i j  satisfied: this means that for every pair 0 <  i <  j  <  n, we 
want 1 -  Mi -  Mj to be positive rational number with numerator 1 or 2, allowing the latter 
only in case Mi =  Mj. We also want the Schwarz condition fulfilled at a line in L +(H ). 
Such a line is given by an n-element subset o f { 0 , . . . ,  n}, say as the complement of the 
singleton {i}, suchthat J2 O< j< n j =  Mj >  1. The Schwarz condition is fulfilled at this line 
if  - 1  +  2  O< j< n j= i Mj is the reciprocal of an integer. This amounts to: if  1 -  Mi -  Mn+:L is 
positive, then it is the reciprocal of an integer. The rest follows from easily from Theorem
6 .2. □
Remark 6.5. The conditions imposed here imply Mostow’s SINT-condition: this is the 
condition which says that for any pair 0 <  i <  j  <  n  + 1  such that 1 -  Mi -  Mj is positive, 
we want this to be a rational number with numerator 1 or 2, allowing the latter only in 
case Mi =  Mj. Clearly, this condition is more symmetric, because it does not attribute a 
special role to Mn+:t. This symmetry is understood as follows. We can regard of P( V° ) as 
parametrizing the collection of mutually distinct (n +  1)-tuples (zO, . . . ,  zn ) in the affine 
line C given up to an affine-linear transformation. But it is better to include œ  and to think 
o f P (V °) as the moduli space of mutually distinct (n +  2)-tuples (zO, . . . ,  zn+1) on the 
projective line P 1 given up to a projective-linear transformation, that is, to identify P( V° ) 
with M O,n+2. This makes evident an action of the permutation group of { 0 , . . . ,  n  + 1 }  
on P(V °). It is conceivable that there are cases for which the SINT-condition is satisfied 
and ours aren’t, even after permutation. The table in [32], lists 94 systems (mo >  Mi. >
• • • >  Mn+:i >  0) satisfying the SINT-condition. Most likely, it is complete. In this list, 
there is precisely one case which escapes us and that is when n  +  2 =  12 and all Mi ’s 
equal to With little extra effort, we can get around this (and at the same time avoid 
resorting to this list) if  we let the group of permutations of {0 , . . . ,  n  + 1} which leave 
M : { 0 , . . . ,  n  +  1} — Q invariant act from the outset. This group contains G and the 
elements not in G act nonlinearly on P (V f ). An alternative approach starts with analyzing 
the developing map of a Dunkl system with a degenerate hyperbolic form (see Subsection 
3.7), which indeed is a class worth studying its own right.
Remark 6 .6 . Deligne and Mostow show that there is a modular interpretation of the Baily- 
Borel compactification of r \B .  Given positive rational numbers mo, . . . ,  Mn+i with sum 2, 
then let us say that an effective fractional anticanonical divisor on P 1 o f type m is simply a 
given by a set o f n  +  2 points endowed with the weights mo , . . . ,  Mn+ ' , given up to order. 
We do not require the points to be distinct. So such a divisor determines a support function 
P 1 — Q+ which is zero for all but finitely many points and whose sum (over P 1) of its 
values is two. It is said to be stable (resp. semistable) if this function is everywhere less 
than (resp. at most) one. The projective linear group acts on the variety of the semistable 
fractional divisors and this action is proper on the (open) subvariety of the stable ones. So 
a stable orbit is always closed. Any other minimal semistable orbit is represented by a
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fractional divisor whose support consists of two distinct points, each with weight 1. The 
points o f its Hilbert-Mumford quotient are in bijective correspondence with the minimal 
semistable orbits. We thus get a projective compactification M  o,n + 2  C M 1,', „ A period 
map enters the picture by imitating the familiar approach to the elliptic integral, that is, 
by passing to a cyclic cover of P 1 on which the Lauricella integrand becomes a regular 
differential. Concretely, write Mi =  m i/m  with m i, m  positive integers such that the m i ’s 
have no common divisor, and write vi for the denominator of Mi . Consider the cyclic cover 
C  — P 1 of order m which has ramification over zi o f order vi . In affine coordinates, C  is 
given as the normalization of the curve defined by
n
wm = n  (zi -  z )m i.
i=O
The Lauricella integrand pulls back to a regular differential j  on C , represented by w - 1 dZ. 
Over zi G P 1 we have m /v i distinct points in each of which fj has a zero of order vi (1 -  
Mi ) -  1. This form transforms under the Galois group by a certain character x  and up to 
a scalar factor, fj is the only regular form with that property: H 1 ’ O(C )x is a line spanned 
by j .  It turns out that such Hodge data are uniformized by a complex ball. Although the 
holonomy group need not map to an arithmetic group, much of Shimura’s theory applies 
here. Indeed, Shimura (see for instance [29]) and Casselman [5] (who was Shimura’s 
student at the time) had investigated in detail the case for which m is prime before Deligne 
and Mostow addressed the general situation. A (if not the) chief result o f Deligne-Mostow 
[14] is a refined Torelli theorem: if  their INT condition is satisfied, then
(i) the holonomy group maps to a subgroup of automorphisms of the Hodge period 
ball which is discrete and of cofinite volume,
(ii) the corresponding orbit space admits a compactification of Baily-Borel type (this 
adds a finite number of points, the cusps),
(iii) the map described above identifies M 1,', „ with this Baily-Borel compactifica­
tion, making the minimal semistable nonstable orbits correspond to the cusps.
This is essentially the content of their Theorem (10.18.2). They also determine when 
the holonomy group is arithmetic (the systematic construction of such groups was in fact 
Mostow’s original motivation).
6.4. The Borel-Serre extension. Before we begin the prof the main theorem, we first 
make a few observations regarding the unitary group U (h) of h (since A has an origin, 
we regard this as a group operating in A). Suppose we have a unipotent transformation 
g G U (h) that is not the identity. Let E  C A be the fixed point space of g. Then E ^  is 
g-invariant and hence contains eigenvectors. So E  n  E ^  is non trivial. In other words, E  
contains an isotropic line I . Now g induces in I ^ / /  a transformation that will preserve 
the form induced by h. Since this form is positive definite and g is unipotent, g will act 
trivially on I ^ / / . The unitary transformations which respect the flag {0} C I  C I L C A 
and act trivially on the successive quotients form a Heisenberg group .¥/ whose center is 
parametrized as follows. Notice that the one-dimensional complex vector space I  <g> I  has 
a natural real structure which is oriented: it is defined by the ‘positive’ ray of the elements 
e <g> e, where e runs over the generators of I . This line parametrizes a one parameter 
subgroup of GL(A) :
exp : I  <g> I  —>■ GL(A), exp(Ae <g> e) : z G A  i—> z +  Ah(z, e)e, e G / ,  A G C.
The transformation exp(Ae <g> e) is unitary relative to h if A is purely imaginary and so exp 
maps y / ^ Î I  <g> / ( R) to a one-parameter subgroup of U ( h). This one-parameter subgroup
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is the center of the Heisenberg group N  above. The group N  is parametrized by pairs 
(a, e) G Ia  x I  : any element of this group is written
9a,e '■ z & A  i—> z +  h(z, a)e — h(z , e)a — ^h(a , a)h(z , e)e.
This is not quite unique since ga+Ae ,e =  ga , e when A G R. But apart from that we 
have uniqueness: N : modulo its center can be identified with vector group I 1-/ /  <g> I  by 
assigning to (a, e) its image in I a-/ I  <8> I.
Let T  be a sub space of A on which h is degenerate with kernel I  : so I  C T  C I ^ . 
We suppose that T  =  I . Clearly, N /  preserves T . Suppose that g acts trivially on A /T  
and induces in the fibers of A — A /T  a translation. So if  we write g in the above form: 
g =  ga ,e, then we see that a must be proportional to e: a =  Ae with A purely imaginary, in 
other words g is in the center of N / .
Let I  C A be an isotropic line. When A is a positive real number, and e G I , then 
exp(Ae <g> e) is not unitary, but it will still map B into itself. In fact, the orbits of the ray of 
positive elements in /(g) ƒ are (oriented) geodesic rays in B which tend to [/] G dB. Perhaps 
a more concrete picture is gotten by fixing a generator e G I  so that every point of B can 
be represented in the affine hyperplane in V defined by h(z, e) =  1 : under the realization 
of B in this hyperplane, the geodesic ray action becomes simply the group of translations 
over positive multiples of e. We regard the space B(1 ) o f these rays as a quotient space 
of B so that we have a fibration by rays n (1  ) : B — B(1 ). The Borel-Serre topology on 
the disjoint union B U B(1 ) is generated by the open subsets o f B and the subsets of the 
form U U 7t(I)(U),  where U runs over the open subsets of B invariant under .¥/ and the 
positive ray in I  <g> I.  This adds a partial boundary to B so that it becomes a manifold with 
boundary. Let B+ D B be the Borel-Serre extension associated to r :  for every isotropic 
line I  C V for which r  n  N /  is discrete and cocompact, we do the above construction. 
That makes B+ a manifold with boundary, the boundary having in an infinite number of 
connected components (or being empty). Notice that the action of r  on this boundary is 
properly discrete and cocompact—this is indeed the main justification for its introduction.
6.5. P roof of the m ain theorem . We now turn to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Throughout 
this section the assumptions of that theorem are in force and we also retain some of the 
notation introduced in Subsection 5.3, suchas L - (H), L O (H), L+ (H ), • • •.
We begin with a lemma in which we collect a number of useful properties.
Lem m a 6.7. We have:
(i) Forany L G £¡rr (H ), h induceson (V /L)° a flat hermitian form which is positive, 
semipositive with one-dimensional kernel, hyperbolic according to whether k l  - 1  
is negative, zero, or positive.
(ii) The intersection o f any two distinct members L i, L 2 o f  L O(H) U L + (H ) is irre­
ducible and (hence) belongs to L + (H ).
(iii) I f  L G L+ (H), then the longitudinal Dunkl connection on L° has finite holonomy 
and L satisfies the Schwarz condition (so that the system satisfies the Schwarz 
condition).
Proof. The flat hermitian form induces one on the Dunkl system V /L . This form is 
nonzero (L cannot be a hyperplane since we assumed that k takes a value less than one 
on these) and so the first statement readily follows from our results in Section 5.
If for L ',  L 2 as in the lemma, L ' n  L 2 were reducible, then then the flat form on 
V /(L ' n  L 2) induced by h would have an isotropic plane, a property which is clearly 
forbidden by the signature of h.
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Let now L G L+ (H). Then the longitudinal holonomy in L° has a flat positive her­
mitian form. The desired properties now follow from Theorem 5.6: in view of the way 
kl is defined, and part (ii) any one-dimensional member in L+ (H L) is in fact a member 
o f L+ (H) and so satisfies the Schwarz condition and any codimension one member in 
L -  (H L ) comes from a member of L -  (H) and hence satisfies the Schwarz condition. □
Discussion 6.8. We introduced in the Discussion 5.8 a blowup V + under the assumption 
that LO (H) is empty and described the behavior of the projectivized developing map on the 
preimage of the origin of V . We generalize this to the situation where L O (H) is allowed to 
be nonempty.
Our V + will now be obtained by blowing up the members of L+ (H) first (in the usual 
order), and then blowing up each L G L O(H) in a real-oriented manner. This is unam­
biguously defined since by Lemma 6.7-(ii) the intersection of two such members lies in 
L+ (H) and so their strict transforms will not meet. It is clear that V + is a manifold with 
smooth boundary whose manifold interior V + -  d V + is a quasiprojective variety. The 
latter contains V f as an open-dense subset and the complement of V f in V + -  dV  + is a 
normal crossing divisor whose closure in V + meets the boundary transversally.
Any L G L +(H ) defines a divisor E (L ) in V + and any L G L O(H) defines a boundary 
component dLV +. These cross normally in an obvious sense so that we get a natural 
stratification of V +. Let us describe the strata explicitly. For L G L O(H) U L+ (H) we 
define L -  as in Discussion 5.8:
L -  :=  L -  U{M  : M  G L O(H) U L+ (H), L <  M }.
So every M  G L irr(H) which meets L -  but does not contain L belongs to L - (H). In 
particular, L -  is contained in the subset L f of L defined by the longitudinal connection. 
It is clear that V -  =  V f . The preimage of L -  in V + is a union of strata and trivial as a 
stratified space over L - . It has a unique open-dense stratum which can be identified with 
the product L -  x P ((V /L )f ) incase L G L+ (H). If L G L O(H), then we must replace the 
factor P ((V /L )f ) by S S  (V /L ), where S S  assigns to a (real) vector space the sphere of its 
real half lines. (There is no need to write (V /L )f here, since the latter equals V /L  -  {0}.)
An arbitrary stratum is described inductively: the collection of divisors and boundary 
walls defined by a subset of L O(H) U L+ (H) has a nonempty intersection if and only if 
that subset makes up a flag: L . : L O >  L ' >  • • • >  L k >  L k+1 =  V . Their common 
intersection contains a stratum S (L .)  which decomposes as
k
S  (L .) =  L -  x J J  P ( ( L i /L i - i ) - ) x P ((V /L k )f ),
i= 1
atleast,w hen L k G L + (H );if  L k G L O(H ), we must replace the last factor by S S (V /L k). 
It is clear that G .C X naturally acts on V +. The covering V f — V f extends naturally to 
a ramified covering V + — V + with r  x G-action. Since the holonomy along S (L .)  
decomposes according to its factors, a connected component 5 (L .)  of the preimage of a 
stratum S (L .)  decomposes as a product of coverings of the factors of S  (L .). By Lemma
6.7, the covers of these factors are finite except for the last, which is the holonomy cover 
of P ((V /L „ )f ) or S S (V /L n ).
The preimage P (V  +) of the origin of V in V + is a compact manifold with boundary. 
Let us write B +  for P (V  +) and denote its interior by B. So B  is a quasiprojective manifold 
which contains P (V f ) as the complement of a normal crossing divisor. The strata in B+ 
are given by the flags L . which begin with L O =  {0}. We denote by D (L ) the exceptional
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divisorin B +  defined by L G L + (H ). (It is easy to see that D (L ) =  P (L + ) x P ((V /L )+ ).) 
The group r  acts on B +  properly discontinuously with compact orbit space B + .
Proposition 6.9. The projectivized developing map extends to this covering as a continu­
ous r -equivariant map B +  — B+ which is constant on the G-orbits. It has the following 
properties:
(i) It maps every boundary component o f  B + to a Borel-Serre boundary component 
ofB+ and the restriction B  — B is analytic.
(ii) Every irreducible component o f the preimage in 13 o f an exceptional divisor D (L ), 
L G L+ (H ), is mapped to an open subset o f special subball o fB  o f codimension 
dim (L) and the resulting map from such irreducible components to special sub­
balls reverses the inclusion relation.
(iii) Every connected component o f a fiber o f the map B + — B+ is compact. I f  that 
connected component is a singleton, then at the image o f this singleton in G \B + , 
the map G \B +  — B+ is local isomorphism.
Proof. The proof amounts to an analysis of the behavior of the projectivized developing 
map on B + . Since we did this already in the case without boundary components in the 
proof of Theorem 5.6, we shall now concentrate on the case of a boundary stratum. Such 
a stratum is given by a flag L . =  ({0} =  L O >  L ' >  • • • >  L k >  L k+1 =  V ), for which
Li G L+ (H) for i <  k and Lk G L O(H):
S  (L .) =  P ( (L i/L o )- ) x ••• x P ( (L k /L k - i) - ) x S S  (V /Lk)
Let us write dk for the boundary component of B + defined by L k. If we had not blown 
up the strict transform of L k in a real-oriented fashion, but in the conventional manner, 
then the last factor would be P(V /Lk ). On a point over that stratum, the developing map 
is according to Proposition 2.22 affine-linearly equivalent to a map taking values in C x 
Tí  x C • • • x Tk x C with components
( ( 4 -Ko • • • t 1- ? -1 (1, F i))k=-i1, í í -Ko • • • t k : i fc-1 (1, Fk, log tk ) ) .
Here F i is a morphism at a point of this conventional blowup to a linear space Ti, t i defines 
the ith exceptional divisor and (tO, F , . . . ,  F k, t k ) is a chart. However, on the real-oriented 
blowup, log t k is a coordinate: its imaginary part arg t k helps to parametrize the ray space 
S S (V /L k) and its real part log |tk | must be allowed to take the value - to (its value on 
the boundary). We denote this coordinate Tk. On a connected component 5 (L .)  o f the 
preimage of S (L .) in B + , we have defined roots of the normal coordinates: t i =  t ?*,
i =  0 , . . . ,  k -  1, so that (F i, ti . . . ,  Fk, Tk) is a chart for B + . In terms of this chart, the 
projectivized developing map becomes
( t - P1 • • • t - T 1 (1, F i ) , . . . ,  T - - Î -1 (1, F k - i) ,  (1, Fk, Tk) ) ,
where we recall that - p i is a positive integer and the constant component 1 reminds us of 
the fact that we are mapping to an affine chart of a projective space. We use this to see 
that the projectivized developing map extends to B + — B+ .A  chart of B+ is (implicitly) 
given by the affine hyperplane A  C A defined by h ( - , e) =  1, where e is minus the 
unit vector corresponding to the slot occupied by Tk (the geodesic action is then given by 
translation over negative multiples of e). This normalization is here already in place, for 
the coordinate in question is in the slot with constant 1. So we then have in fact a chart 
o f the Borel-Serre compactification, provided that we remember that Tk takes its values in
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[ - 00 , 00) +  a /^ IR . In particular, we have the claimed extension B+ —> B+. It sends 
the boundary stratum 5 (L . ) to the Borel-Serre boundary (for Re(Tk ) takes there the value 
- t o )  with image herein the locus defined by putting all but the last three slots equal zero. 
The fiber passing through 5 is locally given by putting Tk- '  = 0  and fixing the values of F k 
and Tk (with real part - t o ) .  In particular, this fiber is smooth at 5. This is true everywhere, 
and hence a connected component of that fiber is also an irreducible component. Let us 
denote the irreducible component passing through 5 by $ 2. So lies over dk.
If k =  1, then =  {5} and the extension is at 5 simply given by (1, F ,  t í )  and hence 
is there a local isomorphism. If k >  1, then since (F k, Im(Tk)) defines a chart for the 
product P ((L k - 1/ L k)+ ) x S S ((V /L k)+), $2  is an irreducible component of a fiber of 
the natural map
dk D (L k - i)  — dk D (L k - i)  =  P (L + -i)  x P ( (L k - i /L k )+ ) x S S  ((V /Lk )+) —
— P ((L k - i/L k  )+) x S S  ((V /Lk )+).
Since L k_ '  has finite longitudinal holonomy by Lemma 6.7, the irreducible components 
of the fibers of this map are compact. If $2  =  {5}, then we must have dim  L k-1 =  1. 
This implies that k =  2 and that ( t í ,  F 2, t 2) is a chart o f B +  at 5 (we have TÎ =  {0} 
in this case). The extension at 5 is given by ( t - P1 , 1, F 2, t 2). Since G L1 acts on the first 
component as multiplication by | p  |th roots of unity, we see that the extension is at 5 a 
local isomorphism modulo G. The proof of the proposition is now complete. □
Proof o f Theorem 6.2. According to Proposition 6.9, the map G \B +  — B+ has the prop­
erty that the connected components of its fibers are compact, that the preimage of the 
Baily-Borel boundary is in the boundary of the domain and that where this map is locally 
finite it is in fact a local isomorphism. So Lemma 5.11 can be applied (in its entirity) to 
this situation and we find that for the topological Stein factorization of G \B +  — B+,
G \B +  -------- — G \B + St -------- — B + ,
the second map is a local isomorphism over B. We first prove that G \B St — B is a 
r-isomorphism. For this we verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are verified for the 
Stein factor G \B + St with Y ' :=  B.
We know that r  acts properly discontinuously on B + with compact fundamental do­
main. The first Stein factor is proper and r-equivariant and so r  acts also properly dis­
continuously on G \B + S t. Since r  acts on B as a group of isometries, Condition (ii) of
5.2 is fulfilled as well. The lemma tells us that G \B St — B is then a covering projection. 
But B is simply connected, and so this must be an isomorphism. It is easy to see that 
G \B +  St — B+ is then a r-homeomorphism. Since r  acts on the domain discretely and 
cocompactly, the same is true on its range. This implies that r  is discrete and of cofinite 
volume in the unitary group of h.
The irreducible components of the preimages in B  of the exceptional divisors D (L ) are 
locally finite in B  ; since B  — G \B St is proper, the image of these in B St are also locally 
finite. An irreducible component D (L ) over D (L ) gets contracted if  dim  L >  1, and its 
image in B is the intersection of B with a special subspace of codimension equal to the 
dimension of L. The irreducible components of the preimages of the divisors D (L ) in B + 
are locally finite. Hence their images in  B are locally finite in  B. We get a divisor precisely 
when dim  L =  1. It follows that the collection of special hyperplanes is locally finite on
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B, and that G \P (V f ) C G \B St maps isomorphically onto the complement of the special 
hyperball arrangement modulo r ,  r \ B - .
Since G \P (V f ) — r \ B -  is an isomorphism, so is G \V f — r \ ( L x ) - . □
6 .6 . A presentation fo r the holonomy group. . The holonomy group r  is the image of 
a representation of the fundamental group n ( G \V ° ,  *). In case G is a Coxeter group 
and H  is its set o f reflection hyperplanes, then n ( G \V ° ,  *) is the Artin group of G that 
we encountered in Subsection 3.5. But as the Lauricella systems show, H  may very well 
be bigger than the set of reflection hyperplanes of G. We describe a set of generators of 
the kernel of the holonomy representation and thus obtain a presentation of the holonomy 
group r  in case we have one of n ( G \V ° ,  *).
Let us first note that any L G L (H ) unambiguously determines a conjugacy class in the 
fundamental group of V° : blow up L in V and take the conjugacy class of a simple loop 
around the generic point o f the exceptional divisor in (the preimage of) V °. If we pass to 
the orbit space G \V °, then L° determines a stratum in G \V . This stratum determines in 
the same way a conjugacy class in n ( G \V ° ,  *). If L is irreducible and a L G n ( G \V ° ,  *) 
is a member of this conjugacy class, then a f L| is in the conjugacy class of n ( V ° ,  *) 
defined above. If kl =  1, then the holonomy around this stratum in G \V ° has order qL, 
where is the denominator of 1 -  kl . So a f L is then the smallest power of a L which 
lies in the kernel o f the monodromy representation.
Theorem  6.10. Suppose that we are in the elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic case, that is, 
in one the cases covered by Theorems 5.1, 5.6, 5.13 and 6.2. Then r  is obtained from 
n i(G \V  °, *) by imposing the relations a f L =  1 for
(1) L G H  and
(2) L G L irr(H) is o f dimension <  1 and k l  >  1.
(Notice that for the complete elliptic and parabolic cases 5.1 and 5.13 the relations o f the 
second kind do not occur.)
Proof. We limit ourselves to the hyperbolic case, since the others are easier. Theorem 6.2 
shows that G \ V° can be identified with an open subset of r \ L .  Since L  is a contractible 
(hence simply connected) complex manifold, r  is the orbifold fundamental group of r \ L .  
Hence the quotient n  (G \ V °, *) — r  can be understood as the map on (orbi)fold funda­
mental groups of the map G \ V° — r \ L .  It is well-known (and easy to see) that the kernel 
of such a map is generated by the powers of the conjugacy classes in  the fundamental 
group of G \ V° defined by irreducible components o f codimension one of the complement 
o f the image, r \ L  -  G \V °, the power in question being the order of local fundamental 
group at a general point of such an irreducible component. These irreducible components 
are naturally indexed by the strata of G \V  of the type described in the theorem: the strata 
o f codimension one of G \V  yield the irreducible components meeting G \V f , the zero 
dimensional stratum corresponds the image of the zero section r B  C r \ L  and the strata of 
dimension one on which k >  1 correspond to the remaining irreducible components. The 
powers are o f course as stated in the theorem. □
Remark 6.11. Once we seek to apply Theorem 6.10 in a concrete case, we need of course 
to have at our disposal a presentation of the fundamental group of G \ V° in which the ele­
ments a L can be identified. For G a Coxeter group, this is furnished by the Brieskorn-Tits 
presentation [4], [13]; this produces in the elliptic range the presentations of the associ­
ated complex reflection groups that are due to Coxeter [10], Sections 12.1 and 13.4. For
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the case of an arbitrary finite complex reflection group, one may use a presentation of the 
fundamental group due to Bessis [2].
6.7. A utom orphic form s and invariant theory. According to Theorem 4.5, the devel­
oping map V f — (L x )-  is homogeneous of negative degree po (recall that po is the 
numerator of the negative rational number ko -  1). We can express this in terms of orb­
ifold line bundles as follows: if  O r \B-  ( - 1 )  denotes the r-quotient o f the automorphic line 
bundle OB-  ( - 1 )  over r \ B - , then the pull-back of this bundle over P (V f ) is isomorphic 
to O P(V)f ( - p 0). Now P (V ) -  P (V )f is a closed subset of P (V ) which is everywhere of 
codimension >  1 and so for any k >  0, the space of sections of O P(Vf  (k) is the space 
C[V]k of homogeneous polynomials on V of degree k. We conclude that we have an 
isomorphism of graded algebras
® „>oH 0(B- , O ( - n ) ) r  -  ® „>oC[V ]-„po.
In particular, the lefthand side is finitely generated and its P ro j can be identified with 
G \P (V ). In [22] a systematic study was made of algebras of meromorphic automorphic 
forms of the type under consideration here. The upshot is that the P ro j of the lefthand side 
is explicitly described as a modification of the Baily-Borel compactification of r \ B  which 
leaves r \ B -  untouched.
To be more explicit, let us start out with the data consisting of the ball B, the group r  , 
and the collection of special hyperplanes. Let us also make the rather modest assumption 
that dim  V >  3, so that d im B  >  2. The following lemma verifies the central hypothesis 
of Corollary 5.8 of [22] (where the hermitian form is given the opposite signature).
Lem m a 6.12. Every 1 -dimensional intersection o f special hyperplanes is positive definite.
Proof. Any 1-dimensional intersection K  of special hyperplanes which is negative semi­
definite defines a point on the closure of B. If K  is negative (which defines an interior 
point of B), then K  is a special subspace and hence corresponds to a member of L +(H ) 
of codimension one, that is, a member H  G H. Since k h  <  1, this is impossible. If 
K  is isotropic, then choose a 2-dimensional intersection P  of special hyperplanes which 
contains K . Since the projectivization of P  meets B, it is a special subspace and hence 
corresponds to a member L G L + (H ) of codimension 2. The transversal Dunkl system 
in V /L  has a projectivized developing map taking values in B n  P ( P ). So H f  contains a 
member H  with k h  =  1. But this we excluded also. □
Although Corollary 5.8 of [22] does not apply as its stands— r  need not be arithmetic— 
one can verify that the arguments to prove it only require r  to be discrete and of cofinite 
volume in the relevant unitary group. It then tells us something we already know via our 
main theorem, namely that the algebra of automorphic forms on B with arbitrary poles 
along the special hyperplanes is finitely generated with positive degree generators and 
that the Proj o f this graded algebra defines a certain projective completion of r \ B - : in 
the present situation the latter is just P (G \V ). But in [22] the completion is explicitly 
described as a blowup followed by a blowdown of the Baily-Borel compactification of 
r \B .  If we go through the details of this, we find that this intermediate blowup is almost 
G \B + : the difference is that we now must blow up the parabolic L G L o(H) in the 
standard manner and not in  the real-oriented sense.
Question 6.13. The algebra of r-autom orphic forms (of fractional degree) must appear in 
C[V]G as a subalgebra. It is in fact the subalgebra of G-invariant polynomials which in 
degree n  vanish on each L G L +(H ) of order >  n(Kf  -  1 ) /(k o -  1). It is only via our
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main theorem that we can give a geometric interpretation of the P ro j of this subalgebra 
as a modification of P (G \V ). In the Lauricella case, this can done directly by means of 
geometric invariant theory, but is this possible in general?
7. Cla ssifica tio n  of o rbifo ld s  for  reflectio n  a rra n g em en ts
Our aim is to list the Dunkl systems whose underlying arrangement is that o f a finite 
reflection group and for which the holonomy is as studied in the previous chapters: elliptic, 
parabolic or hyperbolic with a discrete holonomy group of cofinite volume. More precisely, 
we classify the cases for which the hypotheses of the Theorems 5.1, 5.13 and 6.2 are 
satisfied.
In order to display the information in an efficient way, we elaborate a little on Remark 
2.27. Given a Dunkl system of type An on V  = C n+1/(m ain  diagonal) with the parame­
ters mo, . ., Mn, then for m  =  0 , . . . ,  n  we have a map
Sm : C n ^  V, (ui,  . . . , Un)  ^  («L . . . ,« 4 - 1 ,  0 ,U2m, . . . , U2n).
Remark 2.27 tells us that pulling back the Dunkl system along this map yields a Dunkl 
system of type B n ; we refer to this way of producing a B n-system as reduction o f the 
A n -system at index m. Notice that any type B k subsystem of the B n-system determines a 
k + 1-element subset I  C { 0 , . . . ,  n} which contains m  (and vice versa) with k taking the 
value - 1  +  2m/  on its fixed point subspace (where m/  :=  J2iei Mi). On the other hand, 
any type A k subsystem is contained in a unique subsystem of type B k+1 and so determines 
(k +  1)-element subset of J  C { 0 , . . . ,  n} — {m}; k takes then value mj on its fixed point 
subspace.
If we only wish to consider non-negative weights on arrangements, then reduction at 
index to is allowed only if  ^ <  M¿ +  Mm <  1 for all i /  to. Since the Dunkl system 
is invariant under reflection in the short roots, we see that the Schwarz condition on the 
weight k for a B-type intersection becomes: for all I  9 m, 1 — m/  is zero or the reciprocal 
of an integer. In particular the weights on B n that satisfy the Schwarz conditions are all 
obtained by reduction at an index on An that satisfies the Schwarz conditions.
The tables below list all the weights for arrangements o f type A and B  that satisfy the 
Schwarz conditions. The parameters m¿ are defined by n ¿ /d  where n¿ and d appear in 
the table. If a parameter nm is typeset in bold then the weight obtained by reduction at 
position m  satisfies the Schwarz conditions for type B. If additionally n  +  n m =  d /2  
for all i =  m  then the reduced weight can be considered as a weight on an arrangement of 
type D. Note that such a weight is then invariant under the Weyl-group of type D. In the 
“remark” column “ell” stands for elliptic, “par” for parabolic and “cc” for co-compact. If 
no remark indicates otherwise, the group will be hyperbolic and acts with cofinite volume.
We omit the case k =  0 from our tables. There is one additional series, corresponding 
to the full monomial groups, that is obtained as follows. Take integers n  >  1, q > 2 and 
define a weight on An by m0 =  . . .  =  Mn-1 = 0 ,  Mn =  1 — 1/q. This weight can be 
reduced at index n  and satisfies both the Schwarz conditions for type A and type B.
Table  1. Types A* and B*
# d, n 0 n i n 2 n 3 n 4 n 5 n 6 n 7 ng n 9 remark
1 3 1 1 1 1
2 4 1 1 1 1 par
3 4 1 1 1 2
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~ 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
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5 2 2 2
6 1 1 1
6 1 1 1
6 1 1 1
6 1 1 1
6 1 1 2
6 1 1 2
6 1 2 2
6 1 2 2
6 2 2 2
8 1 3 3
8 2 2 2
8 3 3 3
8 3 3 3
9 2 4 4
9 4 4 4
10 1 4 4
10 2 3 3
10 2 3 3
10 3 3 3
10 3 3 3
10 3 3 3
12 1 5 5
12 2 2 2
12 2 2 2
12 2 2 4
12 2 4 4
12 3 3 3
12 3 3 3
12 3 3 3
12 3 3 5
12 3 3 5
12 3 5 5
12 3 5 5
12 4 4 4
12 4 4 4
12 4 4 5
12 4 4 5
12 4 5 5
12 4 5 5
12 5 5 5
12 5 5 5
14 2 5 5
cc
ell
ell
par
par
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
2
1
2
3
4
2
3
2
3
3
3
5
3
4
4
4
4
3
6
3
5
6
5
7
9
7
7
5
7
8
5
6
5
6
5
7
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
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14 5 5 5 5 cc
15 4 6 6 6 cc
15 4 6 6 8 cc
15 6 6 6 8 cc
18 1 8 8 8 cc
18 2 7 7 7 cc
18 2 7 7 10 cc
18 3 3 3 13 cc
18 3 3 3 14 cc
18 5 7 7 7 cc
18 7 7 7 7 cc
18 7 7 7 10 cc
20 5 5 5 11 cc
20 5 5 5 14 cc
20 6 6 6 9 cc
20 6 6 6 13 cc
20 6 6 9 9 cc
20 6 6 9 10 cc
24 4 4 4 17 cc
24 4 4 4 19 cc
24 7 9 9 9 cc
24 7 9 9 14 cc
24 9 9 9 14 cc
30 5 5 5 19 cc
30 5 5 5 22 cc
30 5 5 5 23 cc
30 9 9 9 11 cc
42 7 7 7 29 cc
42 7 7 7 34 cc
42 13 15 15 15 cc
42 15 15 15 26 cc
3 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 ell
6 1 1 1 1 2 par
6 1 1 1 1 3
6 1 1 1 1 4
6 1 1 1 2 2
6 1 1 1 2 3
6 1 1 2 2 2
6 1 1 2 2 3
6 1 2 2 2 2
68
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
Ta
comp
these
On
numb
write
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6 1 2 2 2 3
6 2 2 2 2 3
8 1 3 3 3 3
8 3 3 3 3 3
10 2 3 3 3 3
10 3 3 3 3 3
10 3 3 3 3 6
12 2 2 2 2 7
12 2 2 2 2 9
12 2 2 2 4 7
12 3 3 3 3 5
12 3 3 3 3 7
12 3 3 3 5 5
12 3 3 5 5 5
4 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 3
6 1 1 1 1 1 4
6 1 1 1 1 2 2
6 1 1 1 1 2 3
6 1 1 1 2 2 2
6 1 1 1 2 2 3
6 1 1 2 2 2 2
10 3 3 3 3 3
12 2 2 2 2 7
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
6 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 2 3
6 1 1 1 1 2 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
;s 2-5 list all remaining cases for the a 
í  reflection groups. The Shephard group 
e already covered by the tables for types 
in the F4 case the group has more than 
is then two, which means that its discrim 
and q2 for the ramification indices along
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
par
cc
cc
rrangements of the exceptional real and 
s G 25, G 26 and G32 are omitted because 
A3, B 3 and A 4 respectively. 
one orbit in its mirror arrangement. This 
inant has two irreducible components; we 
these components, while we use a single
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q in all other cases. The weight k on the arrangement is obtained by setting kh  =  1 -  2 /q H 
where qH is the ramification index along the image of the mirror H  in the orbit space.
All listed cases correspond to a hyperbolic reflection group except qi =  2, q2 =  3 
for type F4 which is o f parabolic type. If a number q or q¿ is typeset in bold then the 
corresponding group acts co-compactly on a hyperbolic ball, otherwise it acts with co­
finite volume. All the obtained hyperbolic groups for the real exceptional root systems are 
arithmetic.
T a b le  2. Types E n
n 6 7 8
q 3 ,4 3 3
T a b le  3. Type F4
<li 2 3 4 6
<12 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,12 3, 4, 6, 12 4 6
The case q1 =  2, q2 =  3 is of parabolic type.
Table  4. Types H n
n 3 4
<1 3, 4, 5, 10 3 ,5
T a b le  5. Shephard-Todd groups Gn
n 24 27 29 31 33 34
<1 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12 3, 4 ,5 3 ,4 3 ,5 3 3
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